


MESSAGE FROM 
JOHN W AIHEE, GOVERNOR 

STATE OF HAWAII 

It gives me great pleasure to extend my greetings and best wishes to the 
veterans of the IOOth Infantry Battalion on the occasion of your 45th 
Anniversary Celebration, June 17 through 21, at the Pagoda Hotel and the 
Club 100 Clubhouse. 

The courage and gallantry of the IOOth Battalion is legendary, and the 
numerous citations and decorations the battalion and its members have 
received are eloquent testimony to the bravery with which you met snd 
overcame the enemy. They are 8 testament, too, to your abiding love of 
country and to the spirit that has motivated your organization over the years. 

Returned from the wars, you set for yourselves new goals and discovered 
new challenges to meet, and in meeting those challenges you set a new course 
for the people of Hawaii and helped shape its future into a different and more 
pleasing mold. It took determination and skill to do so, and the people of 
Hawaii will be eternally grateful to you. 

Your accomplishments are a source of pride to us all. We savor your 
victories and the added meaning they have brought to all our lives. I wish you 
a memorable 45th Anniversary Celebration. 

----dL~ 
JOHN WAIHEE 



""--BAKERY 

KING'S BAKERY 
1936 S. KING STREET - 941-5211 

KAIMUKI - 3221 WAIALAE AVE . - 735-5522 
EATON SQUARE - 444 HOB RON LANE - 955-8899 



The Art of Service. 
Service. It's our heritage 

at Central Pacific Bank. 

You'lI see it in everything 

we do for our customers. 

It's the difference between 

our bank and all the rest. 

@ 
Central Pacific Billl~ 
OAHU 544-0500 

HAWAII 935 ·5251 

MAUl 877-3387 

KAUAI 245 -3311 



MESSAGE FROM 
FRANK F. FASI, MAYOR 

CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 

CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU 

am pleased to extend warm aloha to all IOOth 
Infantry Battalion veterans on the occasion of the 
organization's 45th anniversary celebration, June 17 - 21, 
1987. 

The scheduled act i vi ties promise an exci ting agenda 
and opportunities for sharing camaraderie in recognition of 
the heroic actions of the lOath Infantry Battalion during 
World War II. The 50th State owes a debt of thanks to this 
uni t which courageously defended our nation. The men served 
wi th pride, and Oahu in particular is proud of them. 

It is important to 
and the many men and 
contributed toward keeping 
in our islands today. 

pause and reflect on World War II 
women from Hawai i who bravely 
America free. The legacy lives on 

On behalf of the people of the City and County of 
Honolulu, I offer best wishes for a successful and memorable 
45th anniversary celebration. 

FRANK F. FAS!, Mayor 
Ci ty and County of Honolulu 
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MESSAGE FROM 
DANTE K. CARPENTER, MAYOR 

COUNTY OF HAWAII 

It is my sincere pleasure to extend a very warm aloha on the occasion of 

the IOOth Infantry Battalion's 45th Anniversary. 

As members of Club 100, you are gathered to celebrate the history and 

honor of the "most decorated battalion in Army history." In the spirit of 

camaraderie, you will share memories, paying tribute to your 338 comrades 

who gave their lives for our country. During this occasion, you also will 

reaffirm the goals and objectives of your association while remembering that 

liberty, freedom and justice--the causes so many Americans died for--are the 

same ideals worth living for. 

The people of the island of Hawaii join me in wishing you a very 

memorable and enjoyable anniversary celebration. 



Good Luck to the 100th Infantry 
Vetelans·Club 100 on the occasion 

of their 45th Reunion. 
ALOHA. 

From the International pevple at 
INTERNATIONAL SAVINGS 

, . -'!tf" 't! 

,?;~ 

INTERNATIONA1\ 
&nbng~Xt~~~ii 
Downtown office: 36 S. King St. 

Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 Ph. 547·5110 

To The 100th The Staff and Management of the Pagoda Hotel 
is pleased to extend our heartfelt Congratulations on the occasion of your 45th 
Reunion. Your contributions to our country and community will always be vivid 
pages in our Islands' story. 

PACODA 
HOfEL &,..TERRACE 

1525 Rycroft Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96814 
.p,...vw_,,~ 



MESSAGE FROM 
HANNIBAL TAVARES, MAYOR 

COUNTY OF MAUl 

OFFI~~U~~yTo';!~~~ VOR 
W"ILUIoCU. M"UI. HAWAII •• 7.' 

It gives me great pleasure to salute the lOOth Infantry 
Battalion Veterans as they observe their 45th Anniversary 
June 17-21, 1987. 

The people of the County of Maui have every reason to 
be extremely proud of those among its residents who have 
served their Country as members of this elite band of soldiers. 

Members of Club 100 have also distinguished themselves in 
service to the community of Maui, raising funds for charity, 
and performing a variety of volunteer operations that have 
benefitted many. 

For those veterans of the lOOth Infantry Battalion who 
are with us today, and for those who have passed on but remain 
with us in spirit, I am honored to extend our everlasting grati
tude for all the good we have experienced these many years as 
a result of the endeavors of the veterans. 

HANNIBAL TAVARES 
Mayor, County of Maui 



Club 100 Southern California 

Ben Tagami - President 
Sam Fujikawa - Vice President 
Douglas Tanaka - Secretary 
Bill Miyagi - Treasurer 
Y. B. Mamiya - Membership Chairman 
Tad Hashimoto - Reporter 

IN MEMORY 
OF OUR DEPARTED MEMBERS 

OF 
CLUB 100 

- RURAL CHAPTER HONOR ROLL-

CHIGAWA, TAKETOSHI 
FUJIKAWA,ISAICHI 
GOTO, NOBUAKI 
MASAKI, JITSUMI "MAC" 
SUNAHARA, TOMIO 
TANABE, YOSHIO 

DEWA, GEORGE 
FUKUSAKI, MASAO 
HIRAHARA, TOM 
SHINTANI, KATSUJI 
TAMURA, SHIGEO 

I 

I 

I 



MESSAGE FROM 
TONY T. KUNIMURA, MAYOR 

COUNTY OF KAUAI 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
.3!Hl RICE STREET 

LIHUE, KAUAI, HAWAII 96766 

On behalf of the people of Kauai, I extend a warm Aloha to the 
distinguished patriots of the 100th Infantry Battalion on the 
auspicious occasion of your 45th Anniversary Celebration. 

The gathering of your members from all the islands, and 
Southern California will provide you with an opportunity to 
renew acqlJaintances and relive memories. May these memories 
also provide you with a renewed commitment to the principles 
of justice, freedom, and most of all, peace. Direct your courage 
and fervor in war, to work towards a world united in peace. 

Thank you for your continued loyalty and service to our 
community. My best wishes for a rewarding convention and 
deliberations, which will continue to give Club 100 their just 
due. 

Sincerely, 

TONY T. KUNIMURA 
Mayor, County of Kauai 
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100/442 
VETERANS ASSOCIATION 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
SAM FUJIKAWA - President 

GEORGE HIGA - 1 st Vice President 
BEN T AGAMI - 2nd Vice President 
MIN KAMINISHI - Treasurer 
HENRY SAKATO - Secretary 
GEORGE NISHINAKA - Past President 

1438 OAK STREET 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90015 

:113 ~C IHIA\ IVlr I~ I~ 



RESOLUTION FROM 
MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL 

CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU 

CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU 

3il~~@[nn~n@ 1m 
The Councll 

of the City end County of Honolulu 
.. ndorl.a 

JUNE 17, 1987 TIl.ROUGH JUNE 21. 1987 AS CLUB 100 VETERANS' 

in honor and 1"e<:0",1(100 of t he IOOth Infantry Batulion on the o"" .. lon of their 
45th "'1nlver .. ty reunion. 

ThO! lOOth Infantry bet.Uon, comprind of 1 ,200 dr..ftees frOll! the 298th and 299th 

~:~:~!r~f:Y 1~a~!~~·t9~2~rd Th~ li:tt:!~o~O~~ :~:c~:~~n:~e~.~~~e .. ~~! v~;"~:t ~:!:7~' 
ne .. training It Ca.np McCoy, Wi,conatn, and Camp Shelby. Hl .. t .. ippl. 

In Atlgult of 1943, the IOOth BetUlinn .... _hipped out to join the 34th "Red Bull" 
Infantry Divl.!on 1n Oran, Africa, for "onfrontnton with the Italian Fort.... While 
with the "Red Bulh" of the 34th, the looth Battalion ... aged exhau.clve c&lIIpdgne 
Icroll Italy through Salerno. Callino, An>:io .• nd ROllI., 

In t:he .... ~ ...... of 1944, the 100t:h B.tt.Uon w .. unind wHh ~he newly .rriv.d 442nd 
"Co-For-&rol<." R.gi .... nt.l Comb.t T._, A. the l.t a.t~.Uon of th. 442nd RCT, the 
lOath B.ttdion joined wit:h the 442nd to become the IDI)lt dec:onted c:omb.t un1t of 
World W.t: II, d1.pl.ying gdlanny 1n b.t:tle duplte high peuonal .. c:t:ifiee. 

With the end of the w.r 1n 1945, the vet.nn. of the lOath s.tt.Uon returned to 
civUlan Ufe .nd tt.ve gone on t:o dtsting ... tsh th_aelvel 1n o ... r c01mltUn1tlu 1n .11 
field. of en de.v or. 

On beh.lf of th. eitiun, of the City .nd COunty of Honol ... lu, the City CouneU he...,by 
endorlel the 101 •• 1< of June 17 tht:ough 21. 1987 ... Club 100 Veteran,' We.k .nd honon 
.nd extend. it. be.t wllhe. to.n the veteran. of Clu 100 on the oeea,i n of their 
45th Anniv.nary Reunion. 

Dateoftntroduecion 

April IS, 1987 

Honolulu, HawaU 
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On Our 
45th 

)inn;"E~rSclr)' 

Charlie Chapter 
Club 100 

CONGRATULATIONS 
BEST WISHES 

To our friends 
of the lOOth Inf. Bn. 

on your 45th Anniversary 
Keep up your 

"Continuing Service" 

34th INF. DIV. ASSN. 
CHICAGO AREA CHAPTER 
6040 E. SOlJll-l PRAIRIE DR 

MORRIS, IL 60450 

Richard Czlmer Sr. 
Vice-president 

Wanen E. Fencl 
President 

Best 
Wl.slt~~s 
to 100th Infantry 

Battalion Veterans 

and Families 

CLUB 100 
Headquarters Chapter 

• 

, 
• 



CERTIFICATE FROM 
MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL 

COUNTY OF HAWAII 

'dtqe ~ztfuztii <!rount~ <!round! 
of tlyc 

<!rount~ of ~ztfuztii 
hereby presents this certificate to 

VETERANS OF THE 100TH INFANTRY BATTALION 

UPON THF OBSERVATION OF THE FAMED "60 FOR BROKE" BATTALION'S 

45TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION FOR THIO PERIOD OF JUNE 17 TO 21. 1987, 

ANn IN COI'IMEMORATION OF THEIl! MERITORIOUS 

al"unt;of;Kaiuaii 
C.rt,foc.t.No.--.liI.-

ANn COURAGEOUS SEI/VICE DURING WORLn VAR II. 
WHICH EARNED THEM THE HONOREI) DISTINCTION OF BEING ONE OF THE 

Jl\)sT DECORATED UNITS IN U.S. JIIILITARV HISTORY. 

MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL ,1 _t . "1, 
~.~" /1; [.1. -:\0-
~s f\..t~ :;---i~ - . ~ \~ 

I ~,~~ 
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DIversified Machinery 

1096A LOWER MAIN ST. 
WAILUKU, HAWAII 96793 

BERT SHIROMA - PRESIDENT 
MilES SHIROMA - DIRECTOR 

CO. D 

GENERAL CONTRACTOR 

• GRADING 
• EXCAVATING 
• SITE PREPARATION FOR 

DEVELOPMENT 
• ROAD BUILDING 
• PIPELINE 
• DEMOLITION 

244-3139 
UC. NO. AC 10628 



The Saga Of 
"Foo" Fujita 

A TEXAN by way of Oklahoma, Frank "Foa" (his 
Teen-time eat's name) Fujita Jr., nee Oct. 1921 in Law
ton, Oklahoma, is believed to be the FIRST Nisei
Nikkei Gl Joe to see Combat Action in WW II, who, 
while living in Texas in 1938, enlisted in the Texas Na
tional Guard at "under" age 17V2 years. Foa was as
signed to HQ & HQ Btry., 1st Bn., 131st FA Rgt., 36th 
(T)lnf. Div.! 

Faa was really a Hapa, only half an American
Japanese; "han bun to han bun," by his own admission. 
For, his Issei father, TSUNEJI, was from Saga Ken, Ja
pan, who had emigrated to the USA (POE - San Fran
cisco) from Nagasaki, in 1914. And his mother, Ida 
Pearl Elliot, of Oklahoma, was Scot, Irish, English and 
Catawba-American Indian. Tsuneji and Ida were mar
ried in 1918 in an Oklahoma town. Tsuneji took on a 
Christian first name - Frank, upon arriving in the 
United States. Foo was "numba two" son, but was 
named Frank Jr.?? Frank had an older brother and three 
younger sisters, a family of 7. 

In Nov. 1940, the 36th Inf. Div. was mobilized Feder
ally at Camp Bowie, Tx. By then, Foo had worked him
self up to Sgt. In the Louisiana Maneuvers of 1941, the 
War Department held out: "OPERATION PLUM" - an 
overseas assignment to go to the highest scoring artil
lery Bn. from the two armies engaged in this mock mor
tal combat, the 1st Army versus the 3rd Army. It was 
presumed by most that the destination would be the 
Philippines - to form a new artillery combat group 
there. 

Foa's 1st Bn. came up short, the 2nd Bn. of his Rgt. 
winning the coveted award. But, being young and ad
venturous enough to want to see the world, and want
ing so badly to go, he transferred into E Btry. of the 2nd 
Bn. as an MIG Sgt., the only Sgt. vacancy that was open! 
He had been a Survey & Instrument Sgt. in HQ & HQ 
Btry., 1st Bn. The HQ & HQ Btry., 26th FA Brigade was 
another unit headed in that direction. This outfit came 
out of West Garrison, Camp Roberts, California. Ben
jamin Dunn, the author of the book, BAMBOO EX
PRESS, was a Pvt. with this group. He, along with 
others in his group, was to be assimilated into the 2nd 
Bn. 

The OPERATION PLUM contingent departed POE 
San Francisco Nov. 21, 1941 on board the USAT RE
PUBLIC arrived at Pearl Harbor Nov. 28, and left on the 
29th. 

The ship was armed with four 3-inch guns, one 
5-inch gun and 4 50-caL MIG's on the SUN DECK! And, 
men of the 131st manned these guns from the time they 
departed Hawaii until arrival in Brisbane, Australia a 
few days before Christmas. 

Seven days out of Pearl, just West of the 180th Meri
dian, just past the Equator, DECEMBER 7, 1941, oc
curred! The Republic was immediately diverted South 
and West, on a zigzag course, to avoid detection, and 
with complete radio silence maintained, arrived safely 
at Brisbane, Australia, just in time for the troops to 
enjoy a sumptuous Christmas dinner. They were the 
FIRST American troops to land in Australia in WW II. 

Soon after Christmas though, the troops were again 
aboard a ship. This time around, on board a Dutch 
Diesel Liner the HMS BLOEMFONTAINE, and bound 
for Java, Dutch East Indies, by way of Darwin, Austra
lia, and arrived in Soerabaja, Java on January 11, 1942, 
just 35 days after the outbreak of the war with Japan. 
These were the only ground troops to reach the Islands 
before their fall. 

COINCIDENTALLY, the USS HOUSTON, a Heavy 
Cruiser, the FLAG SHIP of the US Asiatic Fleet was at 
110110, in Central P.1. being refueled, provisioned and 
made ready for anything, when the Japanese attacked 
Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941. The Houston got out 
of Ilo Ilo just as the Japanese struck the P.1. and two 
weeks later put in at Soerabaja, Java, where she became 
a part of an Allied Fleet operating out of Java, with a 
Dutch Admiral in Command. 

But, after a series of desperate engagements, the Al
lied Fleet was practically wiped out in the Battle of the 
Java Sea, shortly after Houston's arrival. The Australian 
Light Cruiser, HMS Perth and the Houston were all that 
remained after this battle. On the night following this 
battle, these two brave ships, needing fuel and ammu
nition, made an attempt to reach the southern end of 
Java via the Bunda Straits, which intelligence reported 
to be CLEAR of enemy ships. The intelligence report was 
WRONG! The Japanese Fleet was in the Straits, cover
ing troop landings on Western Java on Feb 24, 1942. 
When the Houston and the Perth reached the Straits late 
that night, they found themselves surrounded by 
enemy ships. In the ensuing battle, the Perth, which 
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fired first, soon went down, and the Houston fought on 
alone to the bitter end, in one of the greatest sea battles 
in History. The Houston was finally SUNK on March 1, 
1942, within sight of Java, and 356 of the total comple
ment of approximately 1,053 men managed to reach 
shore. 639 of their shipmates, including their Captain, 
went down with the ship. All of the survivors became 
POWs of the Japanese within a few days. 

Upon landing in Java, the Bn. was split into two 
groups, with Btrys. D, F, HQ & Seventh sent to the 
West-end of Java to help repel the expected largest con
centration of the IJA Invasion Forces there. Btry. E was 
deployed on the East-end of Java near Soerabaja to store 
equipment and gear left behind by the rest of the Bn. in 
their rush to meet the expected landing on the West
end of the Island. The fast breaking events prevented E 
Btry. from rejoining the Bn. 

The 19th Bombardment Group, Army Air Corps, ar
rived under the command of Maj. Gen. Eubank. They 
had escaped the Philippines with only their pilots and 
very few crewmen. And, until this Bombardment 
Group evacuated Java {Mar. 2nd}, the 131st FA pro
vided it with mechanics, ground crew and aerial gun
ners, and shared credit for the sinking of a complete 
Japanese Task Force consisting of 90,000 troops, in the 
Makassar Straits. Twenty-three men of the unit were 
transferred to the 19th Bombardment Group and 
evacuated with them. 

When the Japanese landed, the Bn., less E Btry., used 
their 75 mm arty. pieces and 50 caliber MIG's (taken off 
the B-l7's) in support of an Australian Inf. Group that 
had arrived from Singapore, just before the Japanese 
landing there. With what the" Aussies" called "Top
Hole" arty fire, they helped hold up the Japanese ad
vance for several days at Leuwilleng near Bandoeng on 
the West-end of the island. Btry E remained on the 
East-end of Java. It experienced heavy ground action 
prior to the Dutch Command capitulating to the 
Japanese forces. 

"Sgt. FRANK FUJITA especially distinguished him
self this last day of battIe. He was last seen manning a 
Jeep mounted with an MIG, maneuvering about, before 
he and his unit were overrun, overwhelmed and finally 
captured and interned." BAMBOO EXPRESS by Dunn. 

Only a BRONZE ST AR ~ for Valour, for this effort for 
Foo, and for surviving 42 months of HELL as a POW 
too! WOW! 

The Dutch Command capitulated unconditionally to 
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the Japanese on Mar. 8, 1942. There was NO CHOICE 
left but to surrender. Of the 560 men and officers who 
landed on Java in Jan., 23 had transferred to the Air 
Corps, 3 had been KIA and 534 became POWs of the 
Japanese Army. 

Within a few weeks, the Japanese had all the Ameri
can prisoners from the Houston and the 131stFA Bn., 
less E Btry., together in the 10th Bicycle Camp, a former 
Dutch Installation in Batavia (Jakarta), Java. E Btry. re
mained in the Soerabaja area until moved to Nagasaki, 
Japan via Batavia and Singapore on Dec. 7, 1942, the 1st 
anniversary of Pearl Harbor. 

The POWs were transferred by ship from Java to Sin
gapore and from there either to Burma or to Japan, 
packed like cattle in the lower holds, with room only to 
stand or squat native style; suffered from seasickness 
and dysentery; stood in his own and his neighbor's 
filth because it was impossible, nor permitted, to get to 
the shipside latrines on the Main Deck. Then, upon 
arrival in Burma, put to work in the steaming jungles 
chopping down jungle trees, hand-building road beds 
and bridges and laying rails with primitive tools, in the 
construction of the infamous, Burma-Thailand Death 
Railway, "Bridge on the River Kwai." In Japan, it was 
laboring in the coal mines for the POWs, or shipbuild
ing under cruel and starvation conditions, for hours 
upon endless hours. Such experiences, only those who 
have endured can believe and understand. These are 
the kinds of experiences suffered together that have 
cemented and bonded them oh, SO CLOSE! 

Thusly, two units of the American Armed Forces con
sisting of 900 men, the survivors of the Houston and of 
the 2nd Bn., 131st FA Rgt., 36th Inf. Div., seemingly 
VANISHED from the face of the earth, sacrificed in a 
clearly hopeless effort to save the Netherland East In
dies from superior numbers of the enemy! And, so 
came into existence THE LOST BATTALION and 
HOUSTON SURVIVORS ASSN. 

Today, the survivors are scattered from Coast to 
Coast and some come from as far away as the P.L, Hong 
Kong, Australia, England and Holland, to THE RE
UNION held every year since 1945, the year of their 
liberation. 

Ironically speaking, perhaps, this event was a 
prophetic foreboding of "Lightning Strikes Twice," 
against the 36th Inf. Div. from Texas which experienced 
the entrapment and loss of one of the Bns. of the 141st 
Inf. Rgt., in the Bruyeres-Biffontaine forest-range of 



France, late in the Summer of 1944, two years after this 
131st Arty Bn. was lost!! Though this one has a happy 
ending - the Lost Bn., in France, being rescued by the 
Go-For-Broke 442nd RCT, alleged liberators of 
Bruyeres. 

lWO LOST BNS. in one war, and both by the same 
36th Inf. Div. - MUST BE A RECORD!! 

Foo and a buddy decided to head for the mountains 
near Soerabaja to avoid capture but were unable to get 
out of town. They were incarcerated with the other E 
Btry. men. Five men remained free for two or three 
months but were eventually brought in to Camp, mak
ing a total of 31 Yanks on Java. E Btry's Captain had 
taken the bulk of the Btry. and tried to escape by ship 
but were incarcerated on Madoera Isle. 

Perhaps it was the "Luck of the Irish" on his mom's 
side that had ticketed E Btry. for confinement in Japan 
for the duration, or was it FATE? Judging from the ac
count of the POWs that had been removed to Burma by 
Benjamin Dunn, one of the survivors, the lot that befell 
this group seems worse than those in POW camps in 
Japan. A former teacher in Wisconsin, now retired, and 
a lecturer, describes POW life in Burma as, "one of 
undescribable PAIN, TORTURE, LACK OF FOOD and 
HARD LABOR!" His writings were used in the War 
Crimes Trials and helped immensely in the prosecution 
of many cases. 

E Btry., plus the more skilled technicians of other 
units, finally were shipped, toward the end of 1942, to 
POW camps in the interior of Japan - Fukuoka Camp 
No.2. Foo became a "regular" in Camp No.2 (ship
building), which was located near the city of Nagasaki 
and the Sasebo Naval Base, the very city from which his 
father Tsuneji had migrated to the U:>A in 1914 at age 
24! 

But, nothing really changed from the POW camps in 
Java and those here in Japan. The same "starvation" 
diet and the same type of physical torture continued 
almost unbearably unabated. Foo had been in this 
POW camp for a year before he was finally FOUND 
Ouf! His name was Japanese! HE WAS JAPANESE! 
And then, ALL HELL BROKE LOOSE FOR HIM!! 

He was brought in from the dock-yards, interrogated 
no end and at great length. Then, he was offered a 
CAPTAINCY in their army; WOMEN, MONEY and 
PROPERTY to turn "TURNCOAT" and JOIN UP WITH 
THEM. But, Foo only laughed at them and told them 
they would LOSE THE WAR - so why in hell should 

he quit now, because he was on the WINNING SIDE! 
They tried to FORCE him to speak Japanese. At least 
he remembered, "hanbun to hanbun - half and half." 
He was EXHIBIT No. 1 to any and all visitors to the 
camp. Everything failing, he was tortured to the point 
of DEATH! He now draws 100% disability. 

Earlier, Foo had made the casual acquaintance of two 
American Niseis caught in Japan at the outbreak, con
scripted, and assigned to become interpreters, to see if 
any of his father's relatives were still around. They re
ported back to him that they did locate one relative, 
but, they were not privileged to reveal his name or his 
whereabouts. Regulations forbid, they said. 

While in this camp, some fruits were sent in "FOR 
THE AMERICANS ONLY," one day (there were 100 
Yanks here, out of a total of 3,000 paWs). And, every
one speculated that it MUST have come from that Foo's 
relative! 

He had tried to gum-up the works at the shipyard 
where he laboured daily and was considered a trying 
"trouble-maker," so he was transferred to the "Bunker 
Hill" (Bunka Gakuin Kanda) Camp - a radio broad
casting camp in Tokyo. He was to spend his last year as 
a POW there, with an Ensign, "Bucky" Henshaw of 
Honolulu, as a "Camp-Mate". Then, there was a 
"Buddy" Uno (Kazimuro) or something that sounded 
like that. Could this be the same Buddy Uno whom Joe 
Harrington mentions in his YANKEE SAMURAI who 
was an MISer in the Philippines? 

The POWs called this camp "Bunker Hill" because it 
was one of the very few buildings left standing in 
Tokyo from which roof top and upstairs could be ob
served the world's Third Largest city slowly disappear
ing in flames. Doolittle's Raid, discounted. This was a 
propaganda camp and the radio programs were: HIND 
MARU HOUR, HUMANITY CALLS and POSTMAN 
CALLS, all prepared here in this camp. Uno would ad
monish the POWs, from time to time, to COOPERATE, 
or their lives "would not be guaranteed!" 

Foo revolted against the radio program project, and 
by pretending to be ignorant and stupid, was finally 
removed from the program and put in charge of the 
latrine, whence his book's title came to be: BENJO 
HANCHD, unpublished as yet. No publisher has come 
out with an offer to publish it yet. 

Then there were an Australian Major and a U.S. Cap
tain brought into the camp from the Dai Ichi Hotel, 
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where they had been kept, to work on a program called: 
ZERO HOUR, which was different from Foo's. TOKYO 
ROSE was known to some of Foo's group. According to 
them, TOKYO ROSE was 13 DIFFERENT WOMEN! 

Most of the boys that were with Foo at "Bunker Hill" 
were subpoenaed at TOKYO ROSE's Trial in San Fran
cisco. Foo did not know her, but, was subpoenaed to 
this court trial too. Oh, so happily! 

There is a lot more to Foo's story than meets the eye, 
and lots and lots of "minute" details, such as his Diary 
which he left behind in "Bunker Hill" hidden in a wall. 
They were told that anyone taking written material 
from this camp would be shot. 

Back in Texas after liberation, Foo had time to read
just back to reality and be "reborn" again! In his reflec
tion, he remembered vividly his transfer from Fukuoka 
POW Camp No.2 to Bunker Hill, Tokyo. Also the day 
he broke into a locked room in the basement of their 
building, which turned out to be a storage area for the 
school, before it was made into a POW Camp. And 
that's where and when Foo picked up a barely used 
ledger book. He transferred all his diary notes sewn 
into his clothes into this book. He kept his diary in this 
book for the duration of the war, in utter disregard of 
Enemy Regulations regarding diaries - that any POW 
found with a diary in his possession, the PENALTY 
was immediate DEATH - "by guillotine, hanging, or 
by a firing squad!" REGARDLESS, showing no fear, 
Faa maintained his diary to War's End! Was it the tradi
tional Japanese KATAKI VCHI - REVENGE - that 
prompted Foo? No, not really. REVENGE it was, but 
TO AVENGE for the sake of PRIDE and HONOR! 

In his diary, Foo managed to trace back from DAY 1 
on Java and logged entries in until his day of liberation 
-1945 - UNDETECTED! His notes were sewn ingen
iously within his shirt, to avoid detection during the 
day, and transferred into his diary at night, for which 
he had discovered a "fool-proof" hiding niche! 

After the war, Foo reported to Army Authorities the 
existence of his diary with exacting directions where it 
had been hidden. And, it was found just where he had 
left it. But, he did not get it back until much, much later 
- after the War Crimes Trials and Tokyo Rose Trial and 
an in-depth FBI investigation! 

His attempts to sabotage shipbuilding in Nagasaki 
single-handedly; his "private war" in the radio pro
grams at "Bunker Hill;" these are all in his book and in 
his mind yet. If ever the book is published at all, it 
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could be quite a revelation! A TERRIFIC STORY, no 
doubt about that! 

I only met Foo "EYEBALL TO EYEBALL" this past 
August at his Assn's Reunion in Dallas, Tx. The Assn's 
Reunions are for members and spouses and invited 
guests sponsored by members only. I have seen the 
DIARY et ali lived with him and Ruby for about a week 
all told, but I did not ask him to detail me his story. 
Neither did he volunteer the details from his side. I 
have respected his personal privacy. Ruby and Foo 
have no heirs, but Foo has a son by a previous mar
riage. 

Foo RE-ENLISTED in the Army, inspite of his having 
spent such a harrowing four long years in the Pacific 
not knowing his final verdict from day to day - survi
valor death! He decided to see Europe, so volunteered 
for ETO service. However, when his orders came out, 
they thought he had meant the EASTERN TIP OF 
OKINAWA, so he was being sent RIGHT BACK TO 
JAPAN! 

But, very very luckily, as he was walking up the 
gangplank of the ship that was to take him back to 
Japan, in San Francisco Harbor, he was called back and 
handed a subpoena to the TOKYO ROSE TRIAL being 
held in this city, then and there! His gear was not so 
lucky, however, and wound up overseas! But, he never 
did have to go back over there again, ever. 

A-A, AYE! There is a 442nd Go-For-Broke connection 
with Foo too! Not to be outdone by his kid brother, 
Foo's older brother, HERBERT LEE FUJITA too, had 
enlisted in the 69th Coast Artillery at Galveston, Tx. and 
shortly after transferred to the 2nd Inf. Div. at Fort Sam 
Houston, Tx. and then finally transferred to the Army 
Air Force at Sheppard Air Force Base, Tx. in 1940. He 
had aspirations of making the Army his career. How
ever, after December 7,1941, after Pearl Harbor, when 
the call for volunteers for the formation of the 442nd 
Regt'! Combat Team went out, because he was Japanese 
(his name said so) Herbert was sent to Camp Shelby to 
become part of the Cadre group overseeing the training 
of this outfit. 

Being a little annoyed with his lot at Sheppard as well 
as with his juniors, perhaps, he entertained visions of 
making good at Shelby. He was assigned as 1st Sgt. of 
Co. L, when he did get to Camp Shelby. 

While at Shelby, Herbert had asked his mother's 
permission to change his surname from Fujita to Elliot 
because he reasoned his chances of promotions would 



be better as a Haole, which request had been granted. 
And so he put this name change request through proper 
channels. 

Herbert has never told his mother about this, but the 
L Co. boys whom I know tell it like it was. He was 
busted down one grade for taking out a vehicle one day, 
after hours, going out on a binge and coming home and 
butting the vehicle headlong into a barracks building. 
HOWEVER, what Sgt., especially a 1st Sgt., in his right 
mind would do a thing like that WITHOUT A DAMN 
GOOD REASON?! So, putting two and two together, it 
is very possible that Herbert, who had a "little" thing 
like a kid brother in uniform MIA - missing in action 
- out in the Pacific, to worry himself about. And to 
finally receive word that Faa was a POW, could have 
knocked anyone for a loop, COULD IT NOT HAVE? 
Besides, "blood IS thicker than wated" 

Herbert put in for a transfer to the Fd. Arty. after that, 
but there was no vacancy there. His name change was 
approved and hereafter he became: HERBERT LEE EL
LIOlT. And, before the 442nd RCT departed for the 
Front, he did get transferred out, to CANNON COM
PANY, 442nd RCT, and did serve with that outfit 
throughout the Italian Campaign as well as the 
Southern France Invasion which saw the "rescue of the 
Lost Bn.," at Bruyeres. Cannon Co. was in on the action 
there too, but couldn't fire its "cannons" - the terrain 
being such. 

After WW II, Herbert stayed in uniform and saw duty 
in the Korean Conflict and, a few years ago retired from 
the Army Reserves with the rank of COLONEL! 

FRANK FUJITA JR., though only half a Nisei JA, first 
in action and first and only Nisei POW, is a gifted Art
ist, Sculptor, and Sign Painter, who is the very embod
iment of all that is AMERICA and AMERICAN, to the 
ZENITH! He is a lRUE-BLUE, LoyaL Devout PATRIOT 
whose Great American Dream has BLOSSOMED fully. 
He ought to be a LEGEND in the annals of the Nisei 
American-Japanese story, bar none, and all the other 
Americans too of our United States of America! 
BRAVO! 

EPILOGUE 

The effects of the West Coast All-Japanese Ban Edict 
even permeated "Deep in the Heart of Texas," and the 
Tsuneji Fujita family did not escape completely un
scathed. Dad Tsuneji had acquired a Christian name, 
Frank, which he passed on to his 2nd son, Frank Jr., 
because he was the second son in his family too, no? 
And, in keeping with his strong will and determination 
to block out from his children's "hearts and souls" any
thing and everything Japan or Japanesy. He always saw 
to it that he resided in areas devoid of other Japanese 
and their families, nor talked about Japan and his rela
tions over there with his offsprings. His kids were 
therefore, completely deprived of learning Japanese and 
Japanese customs and mores. He put in for a Natu
ralized U.S. Citizenship. And finally was naturalized a 
U.S. Citizen five years before his death in 1965. He was 
never interned. However, paradoxically, he did main
tain a KOSEKI TOHON (Family Register) in his home 
town in Saga Ken, Japan!? 

Tsuneji worked on the railroads that plied the 
northern routes as his means of livelihood, after his 
arrival in the United States in 1914. On this run and at a 
small stop in Oklahoma, in a small town is where he 
met, Ida Pearl Elliott, a waitress in a hotel dining room 
on the railroad line. At one time he operated a restau
rant in Fort Worth which he had won in a gambling 
game - he was quite a gambler - as well as starting a 
sign painting business, after weeks of practicing paint
ing the daily menu on the windows. 

His children did not escape prejudice and ostracism 
during the war years. Naomi, or Nan No.1 daughter, 
for one, did have a lot of exposure on these ostentations 
while working in a Woolworth Store in Texas during 
the war years, not from the management, but more 
from the patrons of the store. So did Freda Mae and 
Patricia Ruth have their share. In spite of it all, they all 
wanted to know their Japan roots! 

And so, as YANKEE SAMURAI Joe Harrington was 
wont to say: "TOMODACHI!" (FRIEND!) "We have 
come FULL CIRCLE," and so, the story must end. 
AMEN! 

FINITO! 

************************* 
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Fact Sheet 

lOOth Infantry Battalion 
Lineage And Honors 

LINEAGE: 
Hawaiian Provisional Infantry Battalion 
lOOth Infantry Battalion (Sep) 
looth Infantry Battalion, 442nd Infantry 

Regiment 

Constituted 4 June 1942 in the Army of the United 
States at Schofield Barracks, Wahiawa, HI as the Ha
waiian Provisional Infantry Battalion with predomi
nantly DRAFTEE personnel of Japanese ancestry from 
the 298th and the 299th Hawaii National Guard Regi
ments (both Federally MOBILIZED in June 1940) and 
while on REST status at Schofield Bks, having been re
lieved of beach and installation guarding throughout 
the 8 principal islands, since the outbreak of WW II, 
December 7, 1941! 

This Provisional Battalion was shipped out of Ha
waii, 5 June 1942 on board the USAT Maui, a converted 
Matson Navigation Company freighter. 

Activated June 12, upon arrival in Oakland, CA RE
DESIGNATED as the 100th Inf. Bn. (Sep). Staged in 
Camp McCoy, Wisconsin and Camp Shelby, Missis
sippi. Participated in the Spring Louisiana Maneuvers 
of 1943 before being shipped overseas, Aug. 11, POE
Camp Kilmer, NJ. Aug. 20 - on board the JAMES 
PARKER, a converted troopship from a Banana and 
tourist carrying freighter. And, arrived in Oran, Africa, 
2 Sept. 1943. 

Assigned to the 133rd Rgt. of the 34th "Red Bull" Inf. 
Div., Gen. Charles W. Ryder, Commanding. The 
133rd's 2nd Bn. was on SPECIAL GUARD DUTY at 
Gen. Eisenhower's HQ in Algiers. So, the 100th became 
the 2nd Bn. of the 133rd Rgt. of the 34th Inf. Div. 5 Sept. 
1943 the lOOth moved into 34th Div's 100 acre bivouac, a 
few miles outside of Oran, from Fleurus (Goat Hill). 

19 Sept. 1943 - Troops of the 34th moved to Oran for 
the Salerno Invasion. On 22 Sept. 1943, on board the SS 
Funston, the lOOth landed on Salerno Beach with the 
34th Div., whose mission was to secure a bridgehead 
over the Volturno River. Subsequently, it fought with 
the Red Bull in attacks on Monte Cassino. 
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u.s. Army Photograph 

Replenished and rested, the 100th was then sent to 
the Anzio Beachhead. The 100th accomplished the 
needed breach and break-through to Rome. The 442nd 
Rgt. (Minus the 1st Bn.) landed in Anzio on 9 June 1944, 
but the 10Oth's drive was so rapid that the newly ar
rived 442nd Rgt. (less one Bn.) did not link up with the 
lOOth until past Rome, in the town of CIVITAVEC
CHIA. On June 10 the 100th was attached to the 442nd 



Inf. Rgt. still as the lOath Inf. Bn. (Sep). It was not until 
Aug. 10 that the 100th was REDESIGNATED - the 
l00th Inf. Bn., 442nd Inf. Rgt. The (Sept.) had been 
dropped, but official orders retained the designation of: 
100th Inf. Bn. It became the 1st Bn. of the 442nd Rgt. 

The 442nd Inf. was inactivated on 15 Aug. 1946 at 
Honolulu, Hawaii. On 31 July 1947, the 442nd was reac
tivated in Hawaii as an element of the Army Reserve 
(then called the Organized Reserve). On 29 May 1959 it 
became a Parent Regiment under the Combat Arms Re
gimental System. The l00th Inf. Bn., 442nd Inf. Rgt. 
today serves in Hawaii as part of the "Round-out 
Brigade" supporting the 25th Inf. Div. 

The 442nd Inf. Rgt. was activated at Camp Shelby, 
Mississippi, on 1 Feb. 1943 using American-Born per
sonnel of Japanese Ancestry, both from the mainland 
USA and from Hawaii, then a Territory. This original 
group consisted entirely, or almost, that is, of VOLUN
TEERS! The Rgt. trained and served with other 
Japanese-Americans of the 522nd Fd. Arty. Bn., the 
232nd Eng. Combat Co, and the 203rd Army Ground 
Forces Band - all components as - the 442nd COM
BAT TEAM! 

In late May 1944, the 1st Bn. remained behind when 
the Rgt. sailed overseas. It then became the 171st Inf. 
Bn. but was later disbanded. On its arrival in Italy, at 
Anzio on 9 June 1944 the 100th having effected a com
plete breakthrough, was headed for Rome, "full speed 
ahead", and so the 442nd did not meet up with the 
100th until after Rome, finally linking up in the town of 
Civitavecchia! 

The 100th could have been the first in Rome, but 
orders came down to let the motorized units enter Rome 
first, and then there were "rumors" that the 442nd had 
arrived "in town!" 

For its "baptism of fire" the 442nd Rgt. was assigned 
the task of capturing BELVEDERE. But, for a flanking 
movement executed by the 100th to envelope the enemy 
defenders, this first encounter could have aborted the 
rise to glory of the Go-Far-Broke 442nd Rgt.! The 100th 
was awarded its FIRST Presidential Unit Citation for its 
part in this battle! 

The rest of the story of the 100thl442nd is IN RE-

CORDED HISTORY. Because of the 100th, the 442nd 
CAME TO BE! 

Honors & Campaign Streamers 

NAPLES-FOGGIA 
9 Sept. 1943 to 21 Jan. 1944 - lOath Less 442nd Rgt. 

ANZIO 
22 Jan. 1944 to 24 May 1944 - 100th Less 442nd Rgt. 

ROME-ARNO 
9 Sept. 1944 to 22 Jan. 1945 - 442nd Rgt. with the 

100th attached 

RHINELAND 
15 Sept. 1944 to 21 Mar. 1945 - All units of the 442nd 

Rgt. 

NORTHERN APENNINES 
10 Sept. 1944 to 4 Apr. 1945 - All 442nd Less 522nd 

Fd. Arty. 

PO VALLEY 
5 Apr. to 6 May 1945 - All 442nd Less Fd. Arty. Bn. 

Presidential Unit Citation Streamers 

BELVEDERE 
100th Inf. Bn. 

BIFFONTAINE 
100th Inf. Bn. 

GOTHIC LINE 
All 442nd less 2nd Bn. 

Dept. Of Army's Goofs! 

2nd Bn. awarded FRANCE & ITALY PRESIDENTIAL 
UNIT AWARD (streamer) for its extraordinary action in 
taking Hill 617 near Biffontaine in France and capture of 
Pariana near San Terenzo in Italy. 

SOUTHERN FRANCE with ARROWHEAD streamer. 
(Arrowhead reserved for units that actually landed on 
D-Day on any of the beachheads.) Antitank Company 
of the 442nd ONLY UNIT entitled to wear Bronze 
Arrow on their Campaign Ribbon. The Antitank Com
pany was attached to the 517th Parachute Inf. Rgt. and 
landed in Le Muy, France in gliders. 

PASS IN REVIEW!! 
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GARDENA 
BUSINESS 

PLAZA 
1233 W. GARDENA BLVD. 
GARDENA, CALIF. 90247 

SUITE 
100 Kamiya-Mamiya Realty Inc . ............ 323-0364 

Oscarson & Morris 
General Contractor ...••...••....•...•• 515-6619 

101 VITCO Property Management ........ 327-1880 

102 Dimension In light ......................... 516-9066 

103 All Seasons Escrow Service .......... 515-1766 

200 Plaza 200 Electronic ....................... 329-4986 

201 Pollard Data Management .............. 538-3171 

203 ElM Design & Drafting Inc . ............ 538-9796 
(Harold Shimabukuro - Frederick Gower) 

205 Southwest Mortgage Co • ...••........... 329-9535 
(Chip Mamiya) 

Southwest Financial Service .......... 538-5851 
(Ross Kashiwabara - Ken Watanabe) 

KURODA 
AUTO REPAIR, INC. 

LICENSE NO. ROtS·00353 

SINCE 1946 

SPECIALIST IN: 
ACCIDENT REPAIRS • INSURANCE CLAIMS 

TUNE-UPS & SERVICE • WHEEL ALIGNMENT 

IWTHORIZED FACTORY DISTRIBUTOR FOR: 
MODINE, G & 0, STUART 

NEW RADIATORS 
WE ALSO CLEAN, REPAIR, AND RECORE RADIATORS 

COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR 

488-1941 
98-107 LlPOA PLACE 
AIEA. HI 96701 

ACROSS PEARLRIDGE 
SHOPPING CENTER 



Montimilette . 
Benevento . 

·................. 30 Sept. 1943 
.. 2-3 Oct. 1943 

Hill 415 ......................... . 
Belvedere. 

.. 3rd June 1944 
26 June 1944 

2rK:I Crossing Volterno .......................... ........ Oct. 1943 Sass etta . .. 27 June 1944 
Alife . .............................. 20 Oct. 1943 Cecina . . . .......... ............. 2-3 July 1944 

8t. Angelo D. Alife .............................. 20-23 Oct. 1943 Castellina .......... 7 July 1944 
Oaralno . 
8t. Maria Olivetto . 

MI. Marrone . 
Cassino .......... . 

.......... 31 Oct.-3rd Nov. 1943 
. ........ 3-11 Nov. 1943 

. 25 Nov. 10 Dec. 1943 
.......... 17 Jan.-22 Feb. 1944 

Pastina . . .......... 7-10 July 1944 
Orciano ....... ................. ............... ........ 14-15 July 1944 
livorno ....... ................................. ............. 19 July 1944 
Vic. of Pisa . 17 Aug.-2 Sept. 1944 

mio ................................... 26 Mar.-31 May 1944 Lucca .......... .... . ..... ..... . ....... .... . .... ........ ... 3-6 Sept 1944 
Pian Marano ..... ......... 2-3 June 1944 Bruyeres ............................................... 15-20 Oct 1944 

A SOLDIER'S SOLILOQUY 

We slogged our way from Salerno to Cassino; 
Thru mud and muck, battlin' the Nazi foe the while. 
We're the Niseis, man! - fightin' for honor and flag .. 
Call a spade a spade - our loyalty is on trial! 

Faint hearts die a thousand deaths - the bold ones but 
once; 

The future is ours to change - ours to right a wrong; 
If I'm gone, count that towards a brighter day to come .. 
"Cling and wither on the vine? I should live so long." 

Since wars began, man versus man has been the rule; 
But peace achieved soon tilts to a shaky status. 
Our stakes are high - Hawaiian pride is on the line .. 
The ball bounces - "kill or be killed - it's them or us!" 

When this is over, pray God I can make it home, 
To blot out the bloodshed and battle-shout alarms ... 
My rhymin' lips may gladden yet a waitin' heart, 
And all life I'll hold dear, in a farewell to arms. 

- Walter Kadota 
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WESTGATE CENTER WAIPAHU 

WAIANAE AMUSMENT CO., LTD. 

ALOHA "45th" REUNION 
1987 

TIME FINANCE 
LOCALLY OWNED LOANS 

FROM $50 TO $5,000 
PERSONALIZED SERVICE 

CALL 677-5648 

LEEWARD DRIVE-IN 
CATERING FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
COMPLETE VARIETY 
FOOD - SAtMIN 
THE BEST - HOT 
PLATES FAMOUS 

100th Inf_ Bn. Vets. 
EVERYBODY'S PLACE 
CALL 671-7323 

JOHN MIYAHARA, Manager MELVIN YAMAKI, Manager 

Jerry M. Yamaki, Consultant 
Phone: 677-0606 

AND OVER TWENTY-FIVE OTHERS 
AT WESTGATE CENTER 

94-366 PUPUPANI STREET 100 (RURAL) 

ALOHA on your 
45th REUNION 

100th INFo BN. VETS 

YAMAKI PRODUCE LTD. 
651 Ilalo St. Bldg. B Stall 9 

Honolulu, HI 96813 
Phone 533-1854 

FRESH ISLAND & MAINLAND 
FRUITS & VEGETABLES 

GEORGE S. YAMAKI DALE S. YAMAKI 
GILBERT H. YAMAKI CHIYO YAMAKI 

JAMES S. YAMAKI 



Benny K. Ouchida 
First Nisei 
Oregonian Draftee 

By Benny K. Ouchida 

I was born and raised on a large Gresham, Oregon 
fann. After graduating from Gresham High School, I 
entered Oregon Institute of Technology where I studied 
auto and aviation electric, diesel and gas engines. I re
mained on the farm through 1940 since my army volun
teering efforts were all rejected. Finally in February 
1941, I was drafted, being the first Nisei draftee from 
the State of Oregon. 

I was sent to Fort Lewis, Washington where I spent 
four days in the reception center. I was then assigned to 
Co. A 58th QM where I was designated acting corporal 
in the Heavy-Duty and Maintenance Mobile Co., which 
was made up of men from Oregon-Washington, Utah 
and Montana. These men, especially from Montana 
were a motley group - wild, drunk and bruised - they 
had arrived on a train in February with windows bro
ken out - it was cold and freezing. 

Basic Training was QM type and We were paid $21.00 
per month from which we purchased our own sleeping 
bag and supplies. I was assigned to the most awkward, 
clumsy and bungling group to drill. I put in hours 
studying drill books in my endeavor to whip these boys 
into an adroit drill group. 

In July, I was assigned to a Salvage platoon where we 
demolished trucks that were of no further use to the 
Anny. Then we were sent on maneuvers to California at 
Fort Ord. I was assigned with my group to the worst 
possible barracks. My last barracks was tops as far as 
inspections were concerned; this Fort Ord situation was 
a complete disaster. We did, however, get it into shape 
and I received my permanent corporal's rating after 
basics. 

We had a Sgt. from Spokane, Washington in the 
group that was quite intimidating as he was a pro wres
tler. I was thankful that my father insisted above all else 
that we learn the art of Judo, Kendo and the Japanese 
language. This Sgt. challenged me to a wrestling match 
and I agreed if it would be held in the sand. He was 
unable to throw me as I managed to hook him each 
time. Finally he fell. I found out later that he reported to 

the medics about his back. They at first would not ex
amine him until he gave them the name of the party he 
wrestled. He did not tell them but they finally helped 
him when he admitted that he was at fault. The 1st Sgt. 
knew the story but said nothing to me about it. 

We moved back to Washington for maneuvers at Fort 
Lewis where I signed up for Mechanics School, but due 
to Pearl Harbor I had to wait a few months for accept
ance. I was assigned to Fort Lewis' main shop, in 
charge of Electrical and Carburetion Dept., 4th echelon. 
I was then moved from the shop and assigned to our 
own company trucks. Three blocks away, a stockade 
went up and it was filled up with Nisei's. I did not have 
to go, due to the CO's orders. However, I was restricted 
to the Company area. I was interviewed by the MISLS. 
In February 1942, all the Niseis were transferred to Fort 
Leavenworth. The Captain in charge of the troop train 
had to remain behind, which resulted in each car being 
governed by any army personnel they could find. The 
first speech we heard on arrival made reference to the 
Federal Prison that was adjacent to the area. They ad
vised us to think before we do anything that would 
eventually put us in this compound. We were quartered 
in the Reception Barracks and the facilities were good. 
We got supply detail which was satisfactory. The boys 
were placed in platoons according to their height and 
they really looked good. In fact the Major said that he 
would like to keep us right there for garrisons. We did 
have a confrontation when we went to the main fort for 
some entertainment. We were met at the entrance by a 
colored QM who actually chased us away - he was 
wielding a knife. 

We were then transferred to Fort Riley - a comple
ment of 400 men. We were dispatched to a place on one 
side of a baseball field while the other side of the field 
was made up of colored groups. We were assigned to 
the main Fort Motor Pool of 200 trucks, office dispatch
ing. It was apparent that everyone wanted the Nisei 
group because they only have to be instructed once and 
from that point on would be smooth sailing. Whenever 
I issued a pass to anyone other than a Nisei I would 
assign a Nisei to that person's job. When the person 
returned from leave, I would reassign him to another 
group. 

I took a 50 truck convoy (25 men) to Fort Crooks. The 
trucks were big and we had considerable trouble due to 
the short legs of the drivers. With considerable stretch
ing, grunting and groaning we reached our destination. 
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We experienced considerable trouble on the return trip. 
We were driving jeeps and pickups. The lead driver 
was a very offensive Caucasian. He held up the parade 
of vehicles until he reached a long down grade where
upon he took off at the speed of 60 miles per hour. We 
endeavored to keep up with him by increasing our 
speed and blowing our horns. We finally caught up 
with him on the far side of a town which we just went 
through and right in front of a high school he suddenly 
stopped dead which naturally resulted in rear-end colli
sions. Seven vehicles were wrecked and one pickup 
was demolished. It was a wonder that nobody was hurt. 
Court-martial proceedings were about to be instituted 
but I explained to the Major what had happened and 
the case was dropped as far as the Nisei was concerned. 
I was asked by the Major to take over the Fort Riley's 
main shop but I turned it down since it was made up of 
civilian employees. 

I was transferred to Camp Savage as the MISLS took 
me. This was really a first class HOBO camp. Really 
dirty and filthy. We scrubbed from top to bottom but it 
was still unlivable as the camp was surrounded by 
swamps and the mosquitoes were ever present day and 
night. The personnel were made up of the likes of 4F 
officers, skinny 1st Sgt. Vernon Peterson known as Ve
nereal Pete and Lt. Daglish (Dog-Shit). 

The chow was not fit for human consumption and it 
appeared that there was just no organization. Paul Uno 
was the student 1st Sgt. and I was in the B3 class (stu
dents were all volunteers). The school Commandant 
gave us an inspiring speech about our situation. He 
said the road was wide open for us if we would work 
hard and get this job done. However, another speech 
was made by one of the group that implied that families 
and other relations who were in the various camps 
could be harmed if we didn't cooperate. These different 
views were equally divided in the group and nearly 
caused a riot. Things finally settled down and the entire 
group began an extensive study program. You couldn't 
believe the way those boys studied day and night. 
Nights were quite unique as the lights went out at 
9:30PM and as always bed check at l1:00PM. Bed checks 
always showed several unoccupied beds. Only one 
place these men could be, if they were not AWOL- the 
latrine - the GI runs. The missing men were all ac
counted for but they were sitting on the equipment 
provided with their pants pulled up and secured. This 
was the only study hall available but it was soon dis-
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covered and orders came down to the men to discon
tinue this study practice and go to bed. 

After a short visit to Fort Snelling hospital for a leg 
ailment, I returned to Camp Savage and found my 
group had moved out. I was biding my time waiting for 
a new assignment when I ran into PFC Munemori and 
through him I visited the Commandant's office, apply
ing for overseas duty in Europe as Munemori did. I was 
transferred to HQ Co. in charge of details. Lt. Daglish 
jumped me about my visit to the Commandant accusing 
me of pushing the 1st Sgt. I denied seeing the Com
mandant as I had conversed with Captain Dowd only. 
He also nailed me for not observing the bulletin board 
which for two days listed me as acting 1st Sgt. 
MUNEMORI got the "CONGRESSIONAL MEDAL OF 
HONOR". 

I was in charge of the mainland boys and Sgt. Kanai 
was in charge of the 100th. There was a humorous inci
dent at the school HQs where Betty, a school mission
ary's daughter, worked. She was raised in Japan and 
one day a group of Hawaiian boys were following her 
and one said "look at those DAIKON ASHI" (Japanese 
white radish legs). She immediately turned around and 
lectured them in perfect Japanese language. The boys 
fell back in utter amazement. 

Kenneth Harano wrote me a letter asking about the 
school and I turned his memo over to Capt. Dowd. A 
week later Kenneth was transferred to our school. 
BENNIE was the best drill sergeant ever - his drill 
formations were something to see. 

I then received a new group of 285 Hawaiian boys 
and immediately moved my bunk into their barracks. 
Not for long though as Lt. Daglish soon learned of this 
and I found myself back in the Non-Com's Barracks. Lt. 
Daglish was in charge of academic training and went 
wild on all the various training maneuvers - gas mask 
drills, road marches and night problems. As you can tell 
we were not too fond of him. He was called "bakatare" 
(blockhead or flathead). He confronted me and Sgt. 
Kanai in our office and asked what the word "bakatare" 
meant. I told him I didn't know but Sgt. Kanai without 
hesitation said that it meant something "honorable". 
He smiled and left. 

I was 1st Sgt. for two companies and being the only 
unmarried Sgt., considerable chores fell on me. The of
fice supply duty and the PA system schedule thru 
9:00PM became my duty. I had to play the #5 record 
according to schedule which covered various bugle 



calls. Needless to say I made several snafu's when I 
played, in error, several Officers' calls. 

2nd Lt. Yasutake, direct from a field commission, ar
rived at our Co. as Commanding Officer. At the same 
time we received a group of relocation boys. These boys 
were very young and half lacked basic training. But Lt. 
Daglish with his usual wild ideas, ordered these men 
out on Bivouac and various other activities. I advised 
Yasutake that these men could not go out on these night 
problems without first receiving proper instructions. 
Yasutake contacted the Commandant as well as gave his 
blessing to our idea of sports and beer busts in the hills 
in lieu of these army games. He even donated to the 
cause. Lt. Daglish probably wonders to this day who 
changed his orders. I went to many court-martials as a 
witness for the defense. In many instances I stated that 
these boys were educated volunteers and should not be 
handled like animals. I went to St. Paul Federal Court as 
a witness to get citizenship papers for the aliens that 
had volunteered with Capt. Tsukamoto. They got their 
papers. 

I heard that the Inspector General was to address us. 
Lt. Yasutake went immediately to the Commandant re
questing permission for a student to give a speech at 
the meeting as we knew only the enlisted men were 
able to speak. Permission was granted and our student 
gave a terrific speech which was taped and sent to 
Washington DC. One week later, we received a mes
sage to send men (26 sent) to OCS, Fort Benning, Ga. It 
was then apparent that all branches of service had 
opened their doors to Niseis. 

I was transferred with Co. E to the Casual Co. (Turkey 
Farm). While waiting for a new group of boys, 1 went to 
Fort Knox to visit my brother, Henry, who was in the 
annored division. I talked him into volunteering for the 
9 months school which he did. He later was sent to 
Tokyo. After returning to Casual Co. I found the situa
tion to be a mess. It was hardly civilized. Tar paper huts 
were the accommodations and that winter, we damn 
near froze to death. We had all the details of the student 
CO. The mail would arrive at our office and we had to 

distribute them to all the students wherever they were. 
Lt. Landau asked me how Reveille was coming along. I 
replied that it was just fine (I did not tell him that we 
were sleeping in at that time). Before leaving, he ad
vised me that he would be inspecting Reveille in the 
morning. I received quite a dressing down when I told 
him the truth about the Reveille situation - I had no 
time to warn the boys. I suggested he take my stripe, 
which he refused to do, since there were no replace
ments! 

I was married in August of 1945 and had to move my 
wife and several relatives out of their relocation center 
to Minneapolis. I returned to the Co. which now had a 
complement of 1700 men. This really developed into 
quite a mess. I was busy working 7 days a week and late 
into the night - sometimes to 1:30AM. Lt. Landau gave 
me hell for not showing up at 4:30AM to check on the 
morning detail. What a time I had with men coming in 
from relocation centers - men going out on 3-day 
passes - 3 Companies of men all marching and drilling 
all at once. 

I got out in 1946 - 5 years to do one year of duty. 
When I took the uniform off, I was a JAP again. I made 
$15.00 a week before I took advantage of the GI Bill. My 
folks advised me not to return to Oregon so I stayed in 
Minneapolis and attended all the trade schools under 
the GI bill that I could handle. I finished the GI Bill and 
went to work for the next 6 years at double Jour
neyman's pay. 

I returned to Oregon in 1954 with my wife and three 
children. With my various diplomas, I began holding 
clinics and then entered the Truck Electric field with the 
firm of Hartley & Zuercher, Inc. as an interested party. 
After 25 years with this Company, I believe this will be 
my last year. 

On the day of discharge, we were subjected to the 
usual questions and answers for our records. Since the 
School was classified, I did not give any particulars re
garding my activities in this connection. Consequently, 
after seven years, I received in the mail the COMMEN
DATION AWARD for Meritorious Achievement. 
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G.I. Japyank 
By Gene Casey 

When they were training in the United States, the 
Japanese-American soldiers from Hawaii had to 
take considerable kicking-around from professional 
Jap haters. In Italy they tried so hard to prove their 
loyalty to their country that fully two thirds of the 
battalion became casualties. 

* 

Pvt. Mac Yazawa's double row of campaign ribbons is tangi
ble proof of his loyalty to the U.S. 

The kid hesitated on the other side of the room anx
ious to see how he stood, but when I said, "Hello, Sol
dier," he bounded across with his hand out and smiled 
all over his face. I never thought I'd shake hands with a 
Japanese, but I felt pretty good about it afterward, be
cause this kid was a different kind. His blood was 
Japanese but he was all American. 

I'm suspicious by nature and I didn't approach this 
kid with any social service worker's milk of human 
kindness bubbling in my veins. I wanted to talk with 
him because he was from the famous 100th Infantry 
Battalion, and dozens of big questions had been form
ing in my mind as to just what made that outfit tick. 
The Hundredth was composed almost entirely of 
Japanese-Americans from the Hawaiian Islands, and it 
was public knowledge that they'd licked the pants off 
Hitler's boys in Italy and had kept going in the face of 
terrific casualties. I was wondering why they'd fought 
like a gang of tigers. 

The kid grinned. "It was so damn cold and rainy," he 
said, "we got fighting mad. We didn't care a hell of a lot 
whether we lived or died. We just wanted to go after 
those Nazis who were keeping us there." 

But that wasn't the whole answer. 
The kid's background was typical of the rest of the 

battalion, all of whose enlisted men and half of whose 
officers were ofJapanese descent. He'd been in constant 
action with them for six weeks in Italy and had had six 
months in hospitals to think things over. 

"My first name is Mac," he said, "but I'd better spell 
the last one. It's Y-a-z-a-w-a ." He stopped to light a 
cigarette. "I have to watch out I don't smoke too many. 
They got all the shrapnel out of my lung, but I'm sorta 
short of breath." 

I could close my eyes and listen and he was strictly a 
G.!. Joe. He was an American kid with an unruly lock of 
black hair that hung down over his forehead, and he 
was still young in his ideas, even though he had been 
sobered by a large chunk of war. He looked more like an 
Indian from the Southwest than he did like a Japanese. 
He was short, just under 5 foot 5 and he only weighed 
130 pounds with the shrapnel still in his right arm 
(which had been nearly tom off) and right foot. Nor
mally, he said, he'd go 140 to 143. 

He was wearing two rows of ribbons. There was the 
Purple Heart, and service ribbons for the European, 
Pacific-Asiatic, Mediterranean and American theaters 
of operation, and two battle stars - one for the Italian 
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campaign and one for that one-sided scrap at Pearl 
Harbor. I'd never stopped to think before that there 
were Japanese fighting on both sides at Pearl Harbor. 

The Story Behind the Decorations 

Those Japanese-Americans of the Hundredth knew 
it, because most of them were there, and their battle 
slogan, "Remember Pearl Harbor," showed how they 
felt about the sneak attack. But that wasn't what kept 
them going in Italy after two thirds of the outfit became 
casualties. There were more personal reasons for the 
battle spirit which won them three Distinguished Ser
vice Crosses, 21 Bronze Stars, 36 Silver Stars and 900 
Purple Hearts. 

Pvt. Mac I. Yazawa, was celebrating his twenty-fifth 
birthday the day I talked to him. He was born in Hono
lulu, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Tokuji Yazawa, who set
tled there forty years ago and raised eight children. He 
has an older brother, John (who is probably in the 
Army now, because he was in I-A the last Mac heard), 
three older sisters who are married, and two brothers 
and a sister who are younger than he. One of his mar
ried sisters, who lived on the West Coast, is at the Gila 
Relocation Camp in Arizona, but the rest of his family 
are still in Honolulu. 

Mac and about half of the other boys of the 100th 
Infantry Battalion attended Honolulu schools. Most of 
these kids never learned anything about Japan and 
weren't particularly interested in the country of their 
ancestors. Mac never even bothered to learn to speak 
Japanese. Honolulu was the only home they ever knew, 
and the United States was their country. 

The only time they ever wanted to visit Japan was 
after the sneak attack, and then they wanted to go with 
a lot of other Americans in uniform. They were dying 
for a crack at the Jap army all the time they were fight
ing in Italy. Some of them couldn't understand why 
they'd been sent to fight the Germans when they had a 
personal bone to pick with the Japs who had attacked 
their homes. 

Like many American kids, Mac left high school after 
his junior year to earn a living. He'd always wanted to 
be a pipe fitter and he had a chance to learn the trade at 
the Masaki Plumbing Shop. He became pretty good, 
too, and he got a Civil Service job as pipe fitter, en
gineer and general handy man at Fort Armstrong. He 
left this job by the Selective Service route on November 
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15,1941 just three weeks before the attack on Pearl Har-
bor. 

He was assigned to a former National Guard regi
ment made up of Oahu residents and was sent to 
Schofield Barracks for training. His company was com
posed of boys of Hawaiian, Chinese and Japanese an
cestry, and they got along beautifully. 

Guarding the Beaches 

When the December 7th attack came, the airfield near 
their barracks caught hell, and Mac's outfit turned out 
with full combat equipment and was sent to Waimanalo 
Beach to repulse possible landing attempts. There 
weren't any, but the morning of the second day on the 
beach, a sentry from Mac's company spotted something 
offshore that might or might not be a log. One of the 
company's strongest swimmers stroked out for a closer 
look, then splashed back to report to his captain: "It's 
one of those two-man Jap subs!" 

The submarine was stuck on a reeL and Mac's com
pany captured it with the aid of a dive bomber from 
Bellows Field, which bombed it free. One of the crew 
died from bomb concussion, but the other was taken 
prisoner. Mac will always be proud of the fact that his 
company captured the first prisoner taken by the 
United States in this war. 

His outfit guarded that beach for seven months, then 
was called back to Schofield, and the Japanese
American boys in it and those in another regiment 
made up from all the other Hawaiian Islands except 
Oahu were sent to the United States for more combat 
training. There were hundreds of them and they formed 
the 100th Infantry Battalion. 

On the mainland, they first learned of the problem 
that was making life difficult for great numbers of loyal 
Japanese-Americans. They were willing to take their 
government's word for it that there were Jap spies in 
this country, just as there were German spies. But they 
thought that most Japanese-Americans were loyal citi
zens, the same as most German-Americans. They 
couldn't understand why some folks in the United 
States were down on everyone of Japanese ancestry. 

They trained at Camp McCoy, Wisconsin, for six 
months, and all the white folks they saw treated them 
fine, but they worried about the sentiment that was 
arising against them in other sections. They'd never run 
into anything like it before, and they didn't know what 
to do about it. 



ion. The 100th Battalion first saw action as part of the 
U.S. 34th Division, and in the first week of November 
1943 fought a battle which stands out as a superb exam
ple of the Nisei in war. 

Between the Salerno beachhead and Rome lay the 
serpentine coils of the Volturno River, which had so 
many twists and turns that the grouse "every damn 
river in Italy seems to be called Volturno" became popu
lar in the Fifth Army. Beyond the Volturno lay the Ger
man defense-line at Monte Cassino. But it was on the 
Volturno that the 100th Battalion earned its first battle 
honors. 

On 3 November the unit was given a special mission: 
to secure the left flank of 34th Division by pushing 
across the Volturno and seizing and holding vital road 
junctions in the Oliveto-Venafro sector. As the Ger
mans commanded the high ground on the far bank of 
the river it was obvious that the Nisei would not be able 
to hold their objectives without taking that as well. It 
was to be a night action; and at 2400 the crossing of the 
Volturno began. 

Piercing screams were heard 

At once the Nisei came under mortar fire and suffered 
casualties, but the battalion crossed the river in good 
order and prepared to advance on its initial objectives. 
Company E led the advance on the left flank, Company 
B on the right, but both found their progress seriously 
impeded by mines and booby-traps. While Battalion 
HQ was digesting this information, Company B was 
nearing the road junction which was its first target. 
Suddenly it was caught in a heavy burst of German 
machine-gun fire, which caused considerable conster
nation at HQ. Piercing screams were plainly heard at 
the rear and it seemed that Company B was being cut to 
pieces by an ambush. The screams continued, but as 
the seconds ticked away it became apparent that the 
sound of the German machine-guns was being 
drowned by a steadily rising volume of firing from 
what were clearly American weapons. Perplexed, the 
Command Group moved forward to find out what was 
going on - and met two grinning Nisei escorting a 
small column of very shaken German prisoners. At last 
the position was dear. 

Company B had been advancing along a low stone 
wall when the German machine-gunners opened up on 
them. The Nisei dropped behind the wall for shelter and 
promptly used it as a breastwork to return massed fire. 
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Then the word got around that the lieutenant in com
mand of the right-flank platoon was missing, assumed 
wounded or captured. His platoon sergeant consulted 
with the men and they made the impromptu decision to 
go in with the bayonet and get their officer back. The 
sergeant's shouted order to fix bayonets was heard by 
the entire company, which swept forward over the wall, 
screaming its battle-cry - the screams which had 
caused such concern at Battalion HQ. 

The attack was completely successful. It was also the 
first recorded bayonet charge by American forces in 
Italy, and all the German positions were overrun. Dur
ing the battle the battalion wire team (a communica
tions officer and five wire-stringers) became separated 
from the assault companies and came under long-range 
fire from the Germans, but Company E worked round 
on the flank and silenced the German fire. By dawn the 
100th Battalion had taken all its initial objectives, but it 
had to spend the whole of the next day being bom
barded by mortar and shellfire and could obviously not 
remain where it was. 

At 0800 on the second day the battalion was ordered 
to advance and clear the Germans from the heights on 
its front. This was an extremely difficult assignment, 
because the line of advance would have to traverse an 
open plain in daylight. But by stealth and skilful use of 
cover, the battalion strung out into a mile-long column 
and set off on a stalking advance which took all day. As 
darkness came down the Nisei were in position at the 
foot of the heights, ready to wheel to the right and 
launch their final assault on the German positions. 

As expected, the Germans had covered the direct ap
proach to their positions with a dense mine field. This 
barrier was quickly penetrated by the Nisei, through the 
bravery of a sergeant from Company E who took on the 
duties of a one-man sapper: lifting and stacking the 
mines and marking a lane with toilet paper. This made 
for a speedy passage, but the "safe" lane was a tenuous 
one and uncleared mines caused considerable casual
ties, and alerted the Germans to the attack. To add to 
the problems of the Nisei the heavy weapons company 
became detached from the two assault companies by 
error, and the riflemen had to go in alone. But another 
surge of spirited hand-to-hand fighting cleared all the 
positions without the fire support which would nor
mally have been considered essential. 

By dawn on the third day, lOath Battalion had pushed 
forward 700 yards ahead of the 1st Battalion on its right, 



and the latter unit had to move quickly to join up with 
the left flank of 34th Division. Even then the Nisei had 
to beat off continual German counterattacks and hold 
their gains for two days of aggressive patrolling before 
they were relieved and withdrawn from the sector. 

Cunning and resourceful 

A fortnight before, on 21 October, a staff visit to the 
sector of 34th Division had prompted the War Depart
ment to issue a press announcement on the Nisei: These 
soldiers are as far away from the stereotyped picture of 
the evildoing sons of Japan as the ail-American boy is 
from a headhunter. It's in their faces. They obviously 
believe in what they're doing, and look calmly secure 
because of it. The action on the Volturno proved that 
the Nisei were also a highly-efficient fighting unit -
cunning and resourceful battlefield technicians with an 
esprit de corps second to none. 

The next major battle the Nisei were involved in was 
the Allied attempt to break through at Cassino in the 
early months of 1944. Here they suffered grievously -
the brunt of the early fighting at Cassino fell on the 
Fifth Army, which suffered such heavy losses that there 
was a public outcry in America. The heaviest fighting 
was seen during the bloody crossing of the Rapido 
river, notorious for the terrible mauling of the "Texas 
Boys" of the 36th Division. On the Rapido, whose 
banks were commanded by the guns and mortars on the 
German side, the Nisei had little but their own superb 
e/anto carry them through. Total Fifth Army casualties 
between the opening of the Cassino battle on 15 
January and the fall of Rome on4 June were 10,744 men. 
And the 1,3OO-strong 100th Battalion had made a heavy 
contribution in proportion to its size. In April and May 
1944 the main effort at Cassino passed to the Eighth 
Army. 

After the fall of Rome the Allies pushed on to the 
north, but were halted by the German Gothic Line 
across the Apennines Mountains in late June. During 
the advance the looth Battalion had added repeatedly to 
its battle honors in countless "fire brigade" actions. 
And on 27 July 1944, Gen. Clark decorated the battalion 
with the highest honor the U.S. Army has to pay to its 
units: the Distinguished Unit Citation "for outstanding 
performance of duty in action". By the time of this 
award the men of the lOOth Battalion had won 11 Dis
tinguished Service Crosses, 44 Silver Stars, 31 Bronze 
Stars, and three awards of the Legion of Merit. Fifteen 

men had won battlefield commissions and over a 
thousand men of the battalion had been given the Pur
ple Heart - many of them posthumously. Few units in 
military history have ever won so many honors in such 
a short span of combat history; and the exploits of the 
lOOth Battalion prompted a flood of Nisei recruiting at 
home: into the Air Force, the Army, the paratroops, and 
even the WACs. 

In April 1944 the new 442nd Combat Team, its train
ing complete, was sent to Italy to join the 100th Battal
ion. It soon showed that its efficiency and fighting abil
ity matched that of the 100th, and it was instrumental in 
the capture of Livorno. For the 100th Battalion more 
fighting lay ahead, with Operation AnviL the invasion 
of southern France in August 1944, the push up the 
Rhone valley, and the last campaigns in the Rhineland. 
But its most important work had been done in Italy. 
There it had won' its most enduring battle honors; 
there, too, as the "guinea-pig" Nisei combat unit, it had 
proved to the world what superb fighting men the 
Japanese-Americans were. 

Major James J. Gillespie, an experienced officer of the 
U.S. 34th Division during the Italian campaign, gave 
his own fiery testimonial to one of the most remarkable 
fighting units of World War II: "These Hawaiian 
Japanese call themselves Hawaiians or just plain Amer
icans. They've earned the right to call themselves any
thing they damn well please. I've never been so mad in 
my life as I have been since I returned to the United 
States and have heard cracks made about Japs fighting 
on our side in Italy. Anybody who calls these 
doughboys 'Jap' is the most narrow-minded person I 
know of. These kids, so far as I am concerned, are just 
as much American as I am." The Nisei had made their 
point. 

fr ~ 
( ~l)J 

1X~~ 
"Him lapolap - Mf' Yank,." lap" 
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Then Mac went to the Gulf of Mexico Command with 
some of his buddies for specialized training in the han
dling of war dogs. He spent three months at this, re
joined his battalion at Camp Shelby, Mississippi, for 
seven months, and then went on maneuvers in 
Louisiana. The GJ. Japanese ran into their first racial 
trouble in the South. It didn't turn out to be serious 
trouble, because they kept their mouths shut, but 
they'd never had anything like it up North. Some folks 
- soldiers and others - made dirty cracks about their 
Japanese blood. It hurt them. 

The Hundredth went to North Africa and joined the 
34th Division, becoming part of a regiment the other 
two battalions of which were made up of boys from 
Iowa. The white soldiers at first accepted the G.L 
Japanese with reservations, but they didn't make any 
trouble. 

In all his time overseas, Mac never heard anyone 
make a slurring remark about his Japanese blood; nor, 
to his knowledge, did any of the others in his battalion. 
They got along increasingly well with the white lads in 
the regiment, and the Japanese-Americans and Iowans 
became very proud of one another after they'd been in 
action. The white soldiers got so they used to brag 
about their Japanese battalion to the soldiers from all-
white regiments. 

The Hundredth landed at Salerno about ten days after 
the beachhead was opened, and went right up the val
ley to take the lead in the Fifth Army advance. The kids 
were happy and they went ahead to establish a number 
of "firsts" in the Italian campaign. They were first to 
take German prisoners, first to destroy a German tank, 
and the first to charge and take a German position with 
bayonets. 

"We weren't," Mac said, "like Japanese and German 
troops who fight only because they are sent somewhere 
and made to. We knew what we were fighting for - for 
our country and our homes and families, just like other 
American boys. We fought a little harder because we 
were anxious to let people know we were good Ameri
cans, so our families would be better thought of and 
better treated back home." 

Brunt of the Attack 

Mac's company was out in front, leading the way up 
the Salerno Valley, and it took most of the punishment 
when the first tough German resistance was encoun
tered. Sergeant Joe Takata, who was a close friend of 

Mac's and one of the best noncoms in the company, was 
up ahead with his squad, and suddenly he became sus
picious. He made his squad stay back while he went up 
a hill to reconnoiter. The Germans spotted Joe and 
opened up, and an 88-mm shell landed near him. 

Joe was killed, but his caution saved the rest of his 
squad. He was the first Japanese-American soldier to 
win the Distinguished Service Cross, but he never 
knew about it. It was sent to his wife in Honolulu, and 
because Mac and Joe's wife were in the same class all 
the way through grammar, intermediate and high 
schools, Mac wrote her a letter. It was a hard letter to 
write. 

Mac was his company commander's bodyguard. (The 
company commander was Captain T. Suzuki, of Hono
lulu, who was wounded about three days after Mac, 
and is at Walter Reed Hospital.) The first they knew of 
contact with the Germans was when the Nazis opened 
up with mobile artiUery and pinned down Mac's com
pany for an hour. 

It was their first time under fire, and most of them 
were pretty frightened. Mac knows he was, and some of 
the others told him they were so scared they couldn't 
move, but none of them were frightened very much 
after that. They had their first casualties, saw their first 
buddies killed, and all they wanted to do was kill Ger
mans in revenge. 

During the first two days, the Hundredth drove the 
Germans out of the valley and pushed them back six or 
seven miles, and the Nazis were beginning to wonder 
what breed of wildcats they were up against. 

On the second day, Captain Suzuki sent Lieutenant 
Krive (later wounded) and Sergeant Kiyota (killed the 
night Mac was wounded) out with a squad to take pris
oners. They brought back five, including a German of
ficer who spoke English. Mac was standing with the 
captain when the prisoners were brought up, and he 
could see that the German officer was dying with 
curiosity. 

Finally the officer asked, "You are Chinese?" 
Captain Suzuki shook his head. "No," he answered, 

"we're Japanese." 
The Germans gasped. The officer exclaimed, "Mein 

Gott! Is Japan fighting against us, now?" 
The Hundredth took turns with the other battalions 

in leading the attack all the way up from Salerno to 
Cassino. They were attacked twice by German planes 
north of Naples, and both times were caught in the 
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open, moving along the road. There wasn't much of any 
shelter, and one attack lasted twenty minutes. The Jer
ries bombed and strafed and several men were killed 
and wounded. The Hundredth got madder at the Nazis. 

By mid-October, 1943, they were in mountainous ter
rain, and it turned rainy and cold. It was no weather for 
a bunch of boys from Honolulu. Between the cold at 
night and the Nazi artillery, they couldn't sleep and 
were pretty miserable. Overcoats and overshoes hadn't 
caught up with them, and they were half frozen most of 
the time, but they were hardened to outdoor life, and 
no one Mac knew became sick or even caught a cold. 

They suffered a lot, but they kept it to themselves. 
They wouldn't even admit to one another that the 
weather could be too tough for them. Mac was pinned 
in foxholes by gunfire for days at a time. The longest 
stretch was three days, and there was a foot of water 
and mud in the foxhole. He had to keep stamping up 
and down to keep from freezing, and that made more 
mud. Bullets and shells were so dose that the stench of 
cordite was always in his nostrils. Shrapnel rained so 
heavily around him that he gave up all hope of surviv
ing, and he got so mad he didn't care. 

Three times the Hundredth fought its way across the 
Volturno River, and three times was thrown back. The 
battalion jumped off the fourth time shortly after mid
night on the morning of November 4th. Mac's company 
was in the lead and, for once, there wasn't any opposi
tion crossing the river. But after they were across they 
slowed down and felt their way along, because no sap
pers had been out ahead to dear the mines. 

At about 2:30 A.M. Captain Suzuki and Mac were up 
in front when they hit a mine field. They were about 
sixteen miles south of Cassino. The captain was lucky, 
but one of the mines got Mac. Shrapnel smashed into 
his chest and right foot and nearly tore off his right arm. 
Much of it went into his right lung, but he didn't feel 
any pain. He was just numb and losing blood, and after 
a while, as he lay there thinking this was it, he became 
unconscious. 

The next he knew, he was in an evacuation hospital 
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thirty miles behind the lines, and it was three days 
later. Medicos had taken some of the shrapnel out of his 
lung and were giving him blood plasma. They told him 
that his company had kept on going toward its objec
tive, which was a hill, and later in the morning, after 
Mac was wounded, had charged the hill with fixed 
bayonets. It was the first bayonet charge the Germans 
had faced in Italy, and they broke and ran or surren
dered. By noon the hill belonged to the Hundredth. 

Leadership by Courage 

Mac's company kept going and, farther along on the 
road to Cassino, Lieutenant Kin, a Korean from the 
West Coast, and his squad took six machine-gun nests. 
Lieutenant Kin was wounded taking the sixth nest, and 
he won the Distinguished Service Cross. 

Mac spoke so proudly of Lieutenant Kin's achieve
ment that I questioned him further. In Japan, the Ko
reans are a despised race; I wondered if the hatred had 
carried over to these Japanese-Americans. I asked Mac 
how the boys of his company felt about Lieutenant Kin. 

"He was very well liked," he said, without realizing 
why I asked. "We had great faith in his leadership, and 
most of the boys were glad of a chance to go on patrol 
with him." 

The Hundredth went on to greater deeds in the 
house-to-house and hand-to-hand fighting at Cassino, 
but Mac was sent back to the station hospital at Naples 
and then to hospitals in North Africa, where more 
shrapnel was removed from his lung. He arrived back 
in this country at the end of February and is now under 
treatment at Gardiner General Hospital, Chicago. 

"I'm one of the lucky ones," he said. "I never ex
pected to get back. I was very sick for three months. I 
couldn't talk or eat, and I was fed by injections. But I 
was given the best of care by nurses and Medical Corps 
men (all of whom were white), and they were very nice 
to me. Soldiers from the other battalions in our regi
ment, who were in hospitals with me, were always 
pointing me out to others and telling them what a swell 
job my battalion was doing. I was very proud." 



Nisei 
By Richard Humble 

After Pearl Harbor they faced distrust and suspi
cion. But under Old Glory they fought - and bled 
- with honor and distinction 

When Japan attacked Pearl Harbor on 7 December 
1941 there were more than 71,000 Nisei - American 
citizens of Japanese parentage - in the U.s. In their 
own eyes the Nisei were, as they passionately affirmed, 
loyal Americans willing to fight for their country. But 
the Japanese holocaust unleashed a whirlwind of dis
trust and suspicion which continued until the Nisei 
were given a chance to prove their loyalty beyond ques
tion - on the battlefield. 

In the shocked aftermath of Pearl Harbor, many 
Americans tended to forget that the Nisei had been re
cruited into the U.S. Army before the war, and that 
many of them were already in uniform when the 
Japanese attacked. Many were also ignorant of the fact 
that the first Nisei had died at Pearl Harbor, and that 
two Nisei had been involved in the capture of the first 
Japanese POW of the war, when one of the Japanese 
midget submarines was taken after the Pearl Harbor 
attack. Nevertheless the mood of the hour was "reloca
tion": the mass roundup of all citizens of Japanese an
cestry in the western states and their transportation to 
guarded camps in the Middle West. 

Unacceptable for service 

At the end of June 1942, the work of the War Reloca
tion Authority was virtually completed. As early as 17 
June, the U.s. War Department had advised the discon
tinuation of the induction of Nisei, all of whom were 
reclassified to "IV-C": unacceptable for service because 
of ancestry. Not until the end of the year was this offi
cial policy relaxed, when 160 Nisei volunteers from relo
cation camps were accepted for military training. 

Ironically, the training of the unit which was to do so 
much to transform the status of the Nisei had already 
begun. The problem of the Nisei already in unifonn at 
Pearl Harbor had remained; and in June 1942 two Ha
waiian infantry regiments - including many Nisei who 
had served in the Hawaiian National Guard - were 
transferred to the mainland for training as a new unit. 
At Camp McCoy in Wisconsin the formation of the U.S. 
100th Infantry Battalion got under way; and by the end 
of the year its progress and performance during train
ing - first at Camp McCoy and later at Camp Selby, 
Mississippi - had made such a startling impact that the 
U.S. Government's containment policy towards the 
Nisei was modified. 

On 28 January 1943 the formation of a special Nisei 
combat team was announced. The response was over
whelming: over 10,000 volunteers for only 2,500 places. 
Beginning its training at Camp Selby in April 1943, the 
442nd Combat Team with its spirited motto "Go For 
Broke!" more than lived up to the high standards set by 
the trainee 100th Battalion, and eventually joined the 
latter in Italy in 1944. 

The six-month "suspicion period" after Pearl Harbor 
had delayed the formation of the looth Battalion to such 
an extent that it was not ready for Operation Torch, the 
first participation of U.s. forces in the European Thea
ter of Operations (ETO) in November 1942, for which 
the new Nisei troops were earmarked. Nor did the unit 
take part in Operation Husky, the invasion of Sicily in 
July 1943. The looth Battalion first set foot on enemy 
soil at the close of September 1943, when General Mark 
Oark's Fifth Anny was preparing to break out of the 
Salerno beachhead and advance on Naples and Rome. 

When its operational career began in Italy the 100th 
Battalion had been organized as a separate battalion of 
seven companies: five rifle companies, a heavy weapon 
company, and an HQ company. In action, two rifle 
companies were nonnally held in reserve, giving the 
unit the battle strength of a standard U.s. Anny battal-
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Col. Singles Pays 
Tribute To Soldiers 

U.S. ArrnyPhotograph 

Have Experienced Stiff Fighting, Says lOOth's 
Commander 

With the Fifth Army, Italy - High tribute was paid 
to the fighting soldiers of the Japanese-American lOath 
Infantry Battalion by their battalion commander, Lieu
tenant Colonel Gordon Singles, a West Point graduate. 

"There are countless instances of battlefield heroism 
by these infantrymen fighting on the Fifth Army front," 
said the firm, steelnerved battalion commander. "They 
have plenty of guts, and aren't afraid to use their initia
tive during attacks. They've fought their way over end
less mountains in Italy since last September. They have 
captured towns from Germans without assistance of 
other units. Recently they captured a German command 
post, complete with a large motor pool and an entire 
field artillery battery, all intact." 

Italian towns recently captured by the lOath Battalion 
are: Belvedere, Sesseta, Pastina, and Orsiana. Belvedere 
was taken by a surprise thrust, Sesseta by a flanking 
attack, Pastina by a frontal attack, and Orsiana by-
passed and then completely surrounded. 

"These Americans of Japanese ancestry take their 
hardships in stride," he continued. "Battlefield instruc
tions are carried out quickly. This alertness has made 
several otherwise impossible gains possible throughout 
Italy. Their spirit has won my admiration and respect, 
just as it has all observers who've lived in the field with 
them." 

"We've experienced stiff fighting in Northern Italy," 
Colonel Singles continued. "But the men display a will
ingness to fight the enemy, even after being in the line 
for long periods. One instance that comes to mind is a 
platoon of the looth that met a German force three times 
its size. The Japanese-Americans attacked nevertheless, 
and not only were the Germans beaten back but our 
prisoner stockade received many more Germans that 
day." 

Colonel Singles directs his unit's battles from the bat
talion command post, which is often only 200 yards 
from German lines. Recently when his command post 
was under a German artillery barrage, Colonel Singles 
stood calmly beside a haystack. As the German fire in
creased, two dusty, sunburned Germans crawled out of 
the haystack and surrendered themselves to the colonel. 

The colonel's wife lives at 605 East 9th Avenue, 
Denver, Colorado. 
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The Death of a Hero: 

This Is How 
Sgt. Mizutari Fought 
And How He Died 

By Staff Sgt. Howard I. Ogawa 
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Somewhere In The Philippines, (Dec 28) - Tonight 
as I sit here and type this story, my mind wanders back 
to the day of the New Britain invasion. I would like to 
tell a story about a friend of mine whom some of the 
readers may know very well. His name is Tech Sgt. 
Terry Mizutari, 24 years old, of Hila, Hawaii, who was 
killed in action in New Guinea in June, 1944. I asked 
many of my buddies who subscribe to the Pacific Citizen 
whether his name was mentioned in the paper or not 
but no one seemed to know whether they had read 
anything about him or had seen his name mentioned. 
This is how he fought and how he died. 

(Ed. Note: The death of Sgt. Mizutari was reported 
by the War Dept. and published in the Pacific Citizen. 
No details were available at the time, however, of the 
manner of his death in action. Sgt. Mizutari was one of: 
the two "lonely sergeants" who wrote to the Pacific 
Citizen about a year ago asking for letters from girls at 
home. After their letter was published in the Pacific 
Citizen some 77 letters were received by the two 
sergeants until the time of Sgt. Mizutari's heroic death 
in action.) 

The story will go back a little more than a year ago 
today. It was on the night of December 14, 1943, when 
we both boarded a LCM (Landing Craft Mechanized) in 
New Guinea. Before this the rain had been pouring 
steadily for three days and so we waited, sweating 
under our ponchos, with our blue barracks bags slung 
over our shoulders. At 1930 hours we finally boarded 
the LCM and steamed across the rough Coral Sea. The 
craft racked and tossed from side to side, but at the 
break of dawn on December 15th, we sighted the coast 
of New Britain in the far-off dark horizon. We saw as
sault troops in their rubber boats creeping stealthily 
toward the shore of Arawe and our escort vessels bom
barding shore positions. They landed, then it was our 
tum. 

We were in the bay, waiting for the convoy command
er to give us a signal to head for the beach. We were 
waiting, when suddenly out of the dear blue sky ap
peared 15 to 20 Jap Zero fighters and dive bombers. We 
tried to take cover in the overcrowded craft, trying to 
cram our whole bodies under steel helmets. The roaring 
planes spit white and red tracers at us and our gunners 
on the LCM courageously and bravely tried to fight 
them off. Our gunners got one of them. Down he went, 



and in a few minutes he crashed into the sea. Then 
suddenly, the signal came for us to land. We hit the 
beach 50 yards from the shore, water deep to our 
waists. First man to get off the craft was Sgt. Mizutari. 
Off he went into the jungle, moving cautiously forward 
across the narrow beach, probing the tangled foliage for 
snipers and machine guns hidden behind coco log 
bunkers. 

After we landed, for three consecutive days and 
nights the Japs came over to strafe and bomb us and 
each time Sgt. Mizutari from his shallow hard coral 
foxhole would look up and shake his fist at them. If he 
had only had a gun that would reach them. I am sure he 
would have been right behind it firing at them, without 
regard for his own life. On the fourth day after our 
landing, our CP (Command Post) moved to another 
area closer to the front lines, only 600 yards away. 

Twice the enemy counterattacked during the night 
and broke through our main line of defense. Sgt. 
Mizutari was right there with the guards, with his car
bine in his hands, waiting to take a crack at them. It was 
moonlight, and I could see his face, that grin, his lips 
moving now and then as he was saying, "Come on you 
fools. You started this, and I am going to finish it." 
Before the Japanese could advance to our CP, they were 
stopped. 

For two months after our amphibious landing, the 
Jap planes came over day and night. Did you see him 
hugging the ground each time they came over to bomb 
us? No, he was looking up from his foxhole, muttering 
"I will get you some day." He would venture out to the 
adjacent islands with our intelligence officer, seeking 
information at times, coming back with a big smile on 
his face. I knew that he had successfully accomplished 
his mission. That guy had guts - guts that no one 
could match. 

When things settled down, and there was no longer 
much to worry about air raids we both would lie awake 
late at night, talking about the folks back home. He 
would describe how poor his family was, during his 
childhood, and how he struggled and worked his way 
through school to get an education, so he would be able 
to amount to something in this country of ours where 
opportunity is plentiful. He was then at that time a Staff 
Sergeant, but he never wasted a cent. He sent home 
every penny he had, except for what he needed. He was 
very "OYA KOKO" to his mother and father and very 
kind to his brothers and sisters. 

He was relieved from New Britain and went back to 
the rear echelon in Australia. Within two months time, 
he was right back up north again. While he was in 
Australia, he contracted malaria and was very sick. But 
before he fully recovered, he was right up in the front 
lines. Although I wasn't with him at the time he was 
killed in action, I will write as I heard it from those who 
were up there with him at that time. 

He was in charge of a group of men, relieving Sgt. 
Harry Fukuhara who was with us in New Britain, at
tached to a certain unit. It was somewhere around the 
first of June and the fighting was thick. The enemy 
counter attacking. Mortar and artillery shells were fall
ing near the CPo The day he reached his unit for duty, 
that night the enemy counterattacked the CP perimeter. 
All hell cut loose. He didn't even have time to dig a 
foxhole, for he was on duty the moment he got there. 

At the time of the attack, he was in the office. Realiz
ing the danger of his men, he ran out with his rifle in 
his hand, and took over behind a tree. This was the 
only shelter he had. With machine gun shells flying all 
around, and knowing that his men were in danger, he 
tried to save them somehow by shouting encourage
ment to them. Then a bullet, maybe meant for one of his 
men, got him through the heart. He was killed instantly 
without suffering, without pain. A brave and fearless 
soldier he was. I am glad that he died the way he 
wanted, for when we were together, he always had told 
me, "I want to die without feeling a bit of pain and not 
knowing what got me." The counterattack was repulsed 
successfully. The G-2 Colonel came running to his side 
and picked him up in his arms. He called his name 
many times, but it was too late. The Colonel with tears 
in his eyes, carried him to his last resting place. 

For his bravery and courage against the enemy, Sgt. 
Mizutari was awarded the Purple Heart, the Silver Star 
and a citation from the Commanding General of the 
unit to which he was attached. 

I have lost a comrade, a true and loyal friend, but I am 
proud to say that I had a friend like him. His memory 
will always lie deep in my heart forever. With him an
other comrade's memOIy will also be in my heart. He is 
the late Sgt. Ken Omura from Seattle, Washington, who 
was killed in action in the Admiralties. Sgt. Omura and 
I came overseas together and were like brothers, for I 
had known him since the days at Ft. Lewis. I have lost 
two of the best comrades, but I know their spirit will 
carry on inside of me forever. 
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A unit of the lOOth Battalion pushes up a dusty road near Velletri, Italy. 
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The tOOth Battalion (Nisei) Against The Germans 
By Lieutenant Colonel James J. Gillespie 

,od 
Captain Lauren E. McBride 

The lOOth Infantry Battalion of Hawaiian-born 
Japanese-Americans, as most Americans now know, 
fought long and hard in Italy during the winter of 
1943-44. The lOOth joined the veteran 34th Infantry Di-

I vision in Italy, helped mightily in the crossing of the 
Yolturno, spearheaded the crossing of the Rapido, 
fought in and around Cassino, and after the capture of 
Rome, helped in the pursuit of the Germans up Italy's 
boot. As a unit, the lOOth was cited in War Department 
orders for its "outstanding performance of duty in ac
tion in the vicinity of Belvedere and Sassetta, 
Italy." The number of individual decorations and cita
tions awarded in the lOOth for gallantry and skill in 
battle is numerous. In the summer of 1944 it was re
ported that nine Distinguished Service Crosses, 44 
Silver Stars, 31 Bronze Stars and three Legion of Merit 
Medals had been awarded to members of the Battalion. 
Atleast 1,000 of the 1,300 members of the Battalion now 
wear Purple Hearts. 

The 100th Battalion was organized as a separate bat
talion of seven companies: five rifle companies, a 
heavy-weapons company and a headquarters company. 
During operations two of the rifle companies were cus
tomarily held in reserve, leaving the 100th with the bat
tle strength of a normal battalion. 

On November 3, 1943, the lOath received the mission 
of seizing and holding a series of road junctions about 
half a mile beyond the Volturno river nearVenafro. The 
purpose of the mission was to defend the left flank of 
the division, which was quite vulnerable to tank attack 
bffause of the flat ground between the river and the 
rough, mountainous terrain beyond. Reconnaissance 
had disclosed that German tanks were operating in the 
vicinity and were using the numerous olive groves 
along the river for concealment. A large portion of the 
enemy artillery was self-propelled and therefore a 
mobile threat to the success of the crossing of the Vol
tumo. This "tank terrain" was deepest in relation to the 
mountain range at the point where the 100th Battalion 
planned to cross. A network of hard-surfaced roads and 
paths, crisscrossed the area and converged finally into 

one main road to the northwest through the pass to
ward Cassino. This point of convergence of the roads 
and trails was the battalion's objective. 

Following a heavy artillery barrage, the battalion 
crossed the river simultaneously with other units of the 
34th Division, at 2400 hours on November 3. Most of 
the casualties during the crossing were from enemy 
mortar fire. The Jerries used one of their customary 
tricks during the crossing: the dropping of occasional 
single rounds of arti11ery or mortar fire on our troops to 
make them think it was "shorts" from our own artillery. 

Despite casualties the lOath pressed on and reached 
the far bank of the Volturno. Then the two assault com
panies ran into a heavy concentration of mines and 
booby traps - possibly the heaviest ever encountered. 
In an area about one hundred yards square dozens of 
casualties were suffered. Company B, ordered to seize 
the right half of the objective, had almost reached its 
goal, a road junction, when several German machine 
guns opened fire upon them. As expected, the Germans 
had dug in and allowed the assault companies to reach 
almost point-blank range before opening up. 

The battalion command group, immediately behind 
Company B, were surprised by the very heavy volume 
of American small-arms fire that opened up almost im
mediately after the Jerry machine guns "sounded off." 
About two minutes later the command group heard 
voices screaming. They first thought that the Germans 
had launched a bayonet counterattack, despite the un
mistakable fact that the heavy volume of fire was from 
American weapons. Still it didn't seem possible that a 
company of infantry advancing by column of twos (to 
minimize casualties while crossing the mine fields) 
could get into position so fast and deliver so much fire. 
Hurrying toward the action the command group was 
met by two soldiers escorting prisoners to the rear. In 
their unique English-Hawaiian accent these men told 
the battalion commander that Company B had made the 
attack. The screaming had been the battle cry of the 
Nisei. 

The commander of Company B explained that the 
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company had been advancing along a low stone wall 
when enemy machine guns opened fire from the right 
flank. Every man in Company B had then dropped be
hind the wall and, using it as a rampart, rested their 
weapons on it and returned the fire of the enemy 
merely by facing to the right. Even the attached ma
chine gunners (a section with each assault company) 
rested their machine guns on the wall and opened fire. 

What followed can only be understood if one is famil
iar with the close loyalty and esprit de corps of the lOOth 
Infantry Battalion. The lieutenant commanding one of 
the platoons of Company B was missing. Word got 
around that he had been on reconnaissance to the right 
flank of the column just as the enemy guns had opened 
up and that he had probably been wounded or captured 
near the enemy gun positions. The platoon made a 
spontaneous decision to go in after their leader. The 
platoon sergeant gave the order to fix bayonets and 
alerted the platoon for an attack. His commands were so 
loud that most of the rest of the company heard him 
when he gave the command to go over the wall. As a 
result almost every man in Company B was in on the 
kill. The company swarmed over the wall and overran 
the German positions with much bayonet-sticking and 
yelling. The lieutenant was found unhurt and the attack 
ended all German resistance in that particular sector. 
This action was later recorded as the first American 
bayonet attack in Italy. 

The battalion wire team - the communications of
ficer, about five enlisted men, and a white mule (carry
ing reels of wire) - were following along at the rear of 
the battalion stringing wire as they advanced. At fre
quent intervals the wire in rear of the group would be 
knocked out by fire and the necessary repairs so de
layed the party that it lost contact with the tail of the 
battalion and did not follow the same route. The lieu
tenant had been carefully oriented and knew the battal
ion plan, so he decided to follow one of the roads which 
he knew would lead to the objective. The enemy evi
dently had expected the attacking force to use the roads 
(which the battalion fortunately didn't do) and had ma
chine guns sited down most of them. 

Two of the enemy MGs opened fire on the wire party, 
but the Nazis were evidently jittery because they 
opened fire at a fairly long range for night firing. Even 
so, three men were hit, one fatally. The mule bolted off 
the road and ran into an olive grove. This drew a terrific 
volume of machine-gun fire from the enemy. The mule 
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was cut practically in two but the distraction enabled 
the wire party to take cover in the ditch beside the road 
and eventually crawl to safety. 

Company E, the left assault company commanded by 
Lieutenant M. Fukuda, spotted the enemy guns from 
their firing, enveloped them and put them out of action. 
A wire-carrying mule was a valuable asset in Italy but 
the loss of this particularly visible mule saved many 
lives. 

By dawn the objectives had been captured and all 
units of the battalion were well dug in. The entire area 
was heavily plastered by German mortar fire all day 
from the heights to our front. The enemy -had perfect 
observation and any movement was dangerous. Enemy 
half track vehicles ventured to within a few hundred 
yards of the lOOth's positions several times during the 
day, firing both machine guns and direct-fire cannon at 
our positions. The battalion had its own 37s and a pia· 
toon of 57s from the antitank company, but these could 
never quite get into position to lay on the wary 
half tracks. Twice enemy planes came over and un
loaded antipersonnel bombs which had little effect. 
There was no change in the situation during the follow
ing night. Enemy mortar fire pounded the area can· 
stantly. 

At 0800 hours the next morning the battalion received 
orders to attack and seize a series of hills to the direct 
front. These hills commanded the entire valley to the 
right and left as well as to the front. The battalion, at 
this time, was dispersed along the edge of an orchard. 
The ground between this position and the next objec· 
tive was almost perfectly flat and devoid of cover. The 
orders were to attack immediately. 

While orienting the company commanders for the 
mission, the command group was fired upon by enemy 
mortars. It was obvious that the Germans could observe 
every bit of ground beyond the edge of the orchards 
and the olive groves along the river. The only route 
offering any cover was a narrow ditch about three feet 
deep running obliquely across the front. Considering 
the distance, fifteen hundred yards, this was impracti
cal as a route for the whole battalion. To use it would 
take too long, and there was the danger of getting a 
small portion of the battalion across and then its being 
discovered and cut off. Another alternative was to ad
vance boldly across the open terrain as a line of skir
mishers. The extensive German defenses together with 
daylight observation made this impractical; only a small 
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~rtion of the battalion would have lived to arrive at the 
objective. 

After careful study of an aerial photo of the sector, it 
was decided that it might be possible to pull a wide end 
run to the left, reaching the foothills about a mile to the 
left of the objective, and then working back to the right. 
lIhis would make it necessary to go through, or near, 
the town of Pozzilli which was in the sector of the 45th 
Division on our left. 

The commander on the left would probably not be 
fro' happy if this movement drew fire on his troops. 
But nevertheless, it was decided to try this left flank 
envelopment. It was the only plan that promised even a 
Chance of success. 

There was no time for a detailed reconnaissance and 
the battalion had to pick routes of approach as it 
marched. The battalion CO, accompanied by the S-3, 
Jed the way, advancing a hundred yards or so at a time 
and signalling back for the column to follow. The battal
ion, in column of twos, was keeping very low and 
crawling most of the time. 

The battalion was nearing the town of Pozzilli, fol
lowing a dry creek bed, when, rounding a turn, the 
leaders saw a soldier about fifty yards ahead. Before 
anyone fired he was identified as American. The soldier 
was coming from the direction of Pozzilli. When ques
tioned he said his name was Thompson, that he was a 
paratrooper, and that his outfit was in Naples at the 
time. He had "come up front looking for some excite
ment." To the question of "What's in Pozzilli?" 
Thompson answered that he had been through the 
town and had seen no sign of life, either friendly, 
enemy, ordvilian. He also said thatthe town was heav
ily mined and booby trapped. (Later over a half ton of 
explosives set for demolition was taken out of the 
church alone.) 

There was no need to go through Pozzilli if the battal
ion could skirt the town and reach the hills without 
being spotted by Jerry's observers. Thompson said he 
knew of a covered route that would get us there and was 
willing to show the way. 

The battalion made slow progress because of the need 
for reconnoitering each part of the route and then sig
nalling to the battalion to follow. It was still about half a 
mile from the base of the hills when an American jeep, 
driven by an Armored Force major, raced up the road 
dose to a part of the column (see the map, page 44). The 
enemy DPs spotted the jeep and dropped a few shells 

along the road. At that moment three enemy planes also 
spotted the jeep and dropped a few bombs along the 
road and also strafed the road trying to knock out the 
vehicle. The battalion suffered about twenty casualties 
quite by accident, as it had not been observed by the 
enemy. The jeep was not hit. 

The head of the column reached the base of the hills 
without drawing fire. Here it found a solid band of 
mines and trip-wired booby traps. Although it was 
now 1600 hours, the light was good and the mines and 
booby traps were easily distinguishable. The big job 
was to get the whole battalion (a mile-long column) 
through the mine field before dark. 

It managed to get through largely because of a 
sergeant in Company E who did heroic work in leading 
men through the mines, disarming mines, and marking 
off a lane with toilet paper - the only thing available. 
The Jerries had evidently figured on a night attack and 
were depending on the mine field to stop, or at least 
give warning of, the approach. 

A part of the column had passed through the mine 
field and was well on its way to the objective before the 
first mine exploded. Several more explosions followed 
- evidently some of the column had gotten off the path 
or had run into a new mine field. Six men were hit 
including the battalion executive officer, the battalion 
surgeon, the chaplain, and Company B's commander. 
(Captain John A. Johnson, Jf., the battalion Exec, was 
killed in a later action in Italy.) 

Hoping that Jerry would think the mines had been set 
off by cattle or goats was almost too optimistic, al
though there were many animals in the area, and so it 
was decided to swing to the right in the hopes of avoid
ing any defense Jerry might throw up after hearing the 
mines explode. 

Thompson, the paratrooper, was thanked for helping 
the battalion get to the hills but he declined to go back 
and asked permission to continue on the attack. Of 
course he got it. 

The long column was being controlled, within the 
battalion by -536 radios. In order to send messages in 
the clear, the Japanese language was used. 

Captain J. Mazuha, CO of the Heavy Weapons Com
pany (Company 0), was with the command group and 
had a -536 radio with which to keep in contact with his 
company. Two sections of heavy machine guns were 
attached to the leading assault companies. The rest of 
the company including the 81mm mortars, was at the 
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tail of the column. Captain Mazuha had trouble with 
~is -536 and through a misinterpretation the Heavy 
Weapons Company understood. they were to halt and 
await further orders. This almost proved disastrous be
cause darkness was coming and the Heavy Weapons 

I Company had not yet crossed the mined area. 
The head of the column was about three-fourths of 

the distance to the top of the hill (see the map) when it 
was discovered that the Heavy Weapons Company was 
no longer on the tail of the column. In daylight it would 
have been a simple matter to send a runner back and 
bring them up. By now it was quite dark and the addi
tional difficulty of the mine field had to be considered. 
Thompson, the volunteer, offered to go down and lead 
them up the trail. He was sure he could get them 
through the mine field in the dark. Thompson and two 
riflemen started back along the base of the hill and the 
column continued toward its objective. 

Some time later, probably forty-five minutes, a 
number of explosions back in the direction of the mine 
field were heard. It was the Heavy Weapons Company 
coming through. Casualties were certain but the heavy 
weapons would be necessary in repelling the inevitable 
counterattack that would follow our taking the high 
ground. A message that the Weapons Company was 
once more on the tail of the column after having suf
fered a few casualties in the mine field came up to the 
command group. 

Shortly afterwards one of the riflemen who had ac
companied Thompson reported that Thompson had 
stepped on a booby-trapped Teller mine, and had been 
blown to pieces. Attempts to identify him were fruit
less. No dog tags, letters, or other distinguishing marks 
could be found. Our only information was that his 
name was Thompson and that his outfit (paratroops) 
was in Naples around November 1, 1943. Thompson 
was about twenty years old, about five feet six or seven 
inches in height and about 140 or 150 pounds in weight. 
He was a blond with regular features. His death, while 
performing duty completely voluntary and above that 
which could be expected, will not be soon forgotten by 
the Japanese-Americans whom he aided and for whom 
he gave his life. 

The main objective of the battalion was reached 
about 2000 hours without drawing enemy fire. Less 
than an hour later the three knobs we were to occupy 
were in our hands. 

The position gained placed the 100th considerably 

ahead of the 1st Battalion on its right, and left a gap of 
about 700 yards between the two. Efforts were im
mediately made to contact the 1st Battalion. 

Patrols captured three enemy OPs simply by walking 
up behind them and throwing in a few grenades. The 
protection at these OPs consisted of a few riflemen dis
posed only to the front. The Nazis hadn't expected an 
attack from the rear. The capture of the occupants, who 
were not killed or wounded by the grenades, was sim
ple. The OPs were elaborate installations, well equip
ped with binoculars and radios, loot such as foodstuffs 
and blankets from the neighboring Italian villages, and 
other comforts indicating long occupation of the posi
tions. Half a butchered cow hung in one cave. 

The prisoners from the OPs were taken to the vicinity 
of the 100th Battalion CP on top of the right flank hill 
and questioned. According to their answers they had 
not observed the approach of the 100th and believed, 
until the capture of the OPs, that the attack had prog
ressed no farther than the olive groves on the flats in the 
valley. It seemed improbable, but possible, considering 
that no artillery or mortar fire fell that night, that the 
German commanders were still not aware of the capture 
of the OPs. 

The night passed quietly, but with preparations 
made to meet a counterattack at dawn. 

It was just daylight when a heavy concentration of 
mortar and artillery fire fell on the 100th. Casualties 
were light. The counterattack did not come until about 
1000 hours when an enemy column of infantry, about a 
company in strength, was observed moving parallel to 
our front along the left flank about 600 to 800 yards in 
front of the positions of Company F. Company F had 
been in reserve initially but was one of the assault com
panies in the movement to the hills while Company B 
went into reserve. The riflemen of Company F were 
soon registering effective fire on the column and the 
60mm mortars also got onto the column with effective 
hits. The Jerries were soon split up and dispersed to
ward their rear. 

About an hour later the main hill on the right flank 
was subjected to a heavy concentration of artillery. A 
great many smoke shells were mixed with the high ex
plosive. This smoke was dense and before long there 
was no visibility beyond twenty yards anywhere on the 
hill. Every man waited with fixed bayonet for the ex
pected Jerry infantry. Again no attack materialized and 
the smoke soon blew away. Later it was learned that the 
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A lOoth Battalion mortar crew in practice fire near Montenerro, IhI.ly. 
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! smoke was laid down to enable a group of German in
fantrymen to advance up a draw between our battalion 
and the 1st Battalion on the right. The 100th had estab
lished a strong outpost in this gap and had not expected 

t I breakthrough to occur at that point. However, about 
1500 hours an alert radio operator caUed attention to a 
group (about a platoon and a half) of enemy infantry 
hurrying across a small plateau to our right rear approx
imately 500 yards from our CP. They were carrying 
heavy machine guns and mortars and were moving in 
the direction of the most important of the OPs we had 

. captured. 

This group had got through the defenses seemingly 
without detection and without warning and this was a 
surprise and a reason for consternation. Soon the sound 
of rifle and BAR fire was heard from the outpost in the 
draw. At the battalion CP it was assumed that the out
post had only then detected the penetration. By this 
time, the Germans on the plateau also had heard the fire 
from their rear and had stopped as if undecided as to 
what to do. Fire from the outposts began to fallon the 
Germans, inflicting several casualties before they 
started moving toward the 1st Battalion. 

By using the wire through the regimental CP, the 1st 
Battalion was warned of the approach of the enemy 
group. A section of heavy machine guns, held in re
serve near the battalion CP for just such a purpose, was 
sent to the outpost and from there opened fire on the 
German patrol. A squad of the reserve company worked 
around to the right rear to cut the Germans off if they 
turned in that direction. The 1st Battalion also opened 
fire on them. The Germans, getting fire from two direc
tions, lost all organized movement and milled around 
on the plateau. Finally, they threw down their weapons 
and marched, hands upraised, toward the 1st Battalion 
position. About thirty prisoners from this patrol were 
bagged by the 1st Battalion. 

A little while later a sergeant from the outpost in the 
draw reported to the battalion command post and ex
plained that the outpost had seen the German patrol 
coming, but had, on orders of its lieutenant, permitted 
the Germans to pass before opening fire. Until then the 
ep had supposed that the outpost was surprised by the 
Germans. In the fire fight that had followed the lieuten
ant at the outpost had been wounded and was 
evacuated against his wishes. It is probable that the 
lieutenant's orders to his group to withhold their fire 

until most of the German patrol had passed on resulted 
in disrupting the enemy more than if they had been met 
by fire as soon as they appeared near the outpost. 

Artillery and mortar fire again fell heavily on the 
lOOth. It continued during the night and the number of 
casualties steadily increased. A team from the A&P pla
toon operating mine sweepers cleared a path through 
the mines and booby traps which enabled the wounded 
to be evacuated, although it was a slow tedious job. Our 
dead were assembled during darkness and grouped a 
few yards off the main trail. A limited amount of water 
and rations was brought in during the night. 

At dawn the enemy artillery and mortar fire contin
ued spasmodically. The forward observers for the Field 
Artillery battalion and for the Infantry Cannon Com
pany directed fire from advanced OPs. The artillery 
spotted long-range targets now and then and kept their 
guns firing. The Cannon Company's weapons were in 
position but were being saved for shorter range work, 
particularly if another counterattack materialized. Two 
artillery forward observers were killed during the after
noon by enemy artillery fire. 

At about 1700 hours a mortar OP reported an enemy 
column advancing up a draw directly toward our posi
tions at a range of about 800 yards. The Cannon Com
pany observer, from his OP, spotted the same target 
and soon shells were whistling close over our heads and 
landing in the draw to the front. To get to the column 
the Cannon Company had to fire on a low trajectory just 
over the heads of the Infantry. Occasionally a "short" 
would burst on the Nisei, but the fire was devastatingly 
effective. Then the battalion's 81mm mortars began 
dropping fire to the rear of the Germans in order to cut 
off their retreat. This continued until well after dark and 
inflicted a great number of casualties on the enemy. 
That was the last attempt the Germans made to take 
back the strategic hills overlooking the Volturno Valley. 

For the next two days the Japanese-Americans pa
trolled far to the front without regaining contact with 
the enemy. The division on our left (the American 45th) 
had moved up, and another regiment of the 34th Divi
sion closed in on the right, squeezing out the lOath 
Battalion. Orders came up for the 100th to abandon its 
positions and return to the valley. These American 
Doughboys filed down the mountainside, jabbering 
away in their peculiar Hawaiian-English. 
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Japanese-American Combat Force 
Led Attack of Famed U.S. Division Into Battle 

War Department Announces lOOth Infantry Unit 
Comes Through "With Colors Flying" in First Test 
in Italy; Visit to Battalion Described. 

Washington - American soldiers of Japanese descent 
now fighting in the battle lines along the road to Rome 
came through their first test under Nazi fire with flying 
colors, according to reports to the War Department from 
Fifth Army Headquarters in Italy. 

In the first engagement, the American-Japanese were 
under fire four days and had a chance to answer the 
Germans' fire for two of those. They were given the lead 
of a veteran American division that glorified itself in 
the mountains of Tunisia. 

A United States Army Officer visited the 100th Infan
try Battalion's bivouac area spread out on both sides of 
the historic, but then muddy and cratered, Appian 
Way, found the encampment "typically doughboy" in 
its layout. A shattered, one-story cement storehouse 
was the command post. Pup tents disappeared in all 
directions under grape vines and apple trees. 

Rich, dark soil of the floor of the valley on which they 
are living was rain-soaked by three days' continuous 
showers and had turned to a sticky, oozing mud. This, 
they had matted with straw to make beds for sleeping. 
In it they had discovered hard ridges which had been 
patted into runways for walking. 

At their camp, the officer reported, "you find yourself 
in the midst of your own family. These American 
doughboys" give a visitor that feeling of being on an 
even keel. All them were born and brought up in Ha
waii. Their parents are Japanese. 

"These soldiers are as far away from the stereotyped 
picture of the evil-doing sons of Japan as the all
American boy is from a headhunter. It's in their faces. 
They obviously believe in what they're doing, and look 
calmly secure because of it. They are in the habit of 
enjoying life like any good American. They like the 
world they live in." 

In the words of the commander of the forces of which 
the American soldiers of Japanese descent are a part: 
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"They don't ask for anything. We don't give them any
thing that isn't given to all the other units in our com
mand. They're fighting with the rest of us, taking their 
regular turn." 

The outfit's first action was fought by a company 
commanded by Captain Taro Suzuki, of Honolulu. a 
veteran of 16 years in the army, 13 of which were served 
in the Reserve. 

"It was our own fight," Captain Suzuki said. "Th~ 

company had to sink or swim by itself. We had walked 
by blown out bridges that stopped heavy artillery from 
being brought up behind us and then worked our way 
down a winding road. The bends cut us off from view 
of our own supporting infantry. 

"Our leading scouts rounded a bend and three Get: 
man machine guns opened up. There was nothing to do 

but go to work on them alone because nobody to th~ 

rear could see to fire the heavy stuff. One platoon went 
out to the right, one straight ahead, and a squad went 
off to the left. Trouble was, every time a man would 
stick his hand up to take a look, machine gun bullets cut 
right close by. 

"As if we didn't have trouble enough, the Germans 
broke everything loose on us - machine guns, mortars, 
rifles and heavy artillery. 

"Back where our support was they could see the 
smoke from the big guns the Germans were firing at us, 
but it didn't do us any good. They didn't know where 
we were so didn't dare fire. Finally, we spotted orange 
flashes. They were only pinpointed and lasted a split 
second, but it was enough to know they were guns 
firing. 

"You know what stopped all that Nazi wrath? Our 
little 60mm mortars. We got them on there and they 
went right in. Boy, it felt good to see them dropping. 

"The machine gunners pulled out after the big guns 
quit and our rifle men started making rapid headway 
on them." 

This was the first action of the American-Japanese. 
Their march began at 5:30 in the morning, the fight 
lasted until nearly noon, and the company still was 
pushing ahead in the afternoon. 
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Captain Suzuki found that artillery shells bursting 
when they hit trees overhead were the worst part of the 
fighting. 

'The most amazing thing," he said, "was the sight of 
Illy heavy mortar men. You know, at the beginning, 
they had nothing to do. One time when I was running 
by them on a checkup tOUf, I saw them sitting on the 
side of a hill. Know what they were doing? There's 
heavy mortar fire falling all around and there they sit, 
laughing away and eating apples." 

Hero of the first show was a Sergeant from Oahu. 
"We want him to get one of the highest awards," a 

high-ranking officer said. "He led the squad that Cap
tain Suzuki sent out to the left after one of those ma
chine guns. 

" 'It's the first time,' the Sergeant said, 'so I'm going 
first.' In the infantry, the first scout is usually a private. 
When a shell got him, he hung on long enough to tell 
the man taking over command all he knew about Ger
man gun positions." 

"I saw a private, George S. Zakimi, of Hakalau, dress 
two wounded men and then quietly sit down and treat 
himself," said Lieutenant Ernest Tanaka, of Wailua, 
Oahu. "He wouldn't go to the rear, so I had to order 
him back. He was up front again in an hour, and is hale 
and hearty now. Another man who was slightly 
wounded is Private First Class Shizuo Takeshige, of 
Honolulu, who had a shell go off practically in his face. 
It cut the flash hider off his automatic rifle." 

Takeshige, who received treatment, said "Every
thing's fine now. I got some particles in my face, but 
they were small ones. Two days after the fight my foot 
was terrifically sore. I took off my shoe and found a 
fragment there." 

Division officers point to an artillery barrage the force 
went through as proving their worth as soldiers. 

Major James LovelL of Hastings, Nebraska, and Ho
nolulu, was in charge. "It was at night," he said, "and it 
was raining. The mud had begun to get thick, which 
proved a lucky break for us. I think some of those shells 
just plowed on into the softness and never did explode. 
There were shells going over and shells going short and 

a good many coming right into the middle of us, but the 
men stuck it out as though they were used to having 
dynamite explode in the middle of themselves every 
day in the week." 

Although all of the enlisted men and many of the 
officers are Hawaiian-born and bred, some of the of
ficers call the U.s.A. their home. Roster of the company 
that took the brunt of the first action reads like the 
League of Nations. Captain Suzuki and Lieutenant 
Tanaka are of Japanese descent. Then there's Lieutenant 
Paul E. Froning, German descent, of New Breman, 
Ohio; Lieutenant Roy Peterson, Swedish descent, of 
East Orange, New Jersey; Lieutenant Young Ok Kim, 
Korean descent, of Los Angeles, California; Lieutenant 
Andrew Krivi, Czechoslovakian descent, of Bridgeport, 
Connecticut, and Lieutenant Rosco Marzano, of Italian 
extraction of Honolulu. 

The outfit has scored a few firsts since getting to the 
battle zone. Staff Sergeant Edward Kiota, of Honolulu, 
and Sergeant Daniel Wada, of Kauai, led a squad which 
captured the first prisoner of the Italian campaign taken 
by the force's division. Division officers reported that 
the force led the way when the first contact was made 
with the Germans in Italy. 

Sergeant Yutaka Nezu, of Waimanalo, Oahu, took a 
squad into a deserted town to bring out 22 Yank para
troopers cut off behind German lines for 16 days. 

First German was seen by Private First Class Sakae 
Tanigawa of Honolulu. 

"I saw two at the same time," Tanigawa said, "and, 
unfortunately, one of them was already to fire." 

When Tanigawa flashed back the signal and guns 
started chattering, the outfit was actually in combat. 

"There are some things," said the Chief of Staff of the 
division, "that nobody can learn any other way than in 
battle. These men have been in battIe and they're good. 
We like them." 

The commanding officer of the American-Japanese 
agrees. 

"We've had our baptism of fire and we have not been 
found wanting. We don't say we have done anything 
remarkable." 
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A IOOth rifleman checks the bayonet on his Ml. This 
bayonet is the shorter, sharper new issue. 

When you haven't had a single moment's break to sit 
down or to eat, C rations look good to you. 
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The Battle Of 
Belvedere 

In this Tuscany town, a battalion of Storm 
Troopers found it was no match for the Fifth Army's 
crack Japanese-American soldiers. 

By Sgt. James P. O'Neill 
Yank Staff Correspondent 

With the Fifth Army in Italy - There are three outfits 
that will remember the little Tuscany town of Belvedere 
for a long while to come. Two of them are the American 
100th Infantry Battalion and the 442nd Combat Team, 
now spearheading the drive to the north. The other is a 
German SS battalion, the remnants of which are now 
spearheading a drive toward Naples and the nearest 
PW camp. 

Both the 100th Battalion and the 442nd Combat Team j 

are composed of Japanese-Americans, many of them 
from Hawaii. The 442nd is a recent arrival in Italy, but ' 
the 100th has been here a long, long time. The men of 1 
the 100th went in at Salerno and have since fought 
through almost every major action from the Volturno to 
Rome. In a battalion of 1,300 men they have more than 
1,000 Purple Hearts. 

The story of Belvedere really began after Rome fell, 
when the 100th was pulled out of the line and sent to 
bivouac in the pleasant countryside just north of the 
city. There it joined the 442nd. It was a happy day for 
both outfits; most of the 10Oth's younger brothers, 
cousins and friends were in the 442nd and they hadn't 
seen each other since shortly after Pearl Harbor, when 
the 100th left Hawaii for combat training in the U.s. 

For three days the brass hats left the two outfits alone 
The kids of the 442nd plied their older brothers with 
questions of war. The older brothers, like all combat 
men, dodged these questions and asked questions of 
their own about Hawaii and their families and girls. 
Together the outfits visited Rome, buying souvenirs 
and baffling the Romans, who decided they must be 
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Japanese prisoners. It was impossible for them to be
lieve that these were tough, loyal Americans. 

After the three days the two outfits went to work. 
Now the men of the 100th began to answer those ques
tions; for 14 days they drilled the 442nd, sweating with 
the kids from morning to night, cursing and pushing 
and ridiculing and encouraging them, giving the final 
polish that makes a man as much of a combat soldier as 
he can be before combat. And in the evenings they 
would sit around together and drink vino and sing their 
soft Hawaiian songs. 

Then on the seventeenth day after the fall of Rome the 
lOOth Infantry Battalion and the 442nd Combat Team 
were pulled into the line, and two days later they 
headed for the beautiful little hilltop town of Belvedere. 

The 100th was the first to go into the line. Its objective 
was a small town about seven miles below Belvedere. 
lThe German strategy since Rome had been to fight in 
pockets on each sector of the front, and the mission of 
the 100th was to clean up one of these rear-guard poc
kets. The men of the lOath did it in two days, chasing 
the Germans up the inland road toward Florence and 
meeting little resistance until they neared the valley di
rectly before Belvedere. There they were stopped by a 
brace of ISO-mm cannon and several self-propelled 
guns. The German artillery was also holding up a battal
ion to the right of the 100th. This battalion was trying to 
use a crossroad, but the Gennans had it zeroed in. Divi
sion sent orders for the 100th to stop while division 
artillery tried to clear out the Germans. When the bar
rage was over, the lOOth was pulled out and the 442nd 
was sent in to assault the German positions. 

It didn't work. The 442nd made an initial break
through, but that was all. The Gennans counterattacked 
against the 442nd's left flank, throwing in a mess of 
mortars. They pushed the 442nd ou t of the valley and 
pinned the outfit down in an exposed and highly un
comfortable position in a wheat field. Meanwhile the 
German artillery had moved back and was still stopping 
the battalion on the right of the 442nd. 

Back in their bivouac areas, the men of the lOath heard 
what was happening to the 442nd and began to get itchy. 

The enlisted men unconsciously began to clean and oil 
their guns; the officers brought out their maps and 
began to think. Finally they held a semiofficial meeting 
and delegated Capt. Sakae Takahashi of B Company to 
go to the brass hats and tell them the outfit wanted to do 
something. When the captain got to the colonel and 
started to speak, he was cut short. "Save your breath," 
the colonel said. "We're hitting the road." 

The 100th had orders and a mission. 
The mission was simple. All the battalion had to do 

was to infiltrate the German positions in the valley, the 
hill that Belvedere was on and the town itself; to encircle 
and capture the town, and cut off the main road out of 
Belvedere that runs north to Sasseta and Florence. That 
was all. Division intelligence said the position was being 
held by an SS battalion, which had an OP in the town 
directing artillery and mortar fire on the 442nd and the 
battalion on its right. 

A and B Compames of the 100th were assigned to 
assault positions, with the rest of the battalion in re
serve. The jump-off was at 1200 hours. By 1300 both 
companies had infiltrated completely around Belvedere 
and were behind the town at a farm called Po Pino. The 
rest of the battalion dug in among the olive groves at the 
edge of the valley. B Company was to initiate the attack, 
while A Company was to rendezvous at Po Pino. 

Commanding B Company was the same Capt. Taka
hashi who had taken the battalion's plea to the colonel. 
He planned the attack this way: the 1st Platoon under 
SISgt. Yeiki Kobashigawa was to take the town; the 2nd 
Platoon under Lt. James Boodry, a former Regular Anny 
dogface from Boston, was to move on the main road 
leading out of town and cut it off; the 3rd Platoon under 
Lt. Walter Johnston of New York was to cover the 
northern position of the company. The heavy-weapons 
platoon was to move with the 2nd Platoon and cover the 
road north to Sasseta. 

Sgt. Kobashigawa broke his 1st Platoon into three 
squads, two of which encircled Belvedere on each side 
while the sergeant led his squad into town. On the 
outskirts Kobashigawa's squad located the Jerry OP 
wires, which were cut by one of the point men, Pfc. 
Seikichi Nakayama. Then the squad moved cautiously 
into town. It was quiet, and the men were almost up to 
the modern three-story Fascist headquarters when two 
German machine pistols opened up on them. They 
ducked behind some houses and settled down to work. 

Kobashigawa and two men, loaded with grenades, 
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His Hawaiian dialect on the radio confuses Jerry. 

moved toward the big building under cover of the 
others. The machine pistols were located in a doctor's 
office on the first floor. One of the men was hit, but the 
sergeant and the other man got to the house next door. 
They tossed four grenades in the window, and the ma
chine pistols were through. Four Germans came out of 
the building, and the covering fire killed three and 
wounded one. 

That left about 20 Germans in the building. They 
started to retreat the back way and out of town toward 
the valley. They fought from house to house and then 
ducked over a ravine and down into the valley. The two 
squads encircling the town caught some of these Ger
mans coming out of the ravine. 

When Kobashigawa's platoon assembled again at the 
edge of town, it ran into machine-gun fire from a Ger
man half-track located in front of one of the valley farm
houses. The platoon could also hear the noise of a battle 
opening up to the right. Kobashigawa decided to dig in 
and call for mortar support before jumping the farm
house. 

The mortar support didn't come. The heavy-weapons 
platoon had discovered a nice reverse slope and set up 
there to cover the road to Sasseta. The platoon was about 
to open up on some Germans trying to make a getaway 
when the point squad of the 2nd Platoon, preceding the 
weapons platoon, arrived at the edge of the hill and 
practically ran into the four German 155s that had been 
firing on the 442nd and its flank battalion. The Germans 

had just moved into this new position and were prepar
ing to fire. 

They never did. Lt. Hoodry, commanding the platoon, 
had Cpl. Hidenobu Hiyane, communications man, get 
the weapons platoon on the radio. Cpl. Hiyane contacted 
TISgt. M. Nakahara and gave him the essential data. 
Their conversation must have sounded terrifying if any 
Germans were listening - it was conducted in a per
sonal code, combining Hawaiian dialect with Japanese 
and American slang. 

The plan worked all right. While Lt. Boodry and his 
platoon moved in on the German battery with carbines 
and MIs, the weapons platoon cut loose with its mortars. 
In five minutes 18 Germans had been killed and all four 
of the 155s were out of action. 

The Germans knew they were encircled now and tried 
to make a break up the main road toward Sasseta. Capt. 
Takahashi ordered the 3rd Platoon to move up and cover 
the flank of the 2nd Platoon. He told both rifle platoons 
and the weapons platoon to hold their fire until the 
Germans made a break, which sooner or later they had to 

do. And they did. 
Seventeen of their amphibious jeeps loaded with Jer

ries swung out of an. olive grove and headed hell-bent 
for Sasseta. The three platoons let them get onto the 
road and then let them have it. All 17 jeeps were 
knocked out. Two light machine guns manned by Sgt. 
K. Yoshimoto and Sgt. Nakahara accounted for most of 
the damage, and the riflemen picked off the Germans as 
they ran from the jeeps. 

Right after that, four German trucks filled with men 
broke from the olive grove and tried to swing around 
the knocked-out jeeps. The first two made it, but the 
other two were stopped. Lt. Boodry picked out one 
driver with his carbine, and one of his riflemen got the 
other. The trucks piled up in the middle of the road, 
blocking it effectively and preventing any further Ger
man escape. "The next half-hour," says Pvt. Henry 
(Slim) Nakamura, a bazookaman of the 2nd Platoon, 
"that valley was like a big box of chocolates and us not 
knowing which piece to take first." 

The rest of the Germans retreated to the grove and 
dug in. Sgt. Kobashigawa's platoon on top of the hill 
picked off a few of them. The sergeant was good and 
sore about not getting his mortar support and kept call
ing for it, but the mortars were needed somewhere else. 
Capt. Takahashi had decided to make a frontal attack on 
the farmhouse with the 3rd Platoon. The 1st Platoon 

************************* 
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-
was assigned to keep the Germans busy in the grove, 
while the 2nd Platoon was to knock off any snipers who 
might have come up the road on the platoon's flank. 
The captain also sent a request back to battalion for 
more ammo. The supply was running low. 

When the Germans in the farmhouse saw the 3rd Pla
toon moving toward them, they opened fire. The 3rd 
returned the fire, aided by elements of the 1st and 2nd 
Platoons, and moved in and around the farmhouse. 
There was a German half-track there, with two Ger
mans working its machine gun. Cpt Toshio Mizuzawa, 
who had plopped a rifle grenade into the back seat of a 
jeep earlier in the day, scored another basket when he 
dropped one into the half-track and rendered it highly 
ineffective. 

This was enough for the occupants of the farmhouse. 
They came out with their hands up. One of the prison
ers spoke English and asked Lt. Johnston about his pla
toon: "These men are Mongolians, yes?" 

"Mongolians, hell," the lieutenant said. "Hasn't 
Hitler told you? These are Japanese. Japan has surren
dered and is fighting on our side now." 

The German was a little skeptical until three of the 
dogfaces gathered around and solemnly intoned: "Tojo 
no good. Hitler no good. Roosevelt good. Banzai!" That 
convinced him. 

Sgt. Kobashigawa had seen the Germans reforming 
in the olive grove and had spotted a PzKW IV tank 
there. He relayed this information to Capt. Takahashi, 
who didn't exactly relish the idea of running into a tank 
with so little ammo. The captain sent an urgent call for 
A Company and ordered the 3rd Platoon back to the 
reverse slope to join the weapons platoon, leaving a 
patrol to scout the area. The patrol consisted of Sgt. A. 
Governagaji and Pfc. Taneyshi Nakana, working as a 
BAR team, and Pvt. Nakamura with his bazooka. Snip
ers tried to get them but were silenced by Lt. Boodry 
and a squad from his platoon. Boodry shot one sniper 
out of a tree from 150 yards with his carbine. "He fell 
out of a tree and just looked at me as if he was sur
prised," Boodry says. "I was surprised, too. I didn't 
think a carbine was accurate at that distance. I moved in 
a little closer and hit him four more times." 

Then the German counterattack started. The tank 
rolled out of the olive grove and started up the slope. It 
was followed by a half-track, and behind that were 
some soldiers with two light machine guns and what 
was left of a rifle company. Sgt. Governagaji of the pa-

A battered GI radio brings home and Hawaii doser. 

like GIs everywhere, the lOOth relaxes with poker. 
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Pfc. Nakana cleaning his favorite weapon, a BAR. 
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trol crawled over to Pvt. Nakamura and asked him if he 
wanted to take a crack at the tank with his bazooka. 

"Yeah," said Pvt. Nakamura, who is a man of few 
words. 

Sgt. Governagaji nodded and started to crawl back to 
his position. On the way he was hit by a slug from the 
tank. Then the tank bounced into view about 15 yards 
from Nakamura. He aimed, fired and hit the tank right 
in the belly. He reloaded and hit it in the same place. 
The tank moved about 10 yards and blew up. The con
cussion knocked out Nakamura and killed Sgt. Gover
nagaji who was lying about 10 feet away. Two Germans 
started out of the tank, but Pfc. Nakana, working the 
BAR alone, got both of them before they were halfway 
out of the turret. 

The weapons platoon on the slope took care of the 
half-track, knocking off its tread. The 2nd Platoon had 
run out of ammunition and withdrawn; the weapons 
platoon had one box of machine-gun ammo left. Now 
the German rifle company with the two machine guns 
started up the hill. The dogfaces didn't know what they 
were going to do, but they hadn't counted on Nakana 
with his BAR. Nakana waited until the Germans were 
within 50 yards, then knocked out the four Jerries carry
ing the two machine guns. The rest of the rifle company 
hightailed it back to the olive grove. The counterattack 

After that the 100th mopped up. B Company called it 
a day; A Company moved through and chased the re
treating Germans among the olive groves and up and 
down the ravines. When B Company took stock they 
found they had one box of ammo left in the company. It 
was now 1600 hours. 

In the valley of Belvedere lay 84 dead Germans; 
headed for the rear were 32 prisoners and 29 wounded 
Jerries. By 1900 hours A Company had accounted for 26 
more German dead, 18 prisoners and 9 wounded. The 
box score on Jerry equipment was 13 motorcycles, 10 
jeeps, 7 trucks, 2 half-tracks, 1 PzKW IV tank, 1 SP gun, 
2 antitank guns, 4 155-mms, 1 radio CP and 1 battalion 
CP with 20 telephones. 

The 100th lost one man and had eight wounded. The 
next morning the outfit was relieved. It bivouacked that 
day with the 442nd. There was a lot of razzing between 
the two outfits. 

After a couple of days both of them went back into 
the line. 



With The 92nd 
Infantry Division 
(Reconstituted) 

In the North Apennines and Po Valley 
Campaigns - Italy - Sept. 44 to May 45 

Maj. Gen. EDWARD M, ALMONDS, Commanding. 

The lOOth of the 442nd ReT commanded by Col. Vir

gil R. Miller returned from France with the entire Rgt. 
on 23 Mar. 45 and was placed under the operational 
control of the 92nd In£. Div. The arrival of the 442nd 
ReT at the Port of Leghorn was accomplished in sec
recy, and the men remained in the assembly area 
(plaza) to avoid detection. Gen. Mark Clark visiting the 
ReT at the Port of Leghorn was accomplished in se
crecy, and the men remained in the assembly area 
Italy, and gave the 442nd ReT his stamp of approval. 

The 92nd Div's pattern of operation seemed to be 
firmly fixed at the end of Feb. 45. In a tranquil situation, 
the troops performed effectively. Patrolling was excel
lent, the work of the artillery and other supporting 
troops was reliable, and for the most part, assigned 
missions were accomplished. But efforts were abortive 
where offensive action was necessary; and commanders 
and staffs at all levels of command began to feel that the 
division, as constituted, could not be assigned an ex
tended offensive mission. Therefore, plans completed 
to reconstitute the entire 92nd Div. was one dominant 
factor for the recall of the 442nd RCT from Southern 
France. This all-negro Div. had been activated at Fort 
McClellan, Alabama on 15 Oct. 42 and sent overseas to 
Italy, Aug. 44. 

As reconstituted, the 92nd Div. had the 370th Rgt. 
comprised of all the best Ems, Noncoms and Offs the 
Div. had originally compressed into this Rgt. The other 
Rgts. deployed to other units after their holding action, 
to be relieved by the new replacement Rets. As reconsti
tuted, the 473rd Rgt. became one of the two new Rgts. 
composed of men who were sometimes referred to as 
'FLAKFEET," but who were all veterans of the 434th, 
435th, 532nd, and 900th Antiaircraft Artillery Automatic 
Weapons Battalions, and the 2nd Armored Group 
Headquarters, which was the nucleus of Task Force 45. 
The other Rgt. was the 442nd ReT, an integral part of 
the 92nd Div. reconstituted. 

At noon on 3 Apr., FO 10 was issued by HQ 92nd 
InE. Div. Those who had time to look around might 
have noticed that the olive trees were green again. The 
warm weather had made the back roads and trails soft 
with mud. The Serchio, the Serra, and Frigido rivers 
were swelling in their banks as the awakened mountain 
streams raced down through the hills. In front of them 
stretched the German Gothic line, its last remaining 
major line of defense. Against this line 92nd Div's Op
eration Second Wind was launched. 
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The reinforced 442nd Inf. was to seize the dominating 
terrain around Mount Altissimo, drive towards Carrara, 
and then cut off the heavily defended plain. It was to 
move into line on the right of the 370th Inf., strike 
through the mountains overlooking the coastal plain, 
bypass Massa, and seize Mount Brugiana, almost due 
north of the city. The rocky ridges ranged from 1500 to 
3000 feet in height, and were guarded by precipitous 
slopes and ravines. 

The 442nd Inf. moved its Bns., up from San Martino. 
After detrucking at Pietrasanta, the looth Bn. marched 
to an assembly area at Vallecchia and later to its line of 
departure on Mount Cauala. The 3rd Bn. marched 
across 8 miles of hilly terrain to Azzano, then on the 
following night, after a dangerous and exhausting 
climb, to its line of departure on the side of Mount 
Folgorito. 

The 442nd Inf. attacked on Thursday morning, 5 
Apr., simultaneously with the 370th Inf. on its left. 
After four days of difficult action over jagged terrain, 
the Rgt. reached the heights that dominate Massa and 
pushed on to encircle the city. 

The 3rd and lOOth Bns moved to forward assembly 
areas after dark on the evening of Apr. 3. The looth 
established itself near Vallecchia, and the 3rd Bn. 
moved to Azzano after a five-hour climb with light 
equipment that included field jackets and light packs. 
Light mgs replaced the heavy ones. Only a few 60 mm 
mortars were carried, and all Bn. reserves and support 
elements carried extra mortar ammunitions. 

Azzano was separated from Mount Folgorito by a 
narrow valley, and was under full observation of the 
enemy. The trail was so treacherous that twenty-five 
men fell from it on the way and became casualties. The 
Bn. remained hidden in houses and olive groves near 
Azzano throughout 4 Apr. 

On Wed. night (4th) the 100th moved up to the line of 
departure on Florida Hill, and relieved elements of the 
371st Inf. Cannon Co. of the 442nd Inf. moved into posi
tion at Vallecchia and tied into the fire direction center 
of the 599th Fd. Arty. Bn. to be available as an extra 
btry. Because the guns of the antitank company could 
not be used effectively in the mountains, the men were 
used as additional carrying parties and litter squads. 

At 2200 4 Apr., the night before the offensive began, 
Cos. I and L, and the MG Plat. of Co. M, 3rd Bn. moved 
into the valley from Azzano. Here they began the five
hour climb to the saddle 3000 feet high, between Mount 
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Folgorito and Mount Carchio, from where the attack 
was to begin. At Azzano, an Italian indicated that the 
trail which had been selected by a map recon was cov
ered by a German mg that was one of a pair. He indi
cated another trail that was to lead to a point between 
the two guns, and volunteered to serve as a guide. The 
terrain was so treacherous, that it was necessary to es
tablish twelve litter relay points between the top and 
the bottom to handle evacuation. The men crawled on 
their hands and knees, pulling themselves up by the 
shrubs. By 0530, a half-hour behind schedule they had 
worked their way to the top and to the line of departure. 
At the head of the trail over which they had been led by 
the Italian guide, there was a German mg loaded, ready 
to fire and pointed down the slope in the direction of 
the advancing troops. But there wasn't a German in 
sight. Twelve Germans were asleep in a dugout not too 
far away. 

While the 3rd Bn. was enveloping the enemy from the 
rear, the 100th began its push on the front. A shattering 
concentration of arty fire preceded the attack at 0500 as 
the troops moved out alongside the 370th Inf. in the 
lower hills on the left The objective was Georgia Peak 
where an enemy company occupied emplacements. 
Georgia Peak is a bald mass, with a flat top. Its east side 
is perpendicular and its west side slopes. A field of schu 
mines covered the approaches. While Co. B and the MG 
Plat. of Co. D provided base of fire, Co. A filled with 
many inexperienced replacements advanced about 150 
yards toward its objective. A mine exploded and as the 
men scrambled for cover, seven more mines went off 
and the enemy machine gunners became active. The 
attack came to a standstill. 

A squad of the leading platoon was sent around the 
enemy's left flank toward an enemy mg emplacement. 
Their advance was halted when the squad leader was 
wounded by a grenade. SISgt. Henry Y. Arao, the lead
ing scout dressed his squad leader's wounds and tried 
to reorganize the squad, but the men hugged the 
ground and refused to move. Arao crawled toward one 
of the mg emplacements alone. After throwing a gre
nade at the gun crew, he charged the position, firing his 
gun as he ran. After killing the gunner with his tommy 
gun, he forced the assistant gunner to surrender. At the 
same time, another mg began to fire. Arao crawled to
ward it, and with another grenade, he killed the crew. 
The remaining enemy soldiers in the vicinity took cover 
in a bombproof dugout, and opened the way for the 



advance of the platoon. Arao was awarded the DSC for 
this action. 

In the same action, PIc. Sadao S. Munemori, an assist
ant squad leader of Co. A lost his life in heroic action 
that contributed to the success of Co. A .... "When the 
unit was pinned down by the enemy's grazing fire and 
his squad leader was wounded, command of the squad 
became his. He made frontal one-man attacks through 
direct fire and knocked out two mgs with grenades. 
Withdrawing under murderous fire and showers of 
grenades from other enemy emplacements, he had 
nearly reached a shell crater occupied by two of his men 
when an unexploded grenade bounced off his helmet 
and rolled toward his helpless comrades. He rose into 
the withering fire, dived for the grenade, and 
smothered the blast with his own body. By his swift, 
supremely heroic action, Pfc. Munemori saved two of 
his men at the cost of his life and did much to clear the 
path for his company's advance!" He was posthu
mously awarded the Medal of Honor, his country's 
highest decoration. 

Co. A reached the crest of Georgia peak thirty-two 
minutes after the initial attack started. Then, as it 
moved down the slope of Georgia to attack the first of 
three Ohio peaks, concentrations of enemy mortar and 
arty fire blended with the fire from mgs to greet them. 
In addition, the enemy used "potato mashers" (frag
mentation grenades) and "egg" (concussion) grenades. 
Six and eight grenades could be seen in the air at one 
time. 

An attempt by Co. C to maneuver to the left flank of 
Co. A was stopped by enemy fire, and there were heavy 
losses in the Co. The advancing troops had to filter 
through enemy fire to move at all. Bunkers had to be 
approached and destroyed singly, and the battle wore 
on all day long. At about midnight, the enemy coun
terattacked in platoon strength, and there was a close 
range fight for a full hour. 

The 100th Bn. made only slight gains after two hours 
of struggle on Fri. 6 Apr. To assist the Bn., four P-47's 
(Thunderbolts) bombed the enemy positions. Air
ground coordination was perfect. A 10-min. arty bar
rage followed the air strike, and the 100th moved in on 
the stunned enemy. Resistance was eliminated quickly, 
and all three of the Ohio peaks were taken around 
noon . 

The looth mopped up its areas and improved posi
tions. Co. C consolidated its position on Mount Cer-

reta. Co. A took up defensive positions on Ohio peaks. 
Co. B remained on "rocky ridge," then a patrol from 
Co. B moved into the valley west of the ridge and occu
pied Strettoia without opposition. 

The entry into Massa was like a triumphant march. 
Italian partisans armed with machine pistols swarmed 
through the streets of the city that was once famous for 
its marble works and sculpture; and civilians greeted 
the soldiers with bouquets of roses, lilacs and lilies. 
Less than two-thirds of Massa's population had re
mained in the city. 

The enemy withdrew from one prepared position to 
another setting the pace more or less, and covering its 
withdrawal with the fire from the naval guns on Punta 
Bianco. 

THE ADVANCE TO AULLA. In front of the 442nd 
where the Frigido River was narrow and shallow, the 
enemy offered only scattered resistance. This was in 
marked contrast to the resistance that was met by the 
473rd as it pushed across the wide portion of the river 
near the coast. The 442nd moved forward along the 
foothills about 3,000 yds. to gain positions on the 
3,000-foot Mount Brugiana. From here they could look 
down on Carrara, the famous marble mining center, 
from the east. The 100th moved north to protect the 
Rgt's eastern flank. On the 12th, elements of the 100th 
made an eight-hour march over a mountain trail to oc
cupy Colonnata and the southern tip of La Bandita 
Ridge in the right of the Rgtl zone. 

The 100th followed the 2nd Bn. at a distance of 2,500 
yds. and it too was caught in the enemy barrage as it 
entered Gragnana. The men took cover for 6 hours in 
houses along the road. Enemy artillery harassed the 
Carrara area too, and the 3rd Bn. and the Rgtl CP were 
pounded all day. 

During the night of the 13th, Co. B marched to rein
force the Command Group of the 2nd Bn. Castelpoggio 
was very vulnerable to attack from the left flank, in the 
direction of Ft. Bastione. The Co. took up positions 
with one plat. facing north and one facing west. This 
reinforcement was timely, for a German Bn. (1st Bn. 
361st Panzer Grenadier Rgt.) moved into the outskirts 
of Castelpoggio under the cover of a predawn fog the 
next morning. Descending from the north, the Germans 
skirted a cemetery along the road, and moved to within 
50 yards of the outposts. As soon as they were discov
ered, they were taken under fire by Co. B, supported by 
the mortars from Co. H. The enemy company command-
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er was killed and his forces were scattered. After a fire 
fight that lasted for about half an hour, the attackers 
were forced to withdraw towards Ft. Bastione. Here 
they came under the fire from the 442nd troops in the 
town. The withdrawal was dissipated, and many of the 
enemy were captured when they ran into the lines of 
Cos. F and G. An effort to escape under the protection 
of Red Cross flags was discovered, and fire was re
sumed. About 34 of the enemy were killed, 150 cap
tured, and many were wounded. Five of the 442nd were 
killed and 5 were wounded during the operation. 

The enemy continued to resist as Co. B resumed its 
attack against Mount Pizzaculo. Artillery and mortar 
support were available now that the enemy batteries 
had been silenced, so that by 1000 hours the company 
had gained its objective and had captured 54 prisoners. 

New orders directed the 100th to seize Mount 
Musatello and then to swing right at Villa and cut 
Highway No. 62 and Highway No. 63. The 2nd Bn. was 
to follow the 100th to Villa and then swing west to Aul
lao The 100th met a determined enemy as it attacked. 
The 3rd Bn. pressed against Mount Nebbione without 
success; and the 2nd Bn. spent most of its time getting 
into position to follow the 100th to Villa. After delays 
because of poor visibility, Co. E reached the summit of 
Mount Musatello and found the Germans in fortified 
positions on the reverse slope. A solid defensive line 
across the mountainside had mgs, automatic weapons 
and other small arms weapons. 1st Lt. Daniel K. Inouye 
led his troops in the successful attack of Mt. Mussatello. 

"He first led his platoon in a rapid encirclement that 
resulted in the destruction of a German mortar observa
tion post and brought his men to within forty yards of 
the main hostile force. The enemy, dug into bunkers 
and rock crevices, fought back fanatically, halting and 
advancing with cross-fire from three machine guns 
which swept an area devoid of cover and concealment. 
Lt. Inouye crawled up the slope to within five yards of 
the nearest gun and tossed two hand grenades into the 
nest. Before the enemy recovered, he stood up and 
raked the second gun with fire from his tommy gun, 
killing the crew. He was hit once, but he continued to 
fire at other emplacements until his arm was shattered 
by a grenade. In spite of his pain, he refused evacuation 
and directed the final assault which carried the ridge." 
In the attack, 25 Germans were killed and 8 others cap
tured. Lt. Inouye received the DSC. 
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By 23 Apr., the Germans had left only a covering force 
in front of the Rgt. The 442nd broke through this thin 
shell quickly. Near San Stefano, a task force composed 
of Cos. Band F, and a tank detachment (Task Force 
FUKUDA) moved out to capture Aulla. By noon of the 
24th it had occupied Mt. Grosse, south of the objective, 
without meeting any resistance. The 2nd Bn. met no 
resistance either as it moved on Aulla with Cos. E and 
F. 

On the drive to Aulla, by 3030 of the 20th, Co. B with 
Co. A behind it, reached Poggio, 3112 miles north of 
Castelnuovo. From here it began to move forward; and 
half a mile north of Camporgiano the Co. met an enemy 
ambush. Several mules were killed and others dis
persed, but the enemy was overcome and the pursuit 

continued. 
Gen. Almonds during 22-23 April ordered the 442nd 

to push on to the west to seize Genoa following as 
rapidly as possible the 473rd RCT, protecting the 
northeast flank of the division zone of advance. The 
370th was to drive north up Highway No. 62 and 
Highway No. 63 to the Cisa and Ceretta passes. These 
were the funnels through which the enemy had to pass 
on the way to the Po Valley. 

THE FINAL THRUST. The 442nd and the 473rd RCT 
were to speed up Highway No.1, while the 370th Inf. 
was to advance north on Highways No. 62 and 63 to 
squeeze the enemy from the rear while they were being 
threatened from the north by the Brazilians and the 
U.S. 34th Div. 

PURSUIT TO GENOA. Brig. Gen. Donald W. Brann, 
G-3 of 15th Anny Group met Gen. Almonds in Carrara, 
just before the 473rd RCT began its advance to Genoa at 
dawn on Apr. 25. Gen. Brann authorized the advance 
towards Genoa, and Gen. Almonds made him a wager 
that the advance of over fifty miles would take less than 
four days. 

At 0745 on 27 Apr., the I & R Plat. entered Genoa; 
then at 0930 Col. Yarborough entered with the 2n Bn; 
with the 1st Bn. following shortly thereafter. The troops 
boarded streetcars and rode to the western part of town. 
The advance was completed in less than three days, and 
Gen. Almonds won his wager with Gen. Brann. The 
442nd followed the lead of the 473rd and also used the 
streetcars to transport its men across town. 

Small pockets of the enemy still held out in the port 
area and in scattered, isolated groups near Genoa. But it 
was not long before they laid down their arms. A garri-



son of 700 Germans, west of the harbor entrance, sur
rendered in the afternoon; 259 Germans, at the east end 
of the entrance to the harbor, surrendered shortly 
thereafter. On Apr. 24th, the 442nd's 100th was resting 
near Carrara, the 2nd Bn. moved toward Aulla without 
meeting enemy resistance, and the 3rd Bn. reverted to 
division reserve. 

Aulla fell on thE: 25th as the 2nd Bn. drove in from the 
east and a special task force (FUKUDA), composed of 
Cos. B & F drove in from the northeast after making a 
lO-mile forced march through the mountains. The men 
had moved to the last high ridge in front of Aulla, and 
from there they could see the enemy retreating en 
masse. The roads were filled with men, trucks, and wag
ons drawn by mules. Cannon Co. and its supporting 
artillery took the retreating enemy under fire and the 
road became littered with dead men, overturned carts, 
incapacitated trucks and disemboweled mules. The 
lOOth Bn., still near Carrara, was alerted and prepara
tions were made for the pursuit to Genoa. 

The 100th Bn. was to seize Busalla and close the pass 
to Isola del Cantone. The Bn. advanced to the northwest 
and reached Busalla in the mountain pass which led 
from Genoa to the Po. Isola del Cantone was outposted 
with tanks and infantry. 

On Apr. 29 Mussolini was executed by Italian patriots 
in Milan; and his body, along with bodies of his late 
mistress, Clara Petacci and some of his henchmen, was 
being shown to the public in Milan's Piazza Loreto. 

On May 2 representatives of Lt. Gen. Heinrich Von 
Vietinghoff, Commander in Chief of the German Anny 
Group Southwest, signed terms of unconditional sur
render in Caserta. This marked the beginning of the 
capitulation of the Third Reich. Four days later, on the 
sixth, the unconditional surrender was signed in a 'little 
red school house' at Rheims, France. Hostilities ceased 
officially at 11:01 PM on May 7 (V-E Day). 

On May 14 the 442nd RCT was detached from the 92 
Inf. Div. after having added a new list of achievements 
to the already swollen record. Almost 100 men had 
died, and 513 men were wounded while the Rgt. was 
attached to the 92nd. 

On 6 Aug. 45, the first atomic bomb ever used was 
dropped on Hiroshima, Japan. This was followed by a 
second bomb on Nagasaki on Aug. 9 and Japan surren
dered on the 14th (V-J Day). Everywhere now anxiety 
about redeployment to the Pacific disappeared. World 
War II was over. 

On 28 Nov. 1945, three years and one month after it 
had been activated, the 92nd Inf. Div. was inactivated 
officially at Camp Kilmer, New Jersey. Its members 
went their respective ways; each with his own 
memories, his hopes, and his uncertainties for the fu-
ture. 

AND SO - the 92ND INF. DIV. did achieve: A 
FRAGMENT OF VICTORY (Paul Goodman; Maj. Artil
lery; War College Staff & Faculty) with tremendous help 
from the 100th. - Ah, memories! 
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Best Wishes 
To Club 100 
45th Reunion 

P.G. KUNIYOSHI 
LANDSCAPING INC. 
94-378 Pupupani Street 
Waipahu. Hawaii 96797 
Phone (808) 671·5684 

HOKAMA'S 
MUSIC 

JAPANESE f' 
RECORDS & #/!II' 
CASSETTES . 

POPS, KARAOKE, CLASSICS. FOLK TUNES, 
AOKYOKU, CHILDREN'S SONGS, DKINAWAN 
SONGS, INSTRUMENTALS. HAAA-MAKI 
(Contour Belt Supports). and OSHIMA TSUBAKI 
(Camellia Hair Oil) 

1319S0UTH KING STREET, HONOLULU, HAWAII 96814 
TELEPHONE: 536-4801 

BEST WISHES 
ON YOUR 

45TH 
ANNIVEllSAlRY 
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The Godforsaken 4th Beach "Rats" Of WWII! 
By E. Judson Bentley 

Dear Richard! 

I am writing to you to find out, and get straight a few 
things that have bothered me for the past 40 years or so, 
but, first I will explain. 

During the 36th Div. reunion in San Antonio (Sept. 
1984) over this past Labor Day, I spotted you in the 
141st CP and asked you if you were in the 442nd, and 
you said, "Yes." Then I asked if you had come in at 
Salerno, and you said, "Yes the lOOth Bn." Before I 
could get your name and address and ask you any more 
questions, you were hustled off by your group, and I 
lost track of you. I got the dope from Leonard Wilkerson 
who regards you as a good friend. 

I had been in the landing at Port Lyautey in Morocco 
on 8 Nov. 42, and, it was from this experience that the 
Beach Battalions were formed. There were 12 battalions 
all told, with 6 going to Oceanside, Calif. for duty in the 
Pacific and 6 scheduled for the ETO. The 4th Beach Bn. 
was the first sent overseas with no previous training 
and were attached to the 1st Inf. Div. in Tunisia and the 
1st Armored Div. The 34th Div. (Red Bull) got beat up at 
Kasserine and then again on Hill 609, south of Bizerte. 
We were in on that one as well as Faid Pass. 

Perhaps one of the LEAST understood, most under
foot, and MOST SUSPECT units of the overall ARMED 
FORCES of the USA, during WW II, were the Beach 
Battalions whose function(s) too were the least com
prehensible, especially true for the 4TH BEACH Bn. 
serving in the Mediterranean and the Pacific Theater of 
operations. The Beach Bn. concept was a figment of the 
minds of those who saw a need for some more concrete 
connections between the Navy afloat, the Army ashore 
and the Marine in betwixt, during an invasion of for
eign shores, and something more realistic and phYSical 
than a mere liaison that existed in the early Pacific cam
paigns and allied landings in North Africa in November 
of 1942! 

As a result, this new concept was SUMMARILY 
brought to the planning table of the BRASS in D.C., but 
with no more expertise than that only gained through 
trial and error in the first few amphibious retaliatory 
assaults during the early months of WW II, in which the 
United States was involved, both on the Europe-Africa 

and the Asiatic-Pacific Theaters of operation. YABBA 
DABBA DOO! Nonetheless, this Beach Bn. concept was 
given "form and substance." 

SUMMARILY, the 1st, 2nd and 4th Beach Bns. were 
formed and shipped out, without cohesiveness or prior 
training as units, to the crucial campaign shaping up in 
the Mediterranean and the Atlantic, destination -
NORTH AFRICA. 

The 6th, 7th and 8th Beach Bns. were held back in the 
States and trained in various Army Camps before being 
shipped to bases in England in preparation for the 
Normandy Invasion. Meanwhile, the other six Beach 
Bns. were to be formed and trained at the Amphibious 
Training Base in Oceanside, Calif., together with the 
Marines at San Diego and Camp Pendleton, for use in 
the Pacific! 

When fully structured and all twelve Bns. were in 
action with an original TO of 5,208 officers and EMs, 
these 12 Bns. served in all invasions, end-runs, and 
raids conducted since Mar. 1943, in ALL Theaters of 
Operation. Almost unbelievable, and yet IT IS TRUE! 

From here on in though, I can only relate to what 
happened in my platoon of the 4th Beach Bn., since 
each of our platoons acted independently, in separate 
actions, with different units. My own unit was the 4th 
Beach Bn., USN, which was made up of three com
panies of three platoons each and each had a TO of 43 
men and three officers, one of whom was a doctor. 
About the best you could say for the 4th is that we were 
"Shanghaied" literally, and this term holds more truth 
than for the others which were in training for a year at 
least, before shipping out. 

Members of the 4th, all volunteers, were summoned 
to Camp Bradford, VA one day, formed into platoons, 
companies, given WW I Army packs, 30-06 
Springfields, pie plate helmets (castoff for new ones), 
trench knives and 1917 mess gear and field packs. We 
were all "STRANGERS" from all walks of life. On top of 
all these, all the guys had their Navy lash-ups sea bags, 
hammocks and all other Navy gear. Then we were 
shipped out to Camp Allen the very same day! This day 
we spent in Camp Allen behind dosed doors - the 
place was sealed! The next night we moved out, 
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boarded the Hospital Ship, ACADIA, and wound up in 
AFRICA! We were not able to clean our rifles, 
Thompsons and 45's until after we landed. Just an over
sight, "Cosmoline Rules?" Our weapons were still in 
cosmoline! 

The Navy did create a MONSTER, because they did 
not know what to do with us from here on out. They 
dumped us on the Army, the Engineers and the Infan
try. Likewise the Army didn't quite know what to do 
with us and we found it was tough going just to get 
something to eat and a place to park. In time, this SOP 
caught up with the Anny and our first hosts (the 531st 
Engineers) were able to draw extra rations to feed us. 

I was a platoon leader (an Ensign) and my platoon 
was the 1st plat. of Co. A. We designated the platoons 
as A-1, A-2, and A-3 and B-4, B-5, and B-6, etc., in 
numerical sequence, to keep track of our units and all 
other units which they were with. My title was 
"BEACHMASTER." 

The SOP for amphibious warfare called for one and 
three in the assault and all number two's in reserve; 
hence my platoon and the third were always with the 
First Inf. Rgt. This pattern was not followed at Salerno, 
which was the one good reason for the MESS at Salerno! 

Our men strung their hammocks between any two 
trees and bushes they could find. They had been issued 
pup tents but no one had shown them how to use them. 
Me? I had a bedroll with full pup tent and two white 
Navy blankets (Hudson Bay grade) with U.S.N. 
stitched on them! I also had two pairs of Marine field 
shoes. 

Let's face it, we were a bunch of bastards. The Army 
put up with us, out of pity, and the Navy Paymaster 
mustered up enough courage to come see us and "Pay 
us off," only twice though, once we were overseas got a 
bronze star for valor! When a guy, drawing $69.00 per 
mo., with no dependents can rack up $1,000.00 or more 
on the Navy payroll, without interest, brother, that's 
something! 

So, we figured that, if we were to get anything, we 
would have to swipe it, or get it any way we could. The 
540th Eng. lovingly called me, "Ali Bentley and his 43 
thieves." And, believe you me, we lived up to that 
name. Not a peep out of anybody. There are so many 
tales about that I would not know where to begin. 

It was indeed a long, hard, and lonely battle to try to 
gain recognition, but it was in vain and to no avail. The 
Navy won its Acclaim, the Army had its Glory, but the 
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untold number of beaches, the miles of wire, the tons of 
Teller mines, hundreds of S. Mines and booby traps, 
the machine gun nests, pillboxes, bunkers, gun 
emplacements that the 4th Beach encountered and re
duced, or helped take, are now only silent memories of 
what SHOULD HAVE BEEN! 

My unit had been with the 1st Inf. Div. in Africa and 
on Sicily, with the 36th Div. at Salerno and to a degree 
at Anzio and Nettuno, and with the 45th in Southern 
France. My platoon was called on to go in at the mouth 
of the Garigliaro River, below Cassino, to break up the 
Barbara Line. A regiment of the Br. Hampshires was 
used for this push. NO SOAP. The Germans were al
ready moving back to the Gustav Line at the time. 

I was one of five naval officers to make the landing in 
Morocco at Port Lyautey and Medea in Nov. 42 with the 
9th Inf. Div., and the 540th Eng. From this experience 
the Beach Bn. concept was dreamed up by the war dept. 

My company was with the 18th Inf. Rgt., 1st Inf. Div. 
when it moved east through Faid Pass to join up with 
the Br. 8th Army at the Port of Sfax. Then, again we 
moved in to relieve the 34th at Hill 609, south of Bizerte 
and again on the Bon Peninsula to work on the 15th 
Panzers and Hermann Goering's Panzer Div. which 
were pulling out men and equipment for Sicily and 
Italy. The Germans were pushed back to Cape Bon, east 
of Bizerte, and The Hermann Goering and 15th Pz. 
Div's, plus a lot of others got out and moved to Sicily 
and S. Italy. This was the old Afrika Korps under the 
"Desert Fox" Rommel. 

On 7 May 43 we moved back to Arzew, Algeria with 
the 531st Engs. On May 43 we were detached from the 
1st In£. Div. and 531st Engs. and were reattached to the 
540th Engs. (I was with the 540th in Morocco) and we 
were then attached to the 36th Inf. Div. for training 
before Sicily. 

I had the 1st plat. of our A Co. and was with the 1st 
Bn. of the 141st Rgt. of the 36th and with Co. A of the 
540 Engs. to make up the Bn. Combat Teams in assault. 
Just before Sicily, we were detached from the 36th, 
along with the 540th Engs. and sent to Tunisia again 
and attached to the 1st Div. for the Central assault at 
Gela in Sicily. My A Co. was with the 18th Rgt., 1st Div. 
and 2nd Armored Div. there and it was tough going 
and up against that H. Goering outfit and the 15th Pan
zers. The Rgt'l CO, was a Colonel York - Maj. Gen. 
Hugh Gaffey, CO of 2nd Armor and Terry Allen, CO 1st 
Inf. Div., don't remember much more. 



The 2nd Beach Bn. which had been with us, was sent 
to Normandy, along w ith the 1st and 9th Inf. Div's, and 
the 2nd Armored Div ., after the conclusion of the Sicil
ian Campaign. It was replaced by the 8th Beach Bn. out 
of Fort Pierce, in time to make the landing in Southern 
France with the 36th Inf. Div. 

We got our battalion together again at Arzew about 
10 days before we were called up to go with the 36th 
Div. at Salerno and we were pooped. The 36th Div. 
were all bright-eyed and bushy-tailed but that didn't 
last long going in on the beaches at Salerno. We lost half 
of our ballalion trying to get the Texans ashore and to 
make it stick, and in m ost cases had to lead the way 
inland and show them how it was done. I was hit twice 
at Salerno and never left the beach. No Purple Heart, 
small potatoes. I was hit aga in on Ok inaw a when we 
wen t in wi th the 12th Marines during the night before 
the main land ing which. I guess, was on 1 Apr 45. By 
that lime I had " los t interest" and did not keep my book 
up to dale . 

Oul of the four assault beaches in Salerno, my pla
toon was assigned Red Beach. I was in the third wave 
and the first to hit the beach. No one knows to this day 
what happened to the first two waves. JUST PO OF! 

Early on the morning of D-Day (9 Sept. 43) the 143rd, 
which was in reserve, came ashore over Red Beach just 
in time to get mixed up in the German armor attack on 
the beach by units of the 29th Pz. Grenadiers and the 
16th Pz. On the afternoon of D plus 1, the 179th, 45th 
Div. , came ashore OVer Red Beach and still later in the 
day, the two 8ns. of the 157th (just in from Sicily) 
started coming ashore and moved up on the left flank, 
south of the Sele River. I had the Operation Plan which 
showed what was offshore but there was no proper 
identification and the battle smoke and haze was so 
thick we could not communicate visually w ith blinker 
lights to find ou t and d irect the m in landing. 

There were supposed to be elements of the 45 Di v. , 
82nd AirBorne, o ne Bn. of Rangers and artiUery and 
annor. (We never saw the 82nd or Rangers.) No units 
weIe designated in floa ting reserve. Each Beach kept a 
log book and made entries as to what units came ashore 
and when. All casualties were listed by our Medics and 
which ships they were evacuated to. Most everything 
that occurred on that particular beach was entered in 
the Log. However, aft er Salerno, Army G-2 and Navy 
N-2 confiscated all of our records, even our own Bn. 
personnel records from the time we had left the States. 

We were barefoot and had to start from scratch. We had 
too much information the Bi-ass wasn't proud of. 

It is for that reason I cannot recount specific dates, 
although I can recall the action, and I do have some 
personal notes made at the time and many were taken 
from the Log book entries. I can't deny those notes, but 
I get into hot water when I reveal them to others. 

Now, I get to the purpose of writing this. At one time 
during the action at Salerno (still under fire and air 
strikes) some LCI's came in and guys started coming 
ashore . My Bos'n (like your Sgt.) said, "DON'T LOOK 
NOW, MR . BENTLEY, BUT, I THINK, ON TOP OF 
EVERYTHING, WE IS BEING INVADED BY JAPAN ." 
Sure enough - here are some Japanese-American 
troops coming ashore, and they moved right up off the 
beach . We learned that they had moved up w ith the 
157th on to the Sele . There is a note I made on the OP 
Plan itself - " 222nd"" . then in my notebook, I have 
" 442nd a nd (l00th) N isei. " That is all I have. The noles 
which I managed to salvage are my own and ja iled 
down at the time. Later on I would find scraps of paper 
in my pac k which I had stuffed in from time to time and 
copied them into a field notebook 1ater. Some were 
made while we were under fire and my hand was not 
too steady. Other notes were somewhat blurred from 
getting wet with sea water, rain and sweat. The notes 
covering the l00th coming ashore at Salerno were some 
of these latter ones. 

NOTE : DO to lB. At this juncture, after having 
studied .your nota tions above, it is most conceivable to 
interpret as follows: "222nd" - 0200 Hrs as the hour 
spotted and Sept. 22 as the date you and your Bos'n first 
saw the J-A 's. The 100th did land on Salerno Beach on 
22 Sept. 43. And, the boys said it took a helluva long 
time before they hit the beach - four hours, from 10 
AM to 2 PM? Besides, the 3rd Bn. , 157th Rgl. o f the 45th 
Inf. Div. must have come in o n that day and lime too , 
afte r check ing o ut Sici ly, a long with the rest of the RED 
BULL's following - COULD BE?! 

Since then , I have looked up a lot of military histories 
and nowhere do they say that any of these units came in 
at Salerno. They all seem to indicate them coming in at 
Naples with the 34th in Oct. 43. NOTE to you again IB 
- the l00th was in on the Anzio Beachhead landing 
also. Historic accounts can be inaccurate too! And, 
those from the 34th KNOW they landed on Salerno 
Beachh ead and Anzio too. In later action, after moving 
out of Salern o, the 34th replaced the 36th, on the line !! 
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We were, attached to the 36th Div. in the assault on 
the beaches at Salerno. At or about H-Hour on D-Day 
(Sept. 9) two Bns. of the 142nd and two from the 141st 
made the initial assault on Red, Green, Yellow and Blue 
beaches. My platoon and a company of the 531st Engs. 
were attached to the 2nd Bn., 142nd, and hit Red Beach, 
the farthest North. 

It was presumed that, since Italy had surrendered, 
there would only be token resistance on landing, there
fore, there were no pre-landing Naval fire or air bom
bardment. On this line of thinking, the whole operation 
was thrown together in great haste and was poorly 
planned in all respects - this was obvious. AND, THE 
WHOLE THING STUNK! 

I acted in the capacity of Beachmaster on Red Beach 
and was in charge of the conduct of the landings there. 
We were met primarily by the 16th Panzers and the 
27th, 29th, and 67th Panzer Grenadiers, in back-up and 
support between Agropoli, on our South, and the Br. 
10th Corps area at Salerno (City of). There were many 
fragment units of the old Afrika Korps (Rommel's) 
manning the gun emplacements and rifle pits along the 
beaches. All of these units had been moved into the 
area in the preceding 48 hours prior to our landings. 
Our air observers had spotted them but they were ig
nored. It is tough enough getting in on beaches with 
full fire support, but this one was really something. By 
daylight the reserve Bns. of the 141st and the 142nd had 
moved in and just landed wherever they could, and, in 
no time, were just about put out of commission - a real 
slaughterhouse it was. The assautt Bns., of the 143rd, 
which were in landing crafts and held in floating re
serve, began landing on Red Beach (mine) at about 9 
AM on that first morning and moved to set up defense 
to the North of us. Some of the Division's artillery -
131st, 132nd, 133rd, 34th Div's 151 Arty., armor and 
TO's were ashore but were all mixed together and no 
definite unit designations could be ascertained. 

Early on the morning of 0 plus 1 (Sept. 10) the "traf
fic" on the beach eased. Some Army Brass came ashore 
at about noontime to discuss the prospect of pulling off 
the troops from the beaches. But it looked like a bad 
move, so the decision was made to stick it out. 

Early in the afternoon of 0 plus 1, the 179th Rgt. of 
the 45th Div. came ashore over Red Beach and moved 
North towards the Sele River. The 179th had been on 
LCI's and in floating reserve. 5tilliater on 0 plus 1, and 
while the 179th was still coming in, two Bns. of the 
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157th (45th Div.) came ashore on LCI's right from Sicily. 
Red Beach had weathered two Panzer attacks that 

came right down on the beaches (D-Day). And, this 
beach had taken such a pounding from artillery and air 
attack, so many sunken landing crafts and other bulky 
equipment, and, the area was also saturated with so 
much butterfly bombs that it was no longer suited for 
the larger crafts, LCT's and LST's, so Red Beach Two 
had to be created. 

During the night of 0 plus 1, I got orders to move 
several miles North and to set up what was to be known 
as "Red Beach Two." The 2nd plat. of our A Co. took 
over on the existing Red Beach and we made our move 
before daybreak. We had to move along the beach and 
this was VIRGIN territory. We suspected that it was all 
mined, so we moved along the water's edge. Our only 
vehicle that had not been blasted was a Jeep with our 
command radio taking up the whole back-end of it. All 
the rest of the stuff, we had to carry ourselves. There 
were about 30 of us including a couple of medics -
JUST IN CASE. We were then North of the Sele River, 
and the 45th Div. boys were supposed to be well ahead 
of us. This was supposed to be in the Br. 10th Corps 
sector. It was pretty quiet at the time, though. 

At daylight (0 plus 2) we reconned the beach and 
from the color of the water offshore, found a real good 
landing spot. 50 we dug in and sandbagged the Jeep. 
We set up our Army and Navy radios and established a 
blinker light and informed our Bn. CO that we were in 
business! There were no mines, wires nor gun 
emplacements on this stretch?? 

About this time the Germans spotted us and a couple 
of their fighter planes came over and strafed us as well 
as artillery was sent over. The next thing, there were 6 
or7 MK IV Panzer tanks, 3 tow jobs with 88's moving in 
on us. WHAT GIVES? All we had were Springfields and 
Thompsons and grenades. There were a couple of our 
destroyers off-shore had moved up to cover this new 
beach. We signalled them that these tanks were closing 
in. By the time those tanks got to the beach though, the 
destroyers had moved in to visual range (smoke and 
haze), and opened fire. Three of the Tigers were 
knocked out just behind the beach and the rest va
moosed (36th Div. talk). From insignias, these were 
recognized as fragments of the 29th Pz. Grenadiers. 
There was still some enemy artillery fire and we still 
had to watch for air attacks. Our ships could never pick 
these up on their radars. Then, the rest of 45th Div's 



junk started to come in on LST's and LCT's. And, Ar
mor, TS's and combat loaded 2t;2'S too! 

My association with the 45th (actually our Bn.) went 
back to Sicily, Salerno, Anzio and Southern France. 
Your 100th must have come over my Red Beach II, 
North of the Sele River, on 22 Sept. 43, with the 34th 
Inf. Div. DO to JB, again: The 442nd RCT, minus one 
Bn., landed in Naples about 8-9 months later. The 100th 
then became a part (the 1st Bn.) of the 442nd, after 
Rome at Civitavechi. The 100th was the 2nd Bn. of the 
133th Rgt., 34th Inf. Div. from Salerno to Rome, Sept. 43 
to June 44. 

It might have been about 0 plus 6 (Sept. 14) that the 
original Blue Beach, which had been farthest South 
with the 141st moved North of us and North of the Sele 
River. The 1st - 45th Div. took the Tobacco Factory 
while the 36th Div. took Battipaglia. If any of the 34th 
(133rd) landed over beaches on Sept. 22 it could have 
been this beach which was run by Ens. Dixie Burch of 
our C Co. But they did not land on Red Two. 

The Br. 10th Corps, apart from isolating the City of 
Salerno, had two main objectives: 1) to take Battipaglia 
on D-Day to keep the German reserve armor off our 
necks and; 2) to take Avellino, east of Salerno, which 
were both crucial access points to the beaches. They did 
neither. They got kicked off the beach at Battipaglia, 
and never took Avellino, WE DID. 

The first breakout though back-and-forth it was from 
the beach-head, took place on 0 plus 7 (Sept. 16) and 
was stabilized by Sept. 20th. The 45th Div. and other 
units moved up the Sele-Calore corridor and that's 
where you (the 100th) joined them? After landing on 
Sept. 22nd? The 36th moved North of the Sorrento and 
Amalfi and across the plains North of Salerno past 
Pompeii, and Naples was finally taken on Oct. L which 
was a bit off from Clark's "five-day Schedule" for tak
ing Naples. 

The Medics in the 4th Beach (10 doctors and 76 hospi
tal corpsmen aidmen) were the first to leave the 
beaches, after the Anny field hospitals were set up, and 
then the other platoons were relieved, closed the 
beaches and then left from time to time. My 1st plat. 
and our A Co. CO and HQ staff stayed on until after 
Naples was taken (Oct. 1) and we had worked with the 
540th Engs. clearing the harbor and setting it up to take 
on traffic. After the Army and Navy had set up a Port 
Authority to take over the harbor at Naples, we were 
then relieved. Maybe around Oct. 18. 

We caught an LST that was heading back to Oran 
with a load of empty gas and oil drums on the tank and 
upper decks and had a stripped down crew, as some 
were given liberty in Naples. This was part of a small 
convoy with a couple of Limey Corvettes as escort. 

We were moving West along the African coast from 
Algiers city on the evening of 21 Oct. 43 when we came 
under attack by German torpedo planes from their base 
in the Balearic Islands, off the coast of Spain. Because 
the LST was shorthanded 14 of my boys were manning 
the bow's 40's and 20's. A plane came in low from the 
North and put a torpedo right into the bow, which blew 
the front 100 feet off the LST which is 316 feet long 
overall. They all went with it. The blast just about 
cleared the upper deck of oil drums and the only thing 
that kept us afloat were the drums on the tank deck 
below, when the bow nosed down and they were 
trapped there. 

The LST passed right over several of the guys who got 
chopped up by the twinscrews and we could see others 
hanging on all drums. One of the Corvettes came in and 
picked up what they could. The Limey skipper told us 
over the bullhorn, "Oh, we'll get to them eventually," 
the BASTARDS! 

We transferred to another LST and eventually got to 
Oran and back to our home base in Arzew. Of the 14, 
only 3 managed to get back to us and I just don't know 
what happened to the others. My plat. was now down 
to 17 guys. Just the time we were saying our "Hail 
Marys" for being spared on the beaches, that had to 
happen - YA NEVER KNOW! 

Our Medics had charge of evacuating all casualties at 
Salerno where they kept records of each man, what 
medical aid was given and which transport, hospital 
ship as they were sent out to and this included our own, 
although most of ours preferred to stay on the beach 
under our own doctors' care, unless they were too bad. 
Because of this, only those who were shipped out were 
awarded Purple Hearts. All of these records were taken 
along with citations and none were ever awarded from 
our own records. 

The Medics in our C Co. who were South of us on 
Yellow and Blue Beaches, left quite early and were back 
in Arzew. They were interviewed by the Staff at the 
Naval Hospital outside of Oran and an article appeared 
in their Medical Quarterly publication. This was purely 
a medical version. It did disclose that a round figure of 
1800 casualties had been moved over Blue Beach (141st 
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Sec.) during the time they were there. 
During this same period, some 3500 casualties were 

sent out over Red and Red Two while I was in charge. 
This figure included those from the 36th and 45th Div's 
and of which quite a few were German and some civil
ians and all got the same treatment. We kept no record 
of the dead and left this to Army Graves Registration. 
That all took some doing. 

We spent Christmas of 1943 in Arzew and the day 
after, we moved out to Salerno City and set up camp in 
the soccer stadium at Camp Littorio. 

I have the official history compiled by the US War 
Dept. in Washington D.C. covering the campaign from 
Salerno to Cassino and this is a large volume. ONLY 
TWO SENTENCES REFERRED TO THE l00TH, AND 
TOLD NOTHING! Don't let this faze you (don't commit 
Seppuku which is the same as "Hara-Kiri" - slashing 
your belly). My 4th Beach Bn. was in 5 major landings 
and 6 end-runs and raids. It is mentioned nowhere ex
cept in the Operation Plans for the Assault! 

You see - my back injury goes back to when my 
Platoon, A Co. went in on the beach at St. Maxime on 
the Southern France invasion with Co. A of the 40th 
Engs. and the 1st Bn., 157th Rgt., 45th Div. I was in the 
2nd Wave (my usual spot). The wire (Rommel's as
paragus) had been pretty well knocked down and the 
Teller mines detonated by the 4.2 rocket barrage laid 
down just ahead of us. The beach was only a couple of 
hundred yards long and about 150 feet wide. It pinched 
off at both ends by rock projections and there were 
concrete bunkers with 75 mm gu,ns and multiple ma
chine guns mounted on top in tank turrets and set to 
rake the beaches from both ends. Blocking off the beach 
from end to end and what had been a sea wall, the 
Germans had rebuilt to 3 feet of reinforced concrete 8 to 
12 feet high, with the main road right up against it on 
the other side. From there the ground rose sharply in 
pine woods sprinkled with fancy villas, etc. Machine 
gun emplacements were set to rake the top of the walls. 

There were 3 Limey rocket boats right behind the 2nd 
Wave and each armed with about 1000 4.2 rockets 
which fired right over us - pretty hot! H -Hour was at 
0800 and bright daylight. Things happened fast. A 4.2 
rocket does not have the destructive force of a 105 how
itzer but plenty of concussion. The beach and woods 
beyond were pretty messy. The 1st Wave of the 1st Bn., 
157th didn't monkey around. They had scaling ladders 
for the wall and went over in the "Old Pittsburgh mud-
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dIe system" and took out the guns behind the wall. The 
barrage was enough to stun the Germans long enough 
so that my boys (Fearless Bowles) were able to take the 
east bunker and the 157th took the west one. There 
were lots of mortar fire on the beach but shells act dif
ferently in soft beach sand than on harder ground in
land. There was lots of artillery on the hill but they 
could not depress the guns enough to zero in on the 
beach. We only had about 200 casualties on the beach 
where it was estimated we would lose 70%. 

The Fearless Bowles herded a crew of 13 out of this 
bunker outside and shot them (you don't take prisoners 
in the first 5 assault waves). Fearless confiscated a rec
ord player with a Spike Jones V-Disc on, playing 
"Chloe" complete with gun shots, etc. Later on, Boats 
Givens found a snapshot of this crew and identified all 
but one, who must have been the cameraman, it was 
surmised. We commandeered the record player as we 
never had one. 

Anyhow the recon and demo boys from the 40th 
Engs. were working on that wall to blow two holes 
through it, one for the exit road and one for the en
trance. Most of us carried 24 lb. satchels of C-2 plastic 
explosives ashore - I had two. 800 lbs. were placed on 
the exit road which was about 12 feet high and 400 lbs. 
were placed on the entrance farther up the beach (8 feet 
high). C-2 is 1112 times the strength of TNT. 

My A Co. had staged with the 157th at Ponte Cag
niano, North of Naples and close to Mussolini's private 
fishing hole. The mosquitos were fierce and we had no 
nets, tents or bug repellents. 

The five assault waves loaded on five LST's, each of 
which had six LCVP's and one LST to a wave, and each 
LST was combat loaded - this took place at BAIA out
side and North of Naples. One LST had a flight deck for 
a Piper Cub but we had no planes. The Germans re
ferred to this LST as "LST - mitt Fluegdek" - they 
didn't miss anything. Even had our coded radio call 
signs and were trying to direct our Naval gunfire onto 
our own positions. We fooled them - we did not have 
time for code and used plain language. They could not 
understand this. 

Anyhow, shortly after going aboard, I was handed 
my orders by the skipper of this LST - a stack of crap 6 
inches thick. I was to be Beachmaster of Green Beach. I 
just got started on it when I felt awful and ached all over 
and my eyesight went bad - then chills hit me. The 
Doc on the LST sent me over to the transport, Funston, 



where they figured I had two types of Malaria - one 
identified and the other (?). I called for the Capt of the 
Funston, identified myself and said that I had to get 
back to this LST because there was no one I could turn 
my orders over to - I had the plat. alone. He lost no 
time in calling an Army Crash Boat alongside and I 
wobbled aboard. The LST's were just getting under
way, but it slowed up just enough to throw a Jake's 
ladder over and pulled me aboard. I was too weak to 
climb it. All I had was my overseas cap, my shoes, dog 
tags and one of those hospital gowns. The officers on 
board (Army) donated a shirt and pants (~O), but I had 
no underwear or socks - a snappy Beachmaster, I felt 
awfuL The Doc dug up a box of quinine and gave it to 
me. He didn't know the dosage and neither did I, but it 
helped. I carried quinine for 10 years after the War and 
still have some. 

Guys started coming down with it right and left and 
the Doc was helpless. I found out later that over 1/3 of 
the 157th came down with it and couldn't make it 
ashore - but old Bentley did. Col Ralph Kreiger, the 
CO of the 157th was laid low and was left behind. Lt. 
CoL Felix Sparks, the Exec took the 157th in. It looked 
like it would be necessary to call in the 179th which was 
in reserve, but the 157th did make it. Seven of my boys 
came in later on. I filched a bottle of 100 Proof Old 
Overholt Rye from one of the Medic supply bags and 
was feeling no pain, exactly. But, the Quinine was play
ing tricks with me - made me brave. 

The Engs. had the charges set and would shoot the 
wall between the 3rd and 4th waves. Four Shermans 
had come in - three got knocked out in the water and 
the 4th was up against the wall. Right then a DUKW 
with a bunch of the Eng. equipment, etc. came ashore. I 
rushed down and had them back out into the water to 
make a low profile, and to hang on. 

They had hollered, "Fire in the hole," but I didn't 
hear them and walked right into that 800 lb. charge. I 
came to just in time to get knocked flat by the second 
charge. I was bleeding from the eyes, ears, nose, 
mouth, etc. My back was shot and I was deaf for hours 
afterwards. A funny thing, aside from that, it seemed 
like my Malaria attack was gone and I felt good. We 
stayed on in France until after the middle of October 
and then got orders to Blighty - go blime! That ac
counts for my bad back. I still have shrapnels that get a 
rise out of Airport scanners. 

After we were relieved in Southern France from the 

45th Div., we were sent straight back to Arzew where 
we had instruction to prepare to be sent back to the 
States, and arrived in New York on 25 Oct. 44. 

Just before we left though, we sent an Honor Guard 
and several of our HQ clerks to Algiers by truck, where 
they located a section of the cemetery there set aside for 
the 4th Beach and our clerks identified 268 graves there 
and made records for Washington which went with us. 

On board the Stateside bound Army Transport, 
GENERAL MIEGS, there were a lot of guys from the 
442nd that were really busted up and were being sent 
home. It would make you cry. Maybe some of your boys 
in the 100th were on it too at that time? You have a 
Senator who has one arm. Could he be one of those who 
was on the Miegs? CoL Darby and what was left of the 
Rangers came back to the States on the Gen. Miegs too. 

In my own platoon I originally had 43 EMs but two 
went over the fence in Camp Allen, before we shipped 
out. I got back with 37 (had 20 replacements before S. 
France) and my record shows I had 87 guys at one time 
or another and, except for a very few, I cannot account 
for them - hell of a note. 

When we got to New York, the EMs were hustled off 
in trucks to I-know-not-where and the officers were on 
their own with instructions to report in to Naval Dist. 
HQ there to await new orders. 

I teamed up with our 3rd plat. CO and we managed to 
get into a hotel (big football game going on). When the 
two of us checked in at HQ we had no personal records. 
A wire sent to Washington for duplicates came back 
with the reply, "NO RECORDS" on these two officers 
available or lost to enemy action. The "enemy" in this 
case was our own G-2 and N-2. Talk about thieving 
A-rabs? Geez! 

Anyhow we got new orders, allowing us 30 days 
rehab and travel leave before proceeding to Oceanside, 
Calif. for duty in the Pacific! (They tried to haul me back 
in for Korea and I told them to "SHOVE IT".) Not a 
peep out of them. Hell of a way to run an outfit-hey? By 
1955 I was just getting my feet under me again. I didn't 
feel up to doing anything very big until then. Didn't 
even join the 52120 Club! 

No history has ever been compiled on the 4th Beach 
Bn. and the entire record is reduced to about 100 frames 
of microfilms and consists of nothing but rosters. The 
first 10 frames show the list of men in alphabetical order 
as a Bn. when we were first formed at Camp Bradford. 
The last 10 frames show the roster when we got back to 
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New York late in Oct. 1944. In between are what look 
like roster sheets, and the rest is absolutely undecipher
able - like the pictures were made deliberately out of 
focus. Amazing! After we got back we were stripped of 
our doctor, hospital corpsmen and our higher artificer 
ratings to boot. We were given 30 days rehab and rest, 
some of us that is, the rest were sent directly to Ocean
side, Calif. for training with the Marines of Camp Pend
leton. We became cadres for 21 or 23 newly formed 
beach platoons. I wound up with a Bos'n from our 
former B Co., two of my boys and one other Beach 
veteran. The rest were all FRESH MEAT! 

From Oceanside's Amphibious Training Base, we 
shipped out to the Pacific this time. Some units stopped 
over on Maui for further training before participating in 
the invasion of Iwo lima, Okinawa, and I suppose the 
many islands of the Philippines, Japan, Korea, and, 
possibly China too! 

In the Pacific, I damn near had my head blown off by 
the 5'-38s on our fantail. That left me deaf for a couple of 
weeks. That and France accounts for my poor hearing. 

I was on the USS Geneva, APA 86, which was a small, 
fast two-stacker built by Kaiser and was designed for 
hit-and-run raids. My new plat. trained with a detach
ment of Marines on MauL I only knew them as the 12th 
Marines -later on I found out that they were a special 
force of the 2nd Amphibious Marine Brigade. We left 
them in Hawaii and went to the Marshall Islands (Ma
juro) where we had further training on Kwajalein and 
Eniwetok. We loaded another special force and headed 
for Iwo Jima - on the North side. From there, we went 
to Guam and were once again with this unit of the 12th 
Marines and our assignment was to hit Okinawa (on 
the southeast side), to take an air strip, the communica
tion center and control the main road intersections 
there. There were something under 800 Marines, a few 
Amtraks, three 105 howitzers and not much more ex
cept for demolition stuff. There was just our APA and a 
destroyer for escort. The main landing was to take place 
(on the other side) on the morning of April 1 and we 
were to go in after dark on March 31. 

My plat.'s job was to get them ashore, assist in get
ting them into position, wait to see how the attack went 
and, if OK, get the hell out of there and get the ship out 
of sight by daybreak. 

I am going down the scramble net, somehow or other 
I got my right arm pulled out of the shoulder socket. My 
medics put it back and taped me up on the way in. It felt 
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alright then. 
The shooting started and it looked like a pushover. 

My helmet got knocked off and blood was streaming 
down over the left side of my face. When we got back to 
the ship, it was found that a hunk of my scalp was 
hanging down over my left ear. One of our Docs put me 
back together again, but infection set in. Then I came 
down with what they called Dengue fever which wasn't 
too bad, but it triggered both of my Malaria symptoms, 
different cycles, and I was Kaput. I got dumped off in a 
hospital in Guam. I was skin and bones. They flew me 
to the States and put me in the hospital on Treasure 
Island where I stayed for the next 3 months or so -
Terminal Ward. While recovering, I was assigned to the 
Western Sea Frontier Forces (Submarine) and worked 
out of the Presidio and Oakland. That accounts for my 
bad right arm in later years. I never got a Purple Heart 
or nuttin' and nothing in the record. 

Same thing for the whole 4th Beach Bn. Not one deco
ration, except for our Bn. CO who never went ashore 
during assault. He was awarded the Legion of Merit as 
well as our A Co. CO who was regular Navy and came 
with us just before France. CoL Darby of the Rangers 
only got a Legion of Merit out of it. 

We used to say, "THE 4TH BEACH BN. WILL 
NEVER DIE" - but, I remember, before Salerno, some 
wag amongst us said: "Momento Mari," which reduces 
to "Remember Ave, or you must die!" I am alive only 
by the grace of God. I write this only for my buddies 
and for those who know of what I write. 

JUD 
"HASH" 

CHOW? We never had any field kitchens and only 
got prepared food when we scrounge it from the Army 
units we were with, but most of the time we just had C 
and K Rations and whatever we could swipe off the 
land. We suffered from dysentery, gut aches, malaria, 
jaundice and lice. 

As for fishing - we did not have soft shelled crabs or 
crawdads for bait but a percussion grenade seemed to 
be just about right for "bait". A beehive shaped charge 
or a bangalore was too much, as it would bust their 
bladders and the fish would sink (we used beehives on 
big tunny like Tuna, though, over in Africa). 20 to 25 
lbs. per copy. 

I went up on the Sele River to do some trout fishing 
with a sandbag full of grenades. A Grinzo farmer told 
me I was too late - the Germans had cleaned it out. I 



suppose they were German "brown" trout? Never did 
find out. 

We went duck hunting over in Africa in some 
marshes along the coast and used an amphib Jeep for a 
duck boat. All we could get for guns were the 12 Ga. riot 
guns with 00 buckshot which didn't work. 

I bummed a 10 Ga., pin fire shotgun from the A-rab 
constable in the little town of Demesne and let him play 
with my Thompson while I had it - what a blunder
buss. I paid him for the shells I used with a pack of 
cigarettes for each. They only cost 5¢ per pack, but he 
could get 1000 francs ($20.00) per pack on the Black 
Market and buy more shells. The cop had a pretty good 
looking daughter too, but not in the deal, at least not 
that one. 

p-s 

JUDSON E. BENTLEY NEE 1915 Hancock, 
Keweenaw Peninsular, Michigan - end '0 the line
the world! E stands for Everett, after Edward Everett 
who was "Speaker of the day" when Lincoln gave his 
Gettysburg address. 

The fact is this: I entered our College of Mines in the 
fall of 1933 and had big ideas. I was shooting for de
grees in both Civil and Mechanical Engineering and 
spent three years at it. I got too expensive so I dropped 
out for a time and went to Detroit to work. The school 
was strictly one of Engineering then and until only a 
few years (6) earlier had offered only one degree -
Engineer of Mines. 

We had three children, Steve (Gaboo) b. 1943 while I 
was in Africa, Barbara b. 1946 and Nancy b. 1948. It 
seems odd to have children approaching middle age. 
When it came to going on to college after high school I 
left it up to them. They were spaced so that I could 
handle it. The only one that went on was Barbara who 
never did anything with it and is single. The others got 
married and are doing very well and higher education 
seems secondary now. Steve has enough experience 
behind him so that he can compete with the eggheads. 
In tough times experience rates. 

(Excerpted from the "Year Book" distributed on the 
50th Anniversary Reunion (Aug. 1983) in Hancock, 
Michigan. Co-editor - Judson E. Bentley. The year 
1933 was the high peak of the Depression Years and 
FDR! And NO MONEY to put out even a measly An
nual!) 

I graduated in 1940 from the Michigan College of 

Mines after seven long years. 
In Feb. 1942 I applied for a Commission in the Navy, 

but in order to get it, I had to enlist, which I did on 
March 3,1942. If I was NOT accepted, BANG! In to Boot 
Camp with the rest of the "Hammer Heads." But, I did 
get my commission as Ensign on June 2, 1942. 

Incidentally, my Code Name all throughout the war 
was "HEP CAT". This was assigned to me at the War 
College in Newport, Rhode Island in July 1942 when I 
signed up for "Extra hazardous duty" - (15% more 
pay, so what the hell!). The family did have a Seal Point 
Siamese cat named Riki. The Beach "Bums" were al
ways the first in and the last out! 

After the war I was offered a Professorship at Mich. 
Tech. as there were so many coming to school under the 
G.1. Bill. I would also be granted a Master's Degree to 
qualify. I was just not up to it and had to take time to 
adjust. As it were, things turned out very well and I 
have no regrets. 

I got my first decent job in 1951 with Reserve Mining 
Co. in Northern Minnesota. A new process on low 
grade iron are mined and processed 30,000,000 tons of 
ore per year to come up with 10,000,000 tons of high 
grade pellets and, brother that's a lot of stuff to handle. 
This project was starting from scratch. I was still trying 
to get into high gear and still having recurring attacks of 
Malaria. I found that I had to use just about everything I 
had learned in school and that included mining, geol
ogy, metallurgy and the works. I even got into the fi
nancial end of the deal right off and for $500,000,000 
which was real big money then. 

A friend of mine, Milton S. Johnson from Two Har
bors, Minnesota had been in the Marines from the word 
GO! and was on "The Canal" and all through it. He is 
10 years my junior. He told me about the "MISers" with 
the 1st Marines and 2nd Amphib Marine Brigade and 
all front-line stuff. He said he had a great respect for 
them "little NIPs." This was to distinguish between 
them and the regular Japs which he referred to as "The 
Short Fuckers," "Die for the Emperor" and "Blood for 
Eleanor." A Samurai sword is a weapon to be respected 
but no competition for a good double-bit axe wielded 
by a lumberjack. I have never known a 6 foot thick pine 
tree to be cut down by such a sword, but a big, tough 
lumberjack could do it in minutes, with his trusty axe! 

mE FORTUNES OF WAR ARE INDEED HARD TO 
FATHOM! 

JUD-SAN 
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A Kibei in the Bunna J tmgle By Rol.nd Knt.n', Editori.1 A,,',t.nt, The H.w.it H,,,ld 

When Herbert Miyasaki would recount his wartime 
experiences to his son 20 years later, his disbelieving 
kid would insist that his dad was just spinning tall 
tales, "Nah, nah," denied Merrill, whom Miyasaki had 
named after his World War II commanding officer, 
Frank Merrill. Miyasaki could only tell his son to go ask 
Judge Russell Kana who had been with him and the rest 
of Merrill's Marauders in the jungles of Burma. 

"I learned my Japanese at home because my parents 
issei and spoke nothing but Japanese," explains 
Miyasaki today. "My parents could barely sign their 
names and could say, 'Me no sabe: but that's about 
all." His father, a general merchandise store owner on 
the Big Island decided to send him to Japan for his 
university education. When war clouds appeared on 
the horizon, however, Miyasaki immediately returned 
to Hawaii and joined the Army in December, 1940. 

"In those days before the war, you stayed in the 
Anny for one year and you were discharged," recalls 
Miyasaki. "But almost one year to the date my one year 
was up, I was home on furlough when Pearl Harbor was 
attacked." He was immediately called back and, after a 
short stint as a weatherman at Kohala airport, was as
signed to the lOOth Infantry Bn. When the 100th Bn. 
went to Camp McCoy in mid-1942, officers made good 
use of Miyasaki's bilingual capabilities. Miyasaki says, 
"Many guys would ask me, 'Hey, which is more easy 
for you - English or Japanese?' "I would say, "Which 
you tink?" Miyasaki became the unofficial translator for 
letters in Japanese sent by Issei parents to their 
American-born sons in unifonn. 

In November 1942, a team from the MISLS at Camp 
Savage, Minnesota came to Camp McCoy to recruit 
trainees from the nisei soldiers. While other members 
of the 100th Bn. took the qualifying exam, Miyasaki was 
simply called into the office of company commander 
Jack Mizuha who informed him that he would be going 
with the MIS group. "I don't want to go," protested 
Miyasaki who wanted to stick with his buddies. 
Mizuha replied, "No, it's an order. Anybody can shoot 
one rifle but not everybody can speak Japanese. You 
can do more good up there than down here." So 
Miyasaki reluctantly accompanied about 60 former 
100th Bn. members who joined the second group of MIS 
trainees at Camp McCoy in December 1942. At Camp 
Savage, Miyasaki found the classroom work intensive 

but not difficult, "Jes like I'm bragging, but that's the 
way it was," says Miyasaki. "Nothing new except for 
military terminology but it was very accelerated." 
While certain classes were set aside for Kibei students 
who were fluent in Japanese but weak in English and 
other classes reserved for students who were still be
ginners in Japanese, Miyasaki was placed in a class 
whose students were considered proficient in both lan
guages. In his group, students were required to learn 
about 200 kanjis per day. 

On weekdays, MISLS students would go to class be
tween 8 AM and 4 PM; exercise and drill, eat dinner and 
take a shower, then return to class from 7 to 9 in the 
evening. On Saturdays, the students were given an 
exam on all subjects of the preceding week. If a visitor 
went into the barracks bathhouse near midnite on a 
Friday night, he would find all the toilet seats occupied. 
"You cannot study beyond 11 o'clock but if you on a 
toilet bowl, nobody going bother you," explains 
Miyasaki. "That's how we used to study. I didn't have 
to study myself but I was a barracks leader. So natu
rally, I would be helping those guys because I don't 
want them to flunk out. Some guys studied until one 
o'clock," he recalls. Those who neglected their studies 
were lowered in their class levels until one day they 
were gone. 

When his group of Camp Savage trainees graduated 
in the summer of 1943, Miyasaki was called in with 
Hawaii nisei Edward Mitsukado to see Col. Kai Ras
mussen. "They're organizing a group of interpreters to 
experimentally use on the front line," the Col. told 
them. Even while he asked them to head the volunteer 
outfit, however, Rasmussen warned, "There's gonna be 
75 percent casualties." Miyasaki admits no personal 
bravado. "Mitsukado and I were kinda forced to volun
teer," he says with a chuckle. "We did the selecting of 
the rest of the 14 guys; we didn't know them then ex
cept that they were well-versed in English and 
Japanese. Nobody knew about this thing - it was 
hush-hush." After being turned down by several pros
pects, Miyasaki and Mitsukado assembled the group of 
volunteers which included Hawaii nisei Russell Kono, 
Howard Furumoto, Robert Honda, Roy Nakada, Tom 
Tsubota and seven Mainland MISers. 

In the faU of 1943, the volunteer outfit shipped out on 
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the Lurline, which Miyasaki remembers had been 
painted a wartime olive drab color. "We went to Austra
lia where we were chased by Japanese boats all over the 
place and then we picked up a whole battalion of com
bat men from Guadalcanal," he says. "These guys, they 
see our Japanese face, they like kill us already." But as 
the MIS group delivered daily lectures on the Japanese 
military and fraternized with the troops, they de
veloped a camaraderie with members of the 5307 Com
posite Unit. By the time the unit landed at Bombay, 
India, Miyasaki and the other interpreters were ac
cepted not only as American fighting men, but as par
ticularly valuable intelligence experts who had to be 
protected from capture and death. 

The 5307 Composite Unit was sent into the Indian 
jungle for training in November 1943. "We ate food 
from the jungle and lived in the jungle, not in tents, but 
in makeshift homes," recalls Miyasaki. Amazing, India 
is a hot country but - hooooo - so cold. "Water 
brought up from the river in the steel helmets would be 
frozen over the next morning with a layer of ice so thick 
it couldn't be broken by hand. Some guys who went to 
take a bath in the river when the sun was going down 
disappeared," stated Miyasaki. "Days later, their 
bodies would rise or somebody would step on them 
and find them." In February 44, the unit moved into the 
staging area on the India-Burma border. "Our assign
ment was to kill the enemy because that's the main 
thing in any war. We were to cut off their supply lines 
and lines of communication in the rear since an isolated 
unit without supplies can't db anything," states 
Miyasaki. The 5307 Composite Unit was an exceptional 
unit not listed in the U.S. table of organization, "Com
posite Unit - what size unit is that?' asks Miyasaki. 
"Nobody knows, yeah?" We can be augmented, rein
forced and become a light division. We didn't have any 
vehicles; they couldn't go into that terrain in Bunna. 
We had mules flown in from the United States. Those 
big mules carried our radios in the mountains. We had 
no artillery. We were hit and run because we had to be. 
We couldn't stay in a place for sustained combat," ex
plains Miyasaki. 

Vinegar Joe Stilwell was the commander of American 
forces in the China-Burma-India theater under the di
rection of Lord Louis Mountbatten, the supreme Allied 
commander in the region. According to Miyasaki, 
Mountbatten "used to come in the jungle with a 
bathtub and everything, with somebody carrying him, 
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and looked like a Hollywood actor." Mountbatten gave 
his orders to Stilwell who laid the burden of the Ameri
can responsibilities in the theater on the 5307 Compo
site Unit. "We being the strength of American forces in 
the area, naturally we were given the hard missions and 
we were a thorn in the side of the Japanese," explains 
Miyasaki. Mission after mission was handed to the unit 
which covered itself in glory under the nickname Mer
rill's Marauders. 

"At Maggot Hill of Nphum Ga, there was a water hole 
that changed hands a half dozen times in the course of a 
week," recalls Miyasaki, who refuses t<;> watch war 
comedies like MAS H which he feels make a travesty of 
the horrors of war. "You don't even think about it now 
but without water, you can't live two days. How many 
guys died from drinking their own urine! They suffered 
so much." At Nphum Ga, the Marauders were sub
jected to a constant artillery barrage. "In an artillery 
attack, you just stay in your foxhole, hoping that you 
don't get hit," Miyasaki remembers. "In the foxhole, 
how many guys went crazy? From the crack of dawn, 
boom-boom-boom. Maybe the first day everybody's 
okay. On the second day, some guys crack up. By the 
third day, everybody's tired. Some of the mules are hit 
and dying and who's gonna carry out heavy equip
ment. That's when plenty guys cracked up." 

When the Marauders were not fighting, they were on 
the march. "We marched over a thousand miles easy, all 
told," estimated Miyasaki. But he cautions that even 
this figure doesn't show what the Marauders faced. "In 
the jungle, 10 yards is a long distance," he explains, "If 
that 10 yards is grassy land, you can make it in less than 
five minutes. If that's a bamboo thicket, you'll take half 
an hour, easy. Then there were plants with all kinds of 
thorns that you couldn't go through, period." But the 
terrain wasn't always unfavorable. "If river, 20 miles 
one day easy," says Miyasaki explaining that the 
Marauders would tie up the fold in their ponchos and 
holding both ends to form an airtight pocket, float mer
rily downstream. Obstacles often faced the Marauders 
in the path of their march. "When we come across a 
snake nest, nobody wants to go - we don't know 
snakes, Hawaii guys," admits Miyasaki. "So if some
body said, 'Hey, inside there get snake,' we'd go 
around until we found an opening and we might waste 
two hours just to get there." 

At other times, the lead mule would be the first to 
encounter a Japanese booby trap. "Wham", shouts 



the Lurline, which Miyasaki remembers had been 
painted a wartime olive drab color. "We went to Austra
lia where we were chased by Japanese boats all over the 
place and then we picked up a whole battalion of com
bat men from Guadalcanal," he says. "These guys, they 
see our Japanese face, they like kill us already." But as 
the MIS group delivered daily lectures on the Japanese 
military and fraternized with the troops, they de
veloped a camaraderie with members of the 5307 Com
posite Unit. By the time the unit landed at Bombay, 
India, Miyasaki and the other interpreters were ac
cepted not only as American fighting men, but as par
ticularly valuable intelligence experts who had to be 
protected from capture and death. 

The 5307 Composite Unit was sent into the Indian 
jungle for training in November 1943. "We ate food 
from the jungle and lived in the jungle, not in tents, but 
in makeshift homes," recalls Miyasaki. Amazing, India 
is a hot country but - hooooo - so cold. "Water 
brought up from the river in the steel helmets would be 
frozen over the next morning with a layer of ice so thick 
it couldn't be broken by hand. Some guys who went to 
take a bath in the river when the sun was going down 
disappeared," stated Miyasaki. "Days later, their 
bodies would rise or somebody would step on them 
and find them." In February 44, the unit moved into the 
staging area on the India-Burma border. "Our assign
ment was to kill the enemy because that's the main 
thing in any war. We were to cut off their supply lines 
and lines of communication in the rear since an isolated 
unit without supplies can't do anything," states 
Miyasaki. The 5307 Composite Unit was an exceptional 
unit not listed in the U.S. table of organization, "Com
posite Unit - what size unit is that?' asks Miyasaki. 
"Nobody knows, yeah?" We can be augmented, rein
forced and become a light division. We didn't have any 
vehicles; they couldn't go into that terrain in Burma. 
We had mules flown in from the United States. Those 
big mules carried our radios in the mountains. We had 
no artillery. We were hit and run because we had to be. 
We couldn't stay in a place for sustained combat," ex
plains Miyasaki. 

Vinegar Joe Stilwell was the commander of American 
forces in the China-Burma-India theater under the di
rection of Lord Louis Mountbatten, the supreme Allied 
commander in the region. According to Miyasaki, 
Mountbatten "used to come in the jungle with a 
bathtub and everything, with somebody carrying him, 
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and looked like a Hollywood actor." Mountbatten gave 
his orders to Stilwell who laid the burden of the Ameri
can responsibilities in the theater on the 5307 Compo
site Unit. "We being the strength of American forces in 
the area, naturally we were given the hard missions and 
we were a thorn in the side of the Japanese," explains 
Miyasaki. Mission after mission was handed to the unit 
which covered itself in glory under the nickname Mer
rill's Marauders. 

"At Maggot Hill of Nphum Ga, there was a water hole 
that changed hands a half dozen times in the course of a 
week," recalls Miyasaki, who refuses to watch war 
comedies like MAS H which he feels make a travesty of 
the horrors of war. "You don't even think about it now 
but without water, you can't live two days. How many 
guys died from drinking their own urine! They suffered 
so much." At Nphum Ga, the Marauders were sub
jected to a constant artillery barrage. "In an artillery 
attack, you just stay in your foxhole, hoping that you 
don't get hit," Miyasaki remembers. "In the foxhole, 
how many guys went crazy? From the crack of dawn, 
boom-boom-boom. Maybe the first day everybody's 
okay. On the second day, some guys crack up. By the 
third day, everybody's tired. Some of the mules are hit 
and dying and who's gonna carry out heavy equip
ment. That's when plenty guys cracked up." 

When the Marauders were not fighting, they were on 
the march. "We marched over a thousand miles easy, all 
told," estimated Miyasaki. But he cautions that even 
this figure doesn't show what the Marauders faced. "In 
the jungle, 10 yards is a long distance," he explains, "If 
that 10 yards is grassy land, you can make it in less than 
five minutes. If that's a bamboo thicket, you'll take half 
an hour, easy. Then there were plants with all kinds of 
thorns that you couldn't go through, period." But the 
terrain wasn't always unfavorable. "If river, 20 miles 
one day easy," says Miyasaki explaining that the 
Marauders would tie up the fold in their ponchos and 
holding both ends to form an airtight pocket, float mer
rily downstream. Obstacles often faced the Marauders 
in the path of their march. "When we come across a 
snake nest, nobody wants to go - we don't know 
snakes, Hawaii guys," admits Miyasaki. "So if some
body said, 'Hey, inside there get snake,' we'd go 
around until we found an opening and we might waste 
two hours just to get there." 

At other times, the lead mule would be the first to 
encounter a Japanese booby trap. "Wham", shouts 



Miyasaki, emphasizing the fate of the poor beast. 
"That's how we knew a place was booby-trapped." If 
land mines weren't bad enough, the Japanese would 
sometimes resort to bamboo spears set on catapults set 
off by hairline triggers. "When you hit that, 'Shoo!' " 
Miyasaki whistles, imitating the whirl of the spear in 
flight. "Somebody's gonna suffer and ma-ke." The 
Marauders would circle around the dangerous area 
until they came to a clearing where they would test the 
path ahead by hurling bamboo poles. 

While on the march behind enemy lines, the Intelli
gence section would listen to Tokyo Rose every night to 
catch her occasional references to the 5307 Composite 
Unit. "She tried to kill your morale, but we used to 
listen for counterespionage purposes," explains 
Miyasaki. Tokyo Rose would say, "Oh yes, we know 
you Marauders are in that area. There's nothing secret 
about it." Their Intelligence was way ahead of the U.S., 
he concludes. 

After listening to Tokyo Rose, the Marauders would 
try to throw the Japanese off the track by quietly chang
ing their path of march. After six o'clock radio silence 
was maintained. Night patrol was the most frightening 
assignment. "We rotated but everybody had to go and 
it was scary," states Miyasaki. In the darkness of the 
jungle, the Marauders relied on bird calls from the ad
vance scouts or point men who were often American 
Indians or would rap five times rapidly on their rifle 
butt as a greeting. During the monsoon season when 
the heavy rains drowned out competing sounds, the 
troops would tie themselves together and signal by a 
tug on the rope. 

They called our group, "The League of Nations," re
calls Miyasaki, who would handpick a multi ethnic con
tingent when he went out on night patrol. One of his 
men would always be a Gurkha, a Nepalese tribesman. 
"The Gurkhas would rather fight with their bent knife 
and kill you silently than use a bullet," he says. "They 
were small, but they reminded me of Cuban fighting 
chickens - more guts than anything. They weren't 
afraid to die and they weren't afraid to fight - they'd 
tackle a six-foot Haole without hesitation. But Miyasaki 
would also pick a couple of Caucasians, "the six-foot
five, football player kine guys." He explains, "if I got 
knocked down, they would pick me up easy and they 
would even carry four or five bandoliers of ammunition 
at one time and take off." Miyasaki's multiethnic patrol 
must have worked because he survived his night duty 

without a scratch. 
As ethnic Japanese, the MISers faced special prob

lems. "Plenty times, we were captured by Chinese, 
American, or British soldiers who thought we were 
enemy soldiers," says Miyasaki. "I used to eat with the 
Chinese troops so I would know more about their be
havior and learn some Chinese so in case they catch me 
again, I can tell them dis and dat more easily." Because 
it was standard operating procedure to carry no iden
tification, this became a real problem. By the end, the 
Marauders put bodyguards on their valued nisei inter
preters. 

In return for their special protection, the MIS unit 
fulfilled special duties by translating captured Japanese 
documents and interrogating prisoners. While Frank 
Merrill spoke fluent Japanese thanks to his prewar stint 
as a military attache in Japan, he often had to call on the 
MISers to translate military symbols and evaluate the 
workings of the military mind of the enemy. Miyasaki 
served as personal interpreter for Merrill throughout 
the North Burma campaign. 

Like MISLS graduates on other fronts of the war, 
Miyasaki also had to interrogate Japanese POWs. "Not 
one prisoner came to us with his hands up," he recalls, 
noting that the enemy troops in Burma were more hard
ened than those faced with MISers in Micronesia and 
on Okinawa. "All of the captured Japanese POWs were 
wounded prisoners who couldn't stand up or were 
starved for 15 or 20 days." Miyasaki would read the 
diaries found on the captured soldiers and seek to es
tablish rapport by calling them by their names and 
using the dialect from the area of Japan from which they 
came. 

With an officer, Miyasaki would use a different ap
proach. One of his first actions would be to return the 
officer's sword. "The sword had nothing to do with the 
Emperor, oftentimes, it was a family heirloom and a 
symbol of the officer's authority," he explains. When 
American officers questioned him about lack of cau
tion, Miyasaki would reply, "You look upon him as a 
dirty Jap? By the same token, he looks on you as a dirty, 
cheap American and you think he's gonna bloody his 
precious sword on you?" Miyasaki found that when he 
returned an officer's sword, the officer would often 
grasp the top of the handle with two hands and prop it 
under his chin. Then he would open to Miyasaki's 
questioning. "He must have thought, 'Hey, this guy's 
alright, now I'm not naked,' " figures Miyasaki. The 
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Hawaii nisei would treat his prisoner with deference 
and speak humbly and the Japanese officer would 
cooperate. 

But interrogation was also often a battle of nerves. 
When a Japanese officer mistreated a fellow prisoner, 
Miyasaki would bawl him out for mistreating an Em
peror's soldier and slap him in the face. Once when 
Miyasaki was in the midst of interrogating a Japanese 
officer, the Americans were hit by a heavy artillery bar
rage. "You ought to have seen it - the guards who 
were assigned on two sides of the prisoner took off," he 
remembers. "I just yelled, 'Guards!' I made them come 
back right with the artillery barrage still going on." 
Miyasaki castigated them, shouting, "If you want me to 
interrogate, god dammit, don't show the cowardly side 
of you! If you're a coward, get out and get a new 
guard." Today, Miyasaki admits, "I was scared stiff. 
But the Japanese captain he neva move. If I had run 
away, I'd lose right there - he'd have the feeling, 
'Hummm, what the hell, why should] answer this cow
ard?' " Through the shelling Miyasaki questioned the 
prisoner while Russell Kono took notes. 

As months dragged on, the Marauders were handed 
mission after mission without respite. "The Marauders 
were overtaxed, that's true; for a unit our size, the task 
was too great," says Miyasaki. "Yet the Marauders did 
the work and didn't run away from it." After the 5307 
Composite would capture an objective, their promised 
rest period would dissolve in an enemy counterattack. 
While Joseph Harrington criticized Stilwell for a callous 
attitude towards his men, Miyasaki argued that Vinegar 
Joe was only taking orders from above and that Stilwell 
was removed from his post in the China-Burma-India 
theater when he insisted that men be given a rest. 

While fighting the Japanese, the Marauders also faced 
other enemies - malaria, dysentery and typhus. "The 
American forces weren't used to monsoon weather," 
explains Miyasaki. "And monsoon weather brings 
malaria, the infestation of lice, which spread typhus, 
and dysentery from the water." While none of the in
terpreters were seriously wounded, all of the interpret
ers contracted disease. "Yeah, I got sick with malaria
a little bit crazy, delirious, because that's how you get 
when you get malaria," recalls Miyasaki. "When you 
got dysentery, you shit blood from your okole and your 
pants were always dripping blood." 

By the time the Marauders had finished their work, 
the unit was decimated. "At the end, what was left of 
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the Marauders? Hardly anything, hardly anybody was 
left," says Miyasaki. When the Marauders staggered 
into the town of Myitkina as part of the makeshift 
Chinese-American force on August 3,1944, only 200 of 
several thousand original members of the 5307 Com
posite Unit were left. While the Marauders suffered 
well over the 75% casualties which had been predicted, 
all 14 of the MIS troops survived the harrowing cam
paign. "But, we were so weak," recalls Miyasaki. All of 
the MISLS graduates were awarded Combat Infantry
men's Badges and the coveted Bronze Stars. 

Although all members of the MIS contingent were 
offered field commissions when they came out of com
bat, Miyasaki, Honda, and Kono turned their commis
sions down and chose to attend the Officers Candidate 
School in the United States first. "When I was in the 
100th Bn., I was selected one of 17 to make officer but 
they denied me my commission because I was 
Japanese," explains Miyasaki. "Then when they sent 
me up to MIS school, we were the guys who know 
Japanese but there's a bunch of Haole young kids who 
come in there and they know 'a, i, u , e , 0: phonetics, 
and they'd get commissioned as second lieutenants, 
linguistic specialists. Old Man Col. Rasmussen tried to 
get us commissions but no, they turned it down be
cause we were nisei, and they weren't taking any 
chances." So when Gen. Stilwell offered them commis
sions, Miyasaki and the other two Hawaii nisei chose to 
prove themselves by going through officers' training 
instead. All three of them graduated near the top of 
their class at Officers Candidate School and Miyasaki 
became the first nisei to serve as an instructor at the 
Infantry School at Fort Benning. 

In the end, Miyasaki, a kibei who had joined the 
service with intentions of serving a year of duty, wound 
up spending over 50 years in the U.s. Anny. Although 
the exploits of Merrill's Marauders are now legendary, 
the story of the 14 Nisei who served in the 5307 Com
posite Unit is still unknown. "But I don't feel bad," says 
Miyasaki today, as he finishes a brief summary of his 
World War II duty. "We were told beforehand that the 
type of work we were going to do would not be pub
licized. The American public was calling us 'Jap' and all 
kinds of names, and sometimes you felt like throwing 
down everything and saying, 'To hell with you guys.' 
But still, there was a job to do and somebody had to do 
it. The scums of the earth don't have to appreciate what 
we did. But my conscience is clear." 



WW II Experiences - Pentagon, Paris, Berlin 

By Kazuo E. Yamane 

CHRONOLOGY: World War II Service and other Ex
periences 

1934 (June) 

McKinley High School graduation. 

1935 
One year employment at U. Yamane Ltd. 

1935 
(Summer) To Japan for Language Studies. 
Joined Japan tour group from Hawaii visiting Japan 

extensively including Korea and Manchuria up to Har
bin area near the Siberian border. 

Preparation for entrance exams for Japan Middle 
SchooL 

1936-37 

One year at Kinjo Middle School in Tokyo. 
Preparation for college entrance exam. In Japan dur

ing the February 26 Incident ~ Military coup d'etat in 
Tokyo. 

1937 (Sep) 
Entered Waseda University, Tokyo, Commerce Dept. 

1940 (Aug) 
In Japan during Japanese Invasion of Manchuria and 

China - the so-called "Manchurian Incident" and the 
Sino-Japanese War. 

Experienced compulsory military ROTC training 
while attending Japan University. 

In Japan during Japan's total war effort and country 
geared to total war economy. 

In Japan during signing of Berlin-Rome-Tokyo Axis 
Military Agreement; experiencing tri-party total war ef
fort. 

Returned home to Hawaii - three summer vacations. 
Graduated Waseda University in June 1940. 
Completed entrance exams for Hosei University, To-

kyo. 
August 1940, returned to Hawaii on the second to the 

last ship, the TATSUTA MARU, ever to land on an 
American port until the declaration of war between 
U.S. and Japan. 

Thereafter the U.S. embargo on oil was initiated 
against Japan and U.S.-relations worsened to critical 
stages, until the Pearl Harbor attack. 

1940 (Sep) 
Entered University of Hawaii on part-time basis 

while being employed at U. Yamane, Ltd. By late spring 
of 1941, had to leave U. of H. because all three male 
employees of our family business were drafted in the 
U.S. Anny, and I received temporary military defer
ment. 

1941 (Nov 14) 
Uncle Sam finally got me at $21.00 per month - no 

deferment; draftee in 4th Selective Service draft as Class 
A. Reported to Schofield Barracks, Oahu this date for 
military training. This virtually shut down our poultry 
and hog feed (grain) department, our paint and retail 
liquor departments, since there was no male employee 
remaining. 

1941 (Dec 7) 
Home on weekend pass in Kalihi. This was within 

view of anti-aircraft flak in the air, and billowing dark 
black smoke from the Pearl Harbor and Hickam Field 
direction. Successive booming explosions could be 
heard. In short order the radio broadcast repetitious 
emergency calls, "Pearl Harbor is being attacked, all 
service men return to your post immediately." In re
sponse to the order, dressed in my military uniform, I 
drove toward Schofield Barracks by way of the old 
winding Moanalua-Red Hill Road and into Kam High
way in Aiea, in perfect full view of the Pearl Harbor 
attack going on: dive bombers, low-level bombing by 
the enemy, every conceivable type of explosions and 
tilting burning, great warships; fires and billowing 
black smoke all over Pearl Harbor - what a total mess 
Pearl Harbor looked. 

At Schofield Barracks, that day and night, was just as 
much a turmoil internally. The '03 rifles issued were 
from storage and had to be cleaned ready for use; the 
ammunitions carriers and ammunitions issued were 
from crates in storage. On the night of December 7th, 
Schofield Barracks was a frightful jittery military base; 
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sabotage and 5th column rumors were rampant; any 
bush that moved in the darkness could be a target by a 
trigger-happy dogface; any plane in the air was shot at 
- in fact our own 0-47 was shot down that night by our 
own men. In the distance toward Honolulu, in the still 
total darkness of the nightly you could see the fiery 
glow in the eastern sky from the smoldering ember of 
the military installations and naval warships; the only 
noises emanating were occasional explosions toward 
the Pearl Harbor direction. We service men wondered 
whether a follow-up invasion of ground troops was to 
come. The element of surprise was almost 100% and the 
disastrous and extensive damages done almost com
pletely destroyed the military effectiveness of the U.S. 
Anned Forces. 

1941 (Dec 8) 
Having had ROTC at McKinley High School, the next 

day I was with the group that was immediately as
signed to the various national guard units, I was sent to 
Co E, 298 Infantry, stationed on the Windward side, our 
sector being between Hauula and Kaneohe. Sgt Chang, 
Pvt Gouveia, and myself were issued one water-cooled 
machine gun, 500 rounds of ammunition, an '03 rifle 
and dropped at a point on the beach of Kahaluu, our 
cross-fire to meet with a machine gun on each side of 
us. Nothing was furnished us so we commandeered 
from the neighboring beach houses and built a fac
simile of a machine gun nest. Until late May 1982, it was 
4 hours on sentry duty, or laying barbed-wire bar
ricades near the shore, 4 hours off for sleep and rest. In 
an invasion attempt, we were certainly cannon fodder 
and a suicide squad I thought. 

1942 (June 3?) 

All soldiers of Japanese blood, numbering about 
1,500 men, were ordered to Schofield Barracks from the 
Hawaii National Guard units in the field. We found out 
that we were ordered to be shipped to destination un
known. (Rumors were already circulating in Honolulu 
that a great air and sea battle was imminent somewhat 
near Hawaii.) Without any leave to go home we were 
entrained to Honolulu Harbor and loaded on the con
verted SS Maui Troopship. At dusk, with a destroyer 
escorting us, we left Honolulu. The next morning the 
destroyer was gone! And Japanese submarines were 
lurking around the Hawaiian chain, I thought. So all 
throughout the trip to the mainland I made it a point to 
sleep on deck. Arrived in Oakland port in the still dark-
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ness of wartime blackout. The group was split in three 
separate train routes; one to the north, one to the south 
and the last one by way of the central route, by which 
route I arrived at our destination - Camp McCoy in 
Wisconsin, again in the stillness of the night. The irony 
of this destination was that fathers of many men of our 
group were imprisoned in a concentration camp in 
Camp McCoy. 

Early June - Mid December 42. The War Department 
designated our group the 100th Inf Bn (Sep). Orders 
were to train for combat. Over 6 months of training got 
very monotonous, and apparently the War Department 
could not make a decision as to how to use us. In the 
meantime, the relocation of all Japanese alien and citi
zens was going on full blast in the Western states. Major 
Dickey, a West Pointer came to McCoy to recruit volun
teers for Military Intelligence. With my background and 
education in Japan, I volunteered. Questions asked to 
confirm my loyalty were such as: "If we landed you in 
Japan on a submarine on a special mission, would you 
perform your duty willingly?" 

1942 (Dec) 
Ordered to attend Camp Savage MISLS in Minnesota. 
Upon assignment and after exam for classification, I 

was assigned to Sec 1 (Top grade) of 30 odd classes. 
Severe winter 47 below 0, icicles 6' hanging on roof 

eaves in single wall barracks. 100 Battalion men of 60 in 
one barracks, burned two pot-belly stoves in barracks 
red-hot because we were freezing. 

After furlough, upon graduation in June, I was one of 
the first to be called to pack up for duty assignment, 
destination unknown. Team of 4 left by train (June 
1943): Tech Sgt Jimmy Matsumura (Instructor at Savage) 
of Los Angeles, and Kibei. TI3 John Kenjo, Los Angeles 
and formerly team leader from Honolulu, TI3 Seishu 
Kondo, San Pedro, and Kibei TI3 Kazuo E. Yamane, 
Honolulu. 

When Sgt Matsumura opened the sealed orders and 
tickets, destination read: Washington, D.C. 

On arrival at D.C. we were assigned to the Pentagon 
Bldg, War Dept, Pacific Order of Battle, Military Intelli
gence and stationed at Fort Meyer, Virginia, next to the 
Pentagon. We were the first Nisei, servicemen or civi
lian, of Japanese blood in the Pentagon Bldg since the 
start of WWII, with one exception, Jimmy Hamasaki of 
California whom I knew in Tokyo while he was attend-



ing Meiji University. He was a State Department em
ployee who came back to the U.S. on the exchange ship 
Gripsholm, and started work as a civilian at the Penta
gon very recently. There were over 35,000 persons 
working at the Pentagon, one of the most security-tight 
buildings in the Nation at that time. Captain Moore, an 
ex-missionary in Japan, was our supervising officer in 
the Pentagon. A few months after our assignment, a 
team from Savage was assigned to the Air Force in the 
Pentagon. A larger group was also later assigned to 
Warrenton, Virginia, 1944. 

The War Department assigned our team to Camp 
Ritchie (now Camp David), MD as a nucleus to start the 
PACMIRS (Military Pacific Intelligence Research Sec
tion), with Lt Col Gronich as CO. A Brigadier General 
was commandant of the Intelligence Center, primarily 
heading the European Theater operations. A large con
tingent comprising non-coms, many instructors from Ft 
Snelling (Camp Savage was moved to Snelling) Intelli
gence and Japanese Language Training School and 
graduates, and a number of haole officers (instant 
Japanese Language specialists). Shortly thereafter, I had 
volunteered for an unknown mission somewhere, get
ting fed up with the discriminatory practice of ranks 
given us Nisei's in G2. Letters received from our bud
dies overseas also made us very restless in domestic 
USA. 

A highlight of my short service in Ritchie was : Colo
nel __ sent me to look through some boxes of cap
tured documents by order of the Commandant, that 
were sent to the Intelligence Center for training pur
poses. They were captured in the Saipan battle by the 
Navy Intelligence team at Pearl Harbor and passed on 
as having no military value. The General thought the 
documents should first be checked. In skimming 
through them, I found a thick book, and to my as
tonishment, which contained highly classified reports 
of the entire National Inventory of the Japanese Arsenal 
listing specific weapons and their number in stock (Im
perial Army Ordinance Inventory). I reported to our 
Colonel of this major important find. The translation 
staff at camp were ordered by the Pentagon to give it 
top priority, and all holiday leaves were cancelled. An 
amusing aftermath of this incident was that an Army 
Captain at Ritchie who courier'd back and forth to the 
Pentagon made a joke of this big boo-boo (papaia) by 
Navy Intelligence at the Pentagon. I last heard that 
word got back to the Navy Dept and wires were burn-

ing to Pearl. But the Captain was soon shanghaied 
overseas for his joke! Of all things, I bumped into this 
Captain in Paris and he was still moaning! 

October 12, 1944. TiS Pat Nagano of Morro Bay, CA, 
TIS George Urabe of San Frandsco and MISgt Kazuo E. 
Yamane of Honolulu were selected to go on this special 
mission, and time of departure was fixed to leave the 
U.S. sometime in late October so I finally decided to get 
married before going over; and on October 12, 1944, 
Mary Shiyomura and I got married at a relative's home 
in Baltimore, the Miyasaki's, formerly of Honolulu and 
now long time residents of Baltimore. I had a week's 
pass and honeymooned in Philadelphia before going 

Late October, 1944. Our team, with Major John White 
from the 7th Div in Alaska as CO with Lt (S.c.) Arthur 
English, USN, boarded a C-94 all to ourselves left La 
Guardia Airport at night. After take-off, Major White 
opened the sealed orders and read it to us. Our primary 
mission was: Our team was to be attached to a British 
Commando Unit, to train with them, in an attack into 
Berlin. We were to invade by air andlor submarines, 
into Berlin, to confiscate documents in the various gov
ernment buildings as targets and return. The War Dept 
Orders further stated that we were to be assigned to 
SHAEF (Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary 
Force), Far Eastern Intelligence Section, in Versailles, 
France. Our plane continued to our final destination -
Paris, via Newfoundland, landing in Scotland for a 
short period, and continuing on to Paris. On arrival in 
Versailles, we were quartered for a short time with the 
Moroccan Troops in the Royal Stable of the Grand 
Palace, with our headquarters at the Petit Palais. Only a 
few weeks before our arrival, the Germans sliced into 
the Western Front and made major gains in the Battle of 
the Bulge. While on pass to Paris, for this reason, secu
rity measures were extra tight. 

The U.S. Army was negotiating with the Russians in 
the meantime to guarantee our safety on this mission, 
but the Russians were playing a delaying game. The 
Russians had stopped the German offensive on the 
Russian Front and were now taking the offensive and 
were exerting every effort to capture Berlin before the 
Anglo-American Armies . In the interim, our team was 
split up to go into the field on split second notice! Swift 
air entry into Berlin, a raid into the Japanese Embassy 
there, seizure of documents and a quick get away! But 
plans to go to Berlin never came to be! 
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in WAIPAHU & WAIANAE" 

WAIPAHU HARDWARE & LUMBER 
SUPPLY CO. LTD. 
94-672 Farrington Hwy Ph. 677-4466 & 671-3115 
Waipahu, HI 96797 
AND 

W HARDWARE & LUMBER SUPPLY CO. 
85-780 Farrington Hwy., 96792 Ph, 696-6191 & 696-2992 

TOPPER'S AT PEARL CITY 
Pearl City Shopping Center 

~~~r~t~y,~::~r 96782 
Phone: 455-4442 

SEONG'S BAR B Q 
Waimalu Plaza Shopping Center 
98-1277 Kaahumanu Street 
Aiea, Hawaii 96701 
Phone: 488-9868 

BEST WISHES 
M. YAMAMOTO CONTRACTOR, INC. 

GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTOR 
LIC. #ABC·5756 

(808) 244-0891/244-5274 

MUNEO YAMAMOTO 1744 KAAHUMANU AVE. 
WAILUKU, HI 96793 

NAKATAN I FARMS 

ROY NAKATANI B 



CO-CHAIR 
FRED KANEMURA 

ADMINISTRATION 

CREDENTIALS/REGISTRATION 

Yasuo Takata, Chairman 
Glenda Takata, Computer Op. 

(All Baker members readied 
Registration Packets) 

SECRETARY 
James Inafuku 

TREASURER 
Isao Nadamoto 

CLUB EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 
Paul Nanamori 

CLUB SECRETARY 
Charlotte Mitsutani 

45TH ANNIVERSARY 
(1942 - 1987) 

REUNION COMMITTEE 

CO-CHAIR 
HARRY KATAHARA 

FUNCTIONS 

CLUBHOUSE BASH #1 

ABLE CHAPTER I-C 

Tom Fujise, Co-Chair 
Leighton Sumida, Co-Chair 

WELCOME BASH - Pagoda 
HQ-MED CHAPTER I-C 

Mike Takahashi, Co-Chair 
Dr. Henry Nakasone, Co-Chair 

CLUBHOUSE BASH #2 
DOG CHAPTER I-C 

Conrad Tsukayama, Chair 

SAYONARA BANQUET -
Pagoda 

BAKER CHAPTER I-C 

Conrad Kurahara, Chair 
B.J. Kimura, Assistant 
Tom Tsubota, Assistant 
Roy Nakayama, Assistant 

BREAKFAST/MEMORIAL 
SERVICE - Pagoda 

CHARLIE CHAPTER I-C 

Richard Yamamoto, Co-Chair 
Kazuto Shimizu, Co-Chair 

CO-CHAIR 
DICK OGURO 

SPECIALS 

LADlES' FUNCTIONS 

Dorothy Tamashiro, Co-Chair 
Evelyn Tsuda, Co-Chair 

HOSPITALITY SUITE - Pagoda 
RURAL CHAPTER I-C 

Rudy Yoshida, Co-Chair 
Tamotsu Shimizu, Co-Chair 
Jerry Yamaki, Co-Chair 

GOLF 

Warren Iwai, Chair 
Sonsei Nakamura, Assistant 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

Max Imai, Chair 

TRANSPORT AnON 

Harry Yamashita, Chair 

-(" t ? 
BEST WISHES AND ALOHA 

o ME DE TO 

CHOWHOUND 
M+S _ VETERANS 

1399th VETERANS CLUB 

Congratulations To "Club 100" 
on Your 45th Reunion 

Richard and Phyllis Czimer 
Lockport,IL 
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A 
Ten Pin 
Salute 

to 
Club 100 

rt Kalihi Bowl 
Ir! "'Ko.Iti~CenIoor841·2Il' 

Kazuo E. Yamane (8) 

Best Wishes 
to the 

Club 100 
on its 45th 

Anniversary 

I 

V.Yamane, 
Limited 

-, 

Kalihi Shopping Center Pearl City 
Shopping Cenler 

Kazuo E. Yamane (8) 



'OMEDETOI 
One Puka Puka 45th Vets Celebration 

AMERICO co., LTD. 
Distributors of Taylor Ffeezers Since 1950 

Culture of Quality 

TOKYO - OSAKA 

Phone (03) 573-5767 (Tokyo) 
(06) 364-8261 (Osaka) 

ILK 2523676 TESH J 
FAX (03) 575-0059 

~ 
HNER.'/I':D 

JAPAN BARS CO., LTD. 
Faithful Servant to The Auto Industry 

TOKYO - OSAKA 

Phone: (03) 474-8811 (Tokyo) 
(06) 364-8261 (Osaka) 

FAX: (03) 474-8134 

We are playing molto poco role in Japan, constantly seeking Americana productsjorJapan, China and 
S. Korea. We would solicit your KOKVA. 

TAKESHI "TESH" TESHIMA 
(Baker Chapter) 



of comradeship 
of memories __ _ 

long live the fighting spirit 
ofthe one-puka-puka! 

ISLAND INSURANCE COMPANIES 
ISLAND INSURANCE CO., LTD. 
TRADEWIND INSURANCE CO., LTD. 

• The only locally owned and managt.-d properly and casuall)' 
insurance compan ies 

• Best's pollcyholder rating. A + (Superior). for last 5 years 
and Best's :"<lew Financial Sillc Category Class VI 
(1987 rallng not yet available) 

• Commercial Lines (Mulripcril policieS Including fire 
and liability and Work.ers Cornp) and Personal Lines 

• Marketing through inOCpcndcll1. professional. Insurance 
general age-ills 

OF ' -IAWAII. BY t-IAWAII, FOB '-IAWAII •• 
Your COST EFFECTIVE Financial Protec tion Is Our COIKernl 




